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Abstract
SCP2* (31.4kb) is a spontaneous high fertility variant of the low copy number and broad
host-range Streptomyces plasmid SCP2 . Amongst other applications, derivatives of SCP2 * had
previously been used as vectors for the cloning of Streptomyces gene clusters specifying antibiotic
biosynthesis. SCP2 * is 100% self-transmissible and has the ability to form 'pocks' which are
typical for, and evidently unique to conjugative Streptomyces plasmids. A detailed physical map of
SCP 2 * had been constructed and the transfer and fertility functions, along with sufficient functions
for pock formation, had been located to a c.9kb region of SCP2* using deletion derivatives.
The aim of this investigation was to identify individual transfer and pock formation genes by
the in vitro insertion of QSPT, a specifically constructed resistance cassette, into plJ903
(25.8kb), a bifunctional derivative which retains all the known phenotypic properties of SCP2\
As a new construct, the establishment of QSPT's structural and functional integrity and suitability
for widespread application presented further investigative aims.
Firstly, the ends of QSPT were sequenced to confirm the presence and structural integrity of
the T7 and SP6 promoter sequences which form an important part of the cassette. Their functional
integrity was demonstrated by in vitro transcription using the corresponding RNA polymerases. It
was also demonstrated that it is possible to obtain sequence information from regions of plJ903
flanking the QSPT insertion site using the commercially available T7 and SP6 primers, plasmid
templates isolated by small-scale procedures from E.coii or Streptomyces lividans, and a double
strand sequencing procedure.
QSPT was inserted into plJ903 linearised with Sau3A\ to yield 104 putative recombinants
(p903Qs) in S.lividans TK64. Seven pock deficient and seventeen novel small pock mutants were
found, the remainder exhibited pocks indistinguishable in size from plJ903. Three of the small
pock and all of the pock deficient inserts mapped were located within or very close to the
transfer/pock region. The QSPT inserts of the remaining small pock mutants were located external
to this, many being clustered within a region which had been previously deleted without affecting
pock formation, and were interspersed with inserts which did not affect pock formation. Amongst
further p903Q constructs isolated from E.coii and then transformed into S.lividans, a further two
pock deficient mutants were found. These possessed inserts within the transfer/pock region and
could not be recovered by replica plating after mixing with plasmid-free recipients.
QSPT was found to be structurally stable in E.coii JM107 but unstable in S.lividans TK64.
This deletional instability was insertion site dependent and probably occurred through illegitimate
recombination between the QSPT inserts and the pBR327 region of piJ903. Alterations
interpretable as the tandem duplication of extensive lengths of plJ903 DNA were also observed.
This too appeared to be QSPT insertion site dependent and included the duplication of sequence
within the transfer/pock region of plJ903 in normal pock formers.
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1
In tro d u c tio n

1.1

S treptom yces.
The genus Streptomyces comprises the Gram-positive, obligately aerobic, heterotrophic

bacteria which undergo a characteristically complex cycle of morphological differentiation. They
are widely distributed in the environment, comprising in particular a large and important part of
the natural population of soil. Here they play a significant role in nutrient recycling through their
numerous biodegradative activities (discussed in Crawford, 1988; Lacey, 1988).

1.1.1 Growth and Morphological Differentiation.
The individual stages of morphological differentiation in the complex spore to spore cycle of
Streptomyces are summarised in figure 1.1. In essence, vegetative growth from the germinating
spore without cell separation results in the formation of the substrate mycelium, an extensively
branched network of multinucleate hyphae containing few cross walls which permeates the
substratum. Once established, and at the expense of the now lysing substrate mycelium, aerial
hyphae are produced giving the colony a powdery white appearance. These hyphae coil and become
subdivided through regularly spaced septation, each compartment rounding off and maturing to
produce a chain of mononucleate dessication resistant spores for dispersal.
Figure 1 . 1 - The Cvcle of Morphological Differentiation in S tre p to m y c e s
Adapted from Chater and Merrick (1979).
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A detailed description of morphological differentiation and its genetic control in Streptomyces
c o e lico lo r can be found in reviews by Chafer and Merrick (1979), Chater (1984; 1989a;
1989b), Buttner (1989), and in Bushell (1988) and Piret and Demain (1988).
S treptom yces grow slowly in comparison to E.coii. The growth of spores into mature
sporulated colonies takes a minimum of about three days even under optimal conditions, and often
much longer. Growth in liquid culture is similarly slow and tends to occur in clumps. Plate 1.1
illustrates the characteristic velvety grey appearance of mature sporulated colonies of
Streptomyces lividans, as grown from single spores.

Plate 1.1 - Aerially Differentiated Colonies of Streptomyces

lividans TK64

[actual size]

1.1.2

Principal Genetic Characteristics.
Streptomyces possess as a reflection of their morphlogical and physiological complexity, a

characteristically large genome. Size estimates for the single circular chromosome vary between
c.3 and 5x109 Da (Gladek and Zakrzewska, 1984), that is c^sto 7.5 x103 kb, some one and a half
times that of the genome of E.coii. Recently, the construction of a physical map of the chromosome of
S.coelicolor A3(2) has enabled a more accurate assessment of its size, 8x103 kb (H. M. Kieser, T.
Kieser, and D. A. Hopwood, manuscript in preparation). As the second principal genetic

3
characteristic, both the Streptomyces genome and the DNA of its extrachromosomal elements
exhibit a high mol% GC, typically between 72 and 76% (Gladek and Zakrzewska, 1984).
Genomic instability presents a further characteristic. Two frequently associated events have
been detected, the deletion of long stretches of the chromosome and the extreme (but reversible,
Mathumathi et al., 1990) tandem amplification of much shorter sequences (amplifiable units of
DNA or AUDs). It has been through these events that the phenotypic instability of Streptomyces has
been explained, the production of various enzymes and pigments, antibiotic production and
resistance, and indeed sporulation being prone to irreversible loss. Deletion and amplification
events have been more recently discussed and reviewed in Chater et al. (1988), Hutter and
Eckhardt (1988), Cullum et al. (1989), Schrempf et al. (1989), Chater and Hopwood (1989),
and Leblond et al. (1990), and the unstable phenotypes with which they are associated are listed in
the second and fifth of these. Chater et al. (1988) and Hutter and Eckhardt (1988) also discuss
genomic flux in Streptomyces on a wider level, including the associations between the chromosome
and plasmids, phages and insertion sequences.
Restriction-modification systems are widespread in Streptomyces, although as yet poorly
characterised, and can impose significant limitations on the use of particular host species for
cloning. Restriction deficient strains have been isolated for several species (e.g. Streptomyces
fradiae, Matsushima et al., 1989), but not as yet for S.coelicolor A3(2), the most widely studied
and genetically best characterised species. S.lividans, the closely related and next best
characterised species, is generally considered to lack restriction and has therefore been the
preferred or intermediate host for heterologous gene cloning (weak restriction was proposed by
MacNeil, 1988, and strong restriction against plasmid DNA from E.coii proposed by Hill et al.,
1989, this was suggested to be active against methylated but not unmethylated DNA by Neesen and
Volckaert,

1989). Alternative relatively well characterised non-restricting species include

Streptomyces ambofaciens and Streptomyces griseofuscus (Hopwood et al., 1986a).
Recombination systems are universal and have been exploited for the purposes of gene
manipulation and analysis (examples are given below). Strains deficient in homologous
recombination have not as yet been developed, intraplasmid but not chromosomal recombination
being deficient in the S.lividans strain JT46 (Tsai and Chen, 1987; Kieser et al., 1989).
Linkage maps (Rhodes, 1986) are only well developed for S.coelicolor, making it the
preferred host for studying recombination events in the chromosome.

1.1.3 The Commercial Importance of Streptomyces.
Important as the study of morphological differentiation and its genetic control is in itself, it
is the intimately interrelated (discussed in Chater 1989a; 1989b; Champness et al., 1989)
phenomenon of physiological differentiation for which Streptomyces have been most intensively
studied, that is the production of secondary metabolites which accompanies aerial differentiation.
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Streptomyces as a genus has attained considerable economic importance through the production of a
vast and diverse array of medically, agriculturally and industrially important secondary
metabolites. These include antifungal, antiviral, and antiparasite agents (Martin and Gil, 1984), as
well as antitumor agents, immunomodifiers and enzyme inhibitors (Umezawa, 1988). Their most
important contribution however is through the production of antibiotics. Actinomycetes produce
about two-thirds of the naturally occuring antibiotics known (Chater and Hopwood, 1989), to
which Streptomyces species make by far the greatest contribution (estimated in 1988 to comprise
4876 different antibiotics, Goodfellow and O'Donneli, 1989). In addition, new antimicrobial agents
continue to be isolated through the large-scale screening of natural isolates (discussed in Nolan and
Cross, 1988;

Okami and Hotta, 1988). The intensively studied genetics of antibiotic biosynthesis

and its control in Streptomyces has been reviewed by Hopwood et al. (1986b), Okami and Hotta
(1988), Hutter and Eckhardt (1988), Chater and Hopwood (1989), Martin and Liras (1989),
Hunter and Baumberg (1989) and Chater (1990). As a central theme from this, the multistep
biosynthesis of a given antibiotic involves many genes which are typically clustered in the genome,
often with those for its resistance too, thereby occupying a single stretch of many kilobases.

1.2 S tre p to m y c e s Plasmids.
1.2.1

Prologue.

Rather than list the properties of Streptomyces plasmids their distribution, variety of form,
biological properties, and indeed further properties of the host will be introduced throughout the
following discussion as appropriate to the subject at hand. Initial comments concern the
development of plasmid research in Streptomyces and the contribution made by plasmid derivatives
to the genetic analysis of the host. Subsequent discussions deal more specifically with conjugal
transfer and the associated properties of pock formation and fertility, this with particular
reference to S.coelicolor plasmid SCP2* as the subject of this investigation.

1 .2 . 2

The Development of Plasmid Research in Streptomyces.
The first Streptomyces plasmid to be discovered, SCP1, was identified through its ability to

promote the transfer of chromosomal markers in S.coelicolor (Vivian, 1971), being of particular
significance as the first fertility factor discovered in a Gram-positive bacterium. Attempts to
isolate SCP1 from S.coelicolor were unsuccessful at this time but did result in the isolation of
SCP 2 , an 18x10s Da CCC plasmid species (Schrempf et al., 1975) which was demonstrated to be
distinct from SC P 1 (Schrempf and Goebel, 1977; Bibb et al., 1977) and to be a second
transmissible fertility factor of S .coelicolor (Bibb et al., 1977).
The discovery of plasmids in Streptomyces prompted the suggestion that these could be
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involved in antibiotic biosynthesis and resistance. Numerous investigations explored this
possibility (as reviewed at the time by Hopwood, 1978). However, the overall conclusion from
these and subsequent investigations has been that the structural genes involved in antibiotic
biosynthesis and resistance are almost exclusively chromosomally located. As the only rigorously
upheld exceptions to this rule, SCP1 (Kirby et al., 1975 ; Wright and Hopwood, 1976; Kirby and
Hopwood, 1977; Chater and Bruton, 1985) and the c.150kb pSV1 plasmid of Streptomyces
violaceus-ruber (Aguilar and Hopwood, 1982; Chater and Bruton, 1985) carry the genes for
methylenomycin A biosynthesis and resistance. Recent advances in electrophoresis techniques have
in fact enabled the physical isolation of SCP1, a c.350kb giant linear plasmid (Kinashi et al.,
1987), and indeed confirmed the previously deduced chromosomally integrated and autonomous
prime states of this plasmid (Kinashi, 1989). Further analyses have located the methylenomycin
cluster to within a 40kb restriction fragment of SCP1 (Kinashi et al.,

1991a).

Furthermore,

S.coelicolor genes which encode spore associated proteins (sap) connected with morphological
differentiation have also been located on SCP1 (R. Losick, 1990, U.C.L.A. Colloquium on the
Molecular Biology of Streptomycetes, Frisco, Colorado, as cited in Kinashi et al., 1991a). A general
association between the presence of giant linear plasmids and the production of antibiotics has been
suggested (Kinashi and Shimaji, 1987).
Although the original studies failed to fulfil the attractive possibility of extrachromosomally
encoded antibiotic biosynthesis, the concept did much to stimulate an initial interest in
Streptomyces plasmids. The many surveys of natural isolates and characterised strains which were
undertaken at this time (e.g. Hayakawa et al., 1979; Okanishi et al., 1980; Pernodet and Guerineau,
1981; Omura et al., 1981, Kirby et al., 1982; Toyama et al., 1982; Daniel and Tiraby, 1983) led
to the development of more successful methods of plasmid isolation, the discovery of many new
plasmids, and in consequence the realisation of their widespread occurrence. Such factors were to
provide a good basis for, and to overlap with the onset of genetic manipulation and cloning in
Streptomyces.
Gene cloning and manipulation techniques potentially provided for a more rational approach to
increasing the levels and stability of antibiotic yields in fermentations through an understanding of
antibiotic biosynthesis and its regulation. Most of the cloning systems available at this time had
been developed for E.coii, an organisim taxonomically and genetically far removed from
Streptomyces. The need therefore existed to develop dedicated cloning systems for the isolation,
manipulation and analysis of Streptomyces genes, and it has been research to this aim which has
lead directly or indirectly to the discovery and characterisation of most of the Streptomyces
plasmids known today. It is therefore as cloning vectors not antibiotic producers that Streptomyces
plasmids have attained their importance. Having said this, it was not until the discovery of pock
formation and the development of transformation techniques that plasmid based cloning systems for
Streptomyces became practically viable.
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a) Pock Formation.

The formation of pocks, zones of inhibited growth which surround plasmid-

containing cells in a lawn of plasmid free recipients, was first characterised for SCP 2 * (itself
described in detail in 1.2.7), a naturally occuring variant of the S.coelicolor plasmid SCP2 (Bibb
et al., 1977). The essential point is that pock formation provided a visual marker with which to
identify plasmid-containing cells, there being no means at this time to select for them. Pock
formation also proved instrumental in the development of transformation techniques, and
furthermore as a means by which many further plasmids were discovered. One important example
with regard to vector development is S.lividans plasmid SLP 1 . 2 (14.7kb), a naturally occuring
deletion derivative of the 17.2kb S.coelicolor plasmid SLP1 (Bibb et al., 1981).
b) Transform ation.

An efficient and reproducible means of transforming Streptomyces, the

polyethyleneglycol (P.E.G.) induced uptake of DNA by protoplasts, was originally developed by Bibb
et al. (1978). This technique has since been modified and adapted to suit particular species (e.g.
S.ambofaciens and S.fradiae by Matsushima and Baltz, 1985) in order to achieve a sufficiently high
transformation frequency for use in gene cloning. A list of the wide range of Streptomyces species
which have now been successfully transformed is given in Hutter and Eckhardt (1988).

The initial cloning experiments in Streptomyces concentrated on the isolation of antibiotic
resistance genes from the chromosome of antibiotic producers. In the very first example, Bibb et
al. (1980) used SCP 2 * and SLP1.2 to shotgun clone and subsequently express in S.lividans and
Streptomyces parvulus the methylenomycin A resistance determinant from S.coelicolor. SLP1.2
was then used to clone and express in S.lividans a variety of resistance determinants including
thiostrepton resistance (tsi) from Streptomyces azureus (Thompson et al., 1980) and viomycin
resistance ( vph) from Streptomyces vinaceus (Thompson et al., 1982). The inclusion of these
resistance determinants within plasmids provided a means to select plasmid-containing cells, a
principal requirement for the development of plasmids into more useful derivatives for the cloning
of genes involved in antibiotic biosynthesis.
Both SLP1.2 and SCP2* are of low copy number (4-5 and 1-2 per chromosome respectively;
Bibb et al., 1981; Bibb et al., 1977), and SLP1.2 has a narrow host-range. The search for
plasmids with complementary properties yielded a number of potential vectors, of which the
S.lividans 8.9kb pock forming plasmid plJ101 (Kieser et al., 1982), of high copy number (30400) and very broad host-range proved to be the most important with regard to future vector
development. One early piJ101 derivative, plJ702 (Katz et al., 1983), has been particularly
widely used. plJ702 lacks the ability to transfer and to form pocks, properties made dispensable by
the development of transformation techniques and the inclusion of tsr. As an early example,
Feitelson and Hopwood (1983) used plJ702 to clone S.coelicolor red E, a gene involved in the
biosynthesis of undecylprodigiosin, clones being identified through the complementation of a blocked
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red E mutant. plJ702 is still very widely used today, a more recent example being its use in the
cloning of the novobiocin resistance determinant from Streptomyces

niveus (Mitchell et al.,

1990).

1.2.3 Overall Plasmid Variety and Distribution.
The factors which contributed to the discovery of Streptomyces plasmids have been outlined
above. Plasmids have in fact been found in approximately one fifth of the Streptomyces species and
strains investigated (Hopwood et al., 1986a). Most of those known today are relatively small CCC
plasmids, almost all of these of a size somewhere between SCP 2 * at 31.4kb and the Streptomyces
lavendulae-grasserlus plasmid pSLG33 at just 2.65kb (Petricek and Tichy, 1989). Isolation
techniques have however been biased towards the isolation of such forms, more recent findings
suggesting that giant linear plasmids are widespread in Streptomyces (linear plasmids of 90 to
590kb were found in six out of the twelve antibiotic producing species screened by Kinashi and
Shimaji, 1987). Relatively small linear plasmids are however rare, thus far comprising only the
closely related 17kb pSLA1 and pSLA2 plasmids isolated from lankacidin producing strains
(Hirochika and Sakaguchi, 1982), and the 43kb pSRM plasmid of Streptomyces rlmosus (ChardonLoriaux et al., 1986). pSRM, pSLA2 , and indeed SCP1 have protein associated with their ends
(conceivably involved in plasmid replication). The latter two are also known to contain terminal
inverted repeats (Hirochika et al., 1985; Kinashi et al., 1991a; 1991b).
A few plasmids have been found to be prophages. The 77kb CCC pUC1 plasmid of S.fradiae for
example was found to be the prophage state of actinophage OSF 1 (Chung, 1982). The 2.5kb CCC
form of the 'mini-circle' (IS 117) which is present in S.coelicolor at about one copy per 20
chromosomes (Lydiate eta!., 1986), appears to a transposition intermediate of its chromosomally
integrated form (Henderson et al., 1989).

1.2.4 Plasmid Properties Determine the Application of Their Derivatives.
pSLG33, like a number of other plasmids, is cryptic. The majority of those which have been
tested for phenotypic characteristics, including the relatively well characterised SCP2*, SLP1 and
derivatives, SCP1, and plJ1 01 have been found to be efficiently self-transmissible pock forming
fertility factors, properties which are described in more detail in due course. Further properties
of these and other Streptomyces plasmids have principally determined the application of their
derivatives, the nature and significance of which are outlined below. Most of the widely used general
purpose derivatives now available (most recently reviewed in Hopwood et al., 1986a; 1987) are
still based upon piJ101, SCP2* or SLP1.2. Even for these plasmids however, as a process
inessential to vector development the mechanisms underlying Streptomyces plasmid functions
remain predominately uncharacterised.
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1.2.4.1 Replication and Copy Number.
Only for plJ101 are the mechanisms of plasmid replication beginning to be elucidated. Here a
rolling circle replication (RCR) mechanism has been proposed, the ssDNA detected in plJ101 +
strains (Pigac et al., 1988; Deng et al., 1988) being suggested to represent the plasmid length
circular intermediates of RCR. Second-strand synthesis is probably initiated at sti. Derivatives
which lack this region of the plasmid accumulate ssDNA (Deng et al., 1988). By comparison with
the RCR plasmids (ssDNA plasmids) of other Gram-positive genera (reviewed by Gruss and
Ehrlich, 1989), this mechanism of replication is likely to be limited in Streptomyces to relatively
small high copy number plasmids like plJ101.
The conversion of the ssDNA intermediates to double-stranded form at sti appears to be
inhibited by a trans-acting negative regulator of plJ101 copy number, the cop gene product (Deng
et al., 1988). In keeping with the plasmids of other genera (the replication mechanisms of several
Gram-negative plasmids are discussed in detail by Scott, 1984; Kiies and Stahl, 1989) a negatively
regulated mechanism of copy number control is probably widespread, enhanced copy number
derivatives having been observed for several Streptomyces plasmids in addition to plJ101 (Manis
and Highlander, 1982; Krugel and Fiedler, 1986; Miyoshi et al., 1986; Smokvina et al., 1991). In
the case of SCP2‘ , a 1000-fold increase of plasmid yield was observed for derivatives retaining
only the 1.4kb minimal replicon (Larson and Hershberger, 1986), and flanking regions (pdIA, B,
C) were identified as being involved in copy number regulation (the genetic locations of these and
the other SCP2* functions described below are dealt with specifically in chapter

2

). The upper size

limits for the minimal replicon have been defined for a number of other plasmids. Several examples
are given in Hopwood et al. (1986a), subsequent examples include 1.5kb for pSLG33 (Petricek and
Tichy, 1989) and 2.0kb for the 12.7kb Streptomyces ghanaensis plasmid pSG5 (Muth et al.,
1988). Shindoh

et al. (1987) located the minimal replicon of the 3.9kb pSL1 plasmid of

S.lavendulae to a 1.52kb fragment which itself contained two components. A 104bp sub-fragment
carried the proposed origin which was itself insufficient for replication. A non-overlapping 1.4kb
sub-fragment complemented this deficiency in trans and thereby presumptively encoded a rep
protein. Kendall and Cohen (1988) have identified from sequence data a presumptive rep protein
ORF (c.1.4kb, 450aa) and origin within the 2.1 kb restriction fragment of plJ101 known to be
sufficient for autonomous replication (Kieser et al., 1982).
In practical terms a high copy number may provide for a positive gene dosage effect. An
increased yield may therefore be obtained by cloning genes from the chromosome into a high copy
number vector, as has been demonstrated with the expression in S.lividans of alpha-amylase from
Streptomyces hydroscopicus (McKillop et al., 1986),
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-lactamase from Streptomyces

albus

(Dehottay et al., 1986), and xylanase B from S.lividans (Vats-Mehta et al., 1990) when cloned
into plJ702. Positive gene dosage effects do of course require that other factors, such as the
availability of precursors and expression regulators, are not limiting. Certain genes may also
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encode products which are toxic at high concentration and thereby require a copy number closer to
that of the chromosome. These factors may apply to antibiotic biosynthesis genes (discussed in
Hutter and Eckhardt, 1988). The potential application of positive regulatory elements (e.g. afeBof
S.coelicolor, Horinouchi et al., 1989) to increased antibiotic production is discussed by Chater
(1990). One particularly attractive prospect is the application of saf, a gene which was cloned
from Streptomyces griseus and found, when introduced on plJ702, to exhibit a positive gene dosage
effect upon the production of at least five different extracellular enzymes by S.lividans, S.coelicolor
and S.griseus (Daza et al., 1990).
pSG5 is the only Streptomyces plasmid known to naturally possess temperature-sensitive
replication properties (Muth et al., 1988). This has been exploited for mutational cloning (Muth et
al., 1989), a technique originally developed by Chater and Bruton (1983) using non-lysogenic
derivatives of actinophage OC31. Mutational cloning essentially involves the identification of clones
carrying, for example, antibiotic biosynthesis gene fragments by their ability to inactivate through
integration by homologous recombination chromosomal sequences of homology. Temperaturesensitive replication properties provide a very convenient and controllable means by which to
remove the autonomously replicating vector and to 'force' the integration event.

1

.2.4.2 Searegational and Structural Stability.
The segregational stability of low copy number plasmids such as SCP 2 * (in S .coelicolor

estimates vary from 1.5% to 0.03% spontaneous loss per generation, Bibb et al., 1977; Bibb et
al., 1980; Bibb and Hopwood, 1981) may well depend upon an active partition mechanism and
thereby a specific par function (discussed most recently for Gram-negative plasmids by Williams
and Thomas, 1992). This is particularly likely in the case of SCP2* as it evidently lacks a
multimer resolution mechanism (Bibb et al., 1977). Indeed, a specific region of SCP2* which is
necessarily retained for segregational stability (Bibb et al., 1980; Kendall and Cullum, 1988)
provides for the stable segregation of even transfer deficient derivatives (Lydiate et al.,

1985).

The elucidation of partition mechanisms has been made difficult by the complex morphology of the
host. Some evidence has however been obtained to suggest that the partition mechanism of SCP 2 *
may operate principally at the stage of sporulation (Hopwood et al., 1986a).
High copy number plasmids may rely upon the passive distribution of their copies into the
daughters (Hopwood et al., 1986a), the number of segregating units being maximised by their
possession of a multimer resolution mechanism (in analogy with the cer function of the E.coii
plasmid ColE 1 , Summers and Sherratt, 1984). Regions which may be disrupted to the loss of
segregational stability have been identified, for plJ101 a 0.5kb region adjacent to replication
(Kieser et al., 1982) and for pSG5 (copy number 20-50 per chromosome) a 0.2kb region within
the 2.0kb minimal replication fragment (Muth et al., 1988). The situation in the Streptomyces
venezuelae plasmid pVE1 (copy number 100-1500) was more complex as multiple loci in various
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regions of the plasmid appeared to be involved (MacNeil and Gibbons, 1986). In the case of plJ101
one may suggest that the mutations which adversely affected segregational stability may in fact have
disrupted second-strand synthesis, there being evidence to suggest that the segregational stability
of other ssDNA plasmids is coupled with replication, and previously suggested par functions having
been subsequently found to be sites at which second-strand synthesis is initiated (Gruss and
Ehrlich,

1989).

Segregational stability is an important property for cloning vectors to retain, particularly
since the size of industrial scale fermentations in which cloned gene products are commercially
produced usually prohibits the application of plasmid selection. Unstable derivatives also have their
applications however. Segregational instability provides an alternative means to remove the
autonomous vector in gene disruption studies. Thus the segregationally unstable SCP2* derivative
pHJL210 (Larson and Hershberger, 1986), carrying randomly cloned fragments derived from the
irtttQnj&d

S.griseofuscus chromosome,randomly mfo

chromo*>m«.(Larson and Hershberger, 1990).

The derivatives of Streptomyces plasmids have been prone to structural instability. This has
most commonly involved the deletion in the Streptomyces host of the heterologous sequences from
the bifunctional derivatives of high copy number plasmids. Pigac eta/. (1988) suggested that the
structural instability of certain plJ101 derivatives may have a basis in its replication via ssDNA
intermediates, as it evidently does in the plasmids of Bacillus (reviewed by Ehrlich et al., 1986),
another industrially important Gram-positive genus. These points are discussed in more
appropriate detail in chapter

6

. Particular relevance comes from the fact that although the

clustering of genes involved in the biosynthesis and resistance of a given antibiotic potentially
facilitates their simultaneous cloning, this in turn demands the structural maintenance of very
large inserts. Using the SCP2 * derivative plJ922 (Lydiate et al., 1985) where high copy number
plJ702 had failed, Malpartida and Hopwood (1984) cloned the entire S.coelicolor actinorhodin
biosynthetic pathway cluster on two overlapping fragments which complemented S.coelicolor act
mutants. These were then subcloned to achieve actinorhodin expression in S.parvulus. Even the
largest plJ922 recombinant containing an insert of 34kb was structurally stable.
Altenbuchner and Cullum (1987) demonstrated a means by which cloned genes could be
maintained at high copy number while divorced from the problems of structural instability
associated with autonomous vectors. Tyrosinase and tsr genes were linked to an AUD (1.1.2)
isolated from S.lividans. This construct was incapable of replicating and upon transformation of
S.lividans integrated into the chromosome through homologous recombination between the cloned
and resident amplifiable sequences. The extreme and stable amplification of the tyrosinase and tsr
genes then accompanied that of the AUD.
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1.2.4.3 Host-Ranae.
The ability to transfer to, or transform into a particular species can be dependent upon many
factors. These include the ability to replicate stably, resistance to host restriction systems and
compatibility with resident plasmids. As an example of the latter point, S.coelicolor is effectively
excluded from the host-range of SLP1.2 owing to its incompatibility with, or recombination into
the resident copy of SLP 1 (Bibb et a/., 1981). Host-range is particularly relevant to cloning in
Streptomyces because antibiotics are produced by many different species. The use of vectors based
upon broad host-range plasmids such as plJ101 (Kieser et al., 1982) and SCP2* (Lydiate et al.,
1985) enables the transfer of antibiotic biosynthesis genes between the producer strains, many of
which are poorly characterised, and the genetically better characterised species for manipulation
and study. This avoids the need to develop many individual sets of host-vector systems. Broad
host-range plasmids have also found an application in the production of novel antibiotics (e.g.
Hopwood et al., 1985b; Omura et al., 1986; Epp et al, 1989; Bartel et al., 1990). Here the
transfer of cloned biosynthetic pathway genes into other antibiotic producing species creates a
situation in which the enzymes of each pathway may interact in vivo.
Limitations in plasmid host-range have also been exploited. The fact that plJ702 is unable to
be maintained in Streptomyces

erythreus has been applied to the mapping of erythromycin

biosynthesis and resistance genes by gene disruption (Weber and Losick, 1988; Weber et al.,
1989). In analogy with the examples already given above, plasmid integration occurred through
homologous recombination between the cloned and chromosomal erythromycin biosynthesis and
resistance sequences.

1.2.4.4 Chromosomal Integration and Integrating Vectors.
The fact that SCP1 integrates into the chromosome and also exists as a prime form has been
mentioned above. Recent investigations have revealed that SCP 1 does, as had been previously
suggested (Kendall and Cullum, 1986; see also Chater et al.,1988), carry a copy of an insertion
sequence at one of its termini (Kinashi et al., 1991a; 1991b). The possibility remains that this
insertion sequence (IS466) may be involved in the integration and excision of SCP1.
Several other Streptomyces plasmids have been shown to exist in both autonomous CCC and
integrated forms. The most intensively studied of these are the self-transmissible pock forming
fertility plasmids pSAM2 (11 kb) of S.ambofaciens (Pernodet et al., 1984; subsequent references
are listed in Smokvina et al, 1991), and SLP 1 (references are listed in Grant et al., 1989), a
17.2kb sequence integrated into the S.coelicolor chromosome which formed a series of autonomous
CCC deletion derivatives, including SLP1.2, upon transfer to S.lividans (Bibb et al., 1981). In both
cases integration and excision occur site specifically, the recombination event occuring between
specific regions of sequence homology (58bp for pSAM2, 112bp for SLP 1 ) present on the plasmid
(affP) and chromosome (affB). Characterisation of these integration mechanisms has facilitated
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their development into integrating vectors. This subject has been recently reviewed as a whole by
Kieser and Hopwood (1991) and is therefore only outlined here as an example of the exploitation of
a particular plasmid property. In essence, the potential exists to introduce adventitious nutritional
or antibiotic biosynthesis and resistance gene clusters into the chromosome (to affB), with stable
maintenance at single copy. Omer et al. (1988) used SLP1 derivatives to deliver a c.15kb fragment
into the chromosome of S.lividans. This insert complemented an afsB gene mutation to the
restoration of actinorhodin and undecylprodigiosin production.

1.2.5 The Contribution of Promoter Probe and Expression Derivatives.
The first observations of heterologous gene expression in Streptomyces were made during
early shuttle vector development (e.g. the expression in S.lividans of a chloramphenicol resistance
determinant {cat) from E.coii, Schottel et al., 1981). The construction and application of promoter
probe derivatives, in particular those based on SLP1.2, was instrumental in elucidating its basis in
RNA polymerase and promoter heterogeneity in Streptomyces. Bibb and Cohen (1982) first
demonstrated that the S.lividans RNA polymerase could recognise and initiate mRNA synthesis from
heterologous promoters (from E.coii, Serratia marcescens and Bacillus

licheniformis), while

E.coii could not utilise the Streptomyces promoters they isolated. Subsequently, Bibb et al. (1985)
isolated the promoters from three Streptomyces antibiotic resistance genes. These were not
recognised by E.coii either and did not exhibit the sequence characteristics of the typical E.coii
promoter. RNA polymerase heterogeneity was suggested, that is that there were particular RNA
polymerase activities present in Streptomyces which were responsible for the recognition of E.coii
promoters, and from this that similar promoters also existed in Streptomyces (Jaurin and Cohen,
1984). Jaurin and Cohen (1985) isolated this Streptomyces-E.coii promoter (S.E.P.) type from
S.lividans and found them to be AT-rich and transcriptionally active in E.coii. Likewise, promoters
and transcriptional terminators from plJ101 have also been shown to be recognised in E.coii (Deng
et al., 1986; 1987; Buttner and Brown, 1987). The discovery of different promoter types was
extremely significant since they have since been recognised as a principal means through which the
morphological and physiological differention of Streptomyces is controlled. This occurs through the
influence of different sigma factors, the heterogeneity of which was first discovered in S.coelicolor
by Westpheling et al. (1985). RNA polymerase heterogeneity in Streptomyces has been reviewed
by Buttner (1989).
Details of the individual isolations and analyses of Streptomyces gene expression and
regulation elements are not described here but can be can be found in Hutter and Eckhardt (1988),
Tomich (1988b), Martin and Liras (1989), Chater and Hopwood (1989) and Chater (1990). The
promoter sequences thus far isolated have most recently been listed in the first and third of these.
Some examples of promoter probe derivatives are given in Hopwood et al. (1987). Derivatives
which use the luxAB operon (Schauer et al., 1988) as the reporter merit a specific mention. These
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allow both the temporal and spacial detection of promoter activity and have been used to reveal gene
(bldA , sapA) expression during the morphological differentiation of S.coelicolor (Schauer et al.,
1988; Guijarro et al., 1988).
The construction and application of plasmid expression vectors is still very much a
developing field. Although the efficient and well characterised expression systems of E.coli have
been used to express genes from Streptomyces (e.g. for the expression in E.coli of Streptomyces
clavu lig eru s

isopenicillin N synthase, an enzyme involved in

6

-lactam based antibiotic

biosynthesis, under control of the lac promoter, Doran et al., 1990), the development of equivalent
expression systems in Streptomyces is of great importance. As mentioned above, Streptomyces can
recognise heterologous expression signals and may therefore prove to be an important host for the
expression of heterologous genes. This can exploit the fermentation technology developed with this
non-pathogenic bacterium. Streptomyces have also been shown to recognise and process signal
sequences from other bacteria. As an example, Ali and Dale (1986) demonstrated the expression
and secretion by S.lividans of a

6

-lactamase gene, which included a typical Gram-negative signal

sequence, cloned from a Salmonella typhimurium plasmid. Streptomyces themselves produce an
extensive array of extracellular enzymes (reviewed in Peczynska-Czoch and Mordarski, 1988). A
list of those for which the genes and their signal sequences have been cloned is given in Hotter and
Eckhardt (1988). More recently, the expression and extracellular secretion of monkey proinsulin
(Koiler et al., 1989) and human interleukin-2 (Bender et al., 1990) have been achieved by direct
fusion to the Streptomyces tendae tendamistat (a-amylase inhibitor) leader peptide, although in
the latter case secretion was somewhat inefficient.

1.2.6 Summary-

The continued development and sophistication of plasmid and phage vectors has been
accompanied by the continued improvement and expansion of genetic manipulation and cloning
techniques. These have been described more recently by Hunter (1985), Hopwood et al. (1985a;
1986a;

1987),

Hutter and

Eckhardt (1988), Tomich (1988a;

1988b),

Martin and

Liras

(1989), Chater (1990) and Kieser and Hopwood (1991). A whole variety of nutritional,
morphological and antibiotic biosynthesis and resistance genes have now been cloned from the
Streptomyces chromosome. These are listed in Hopwood et al. (1986a), Hutter and Eckhardt
(1988) and Tomich (1988a), and include the biosynthetic genes of at least 22 different antibiotics
(Chater,

1990).
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1.2.7 Coniuaal Transfer. Pock Formation and Fertility Properties of Streptomyces Plasmids.

1.2.7.1

Prologue.

As stated above, most of those Streptomyces plasmids tested have been found to be efficiently
self-transmissible pock forming fertility factors, properties which are described in this section.
Particular emphasis is placed upon the properties of SCP2 and its natural variant S C P 2 \ the
particular subject of this investigation.

1.2.7.2

Introduction to Plasmid Transfer and Fertility.

Conjugative plasmids have long been recognised in the Gram-negative bacteria. Their transfer
mechanisms and associated plasmid DNA processing and fertility mechanisms (reviewed in Willetts
and Skurray, 1980; Willetts and Wilkins, 1984; Hardy, 1986; and with a practical bias in
Willets, 1988) are now well characterised in comparison to the plasmids of Gram-positive
bacteria. SCP 1 was in fact the first conjugative plasmid to be discovered in a Gram-positive
bacterium. They are now known to be widespread, not only in Streptom yces but also in
Streptococcus (Enterococcus), Bacillus, Clostridium, Staphylococcus and Bacteroides. The
conjugation system of Streptococcus faecalis plasmids has been the most intensively studied of
these, principally because of its evidently unique involvement of sex pheromones as conjugation
inducers (reviewed by Clewell and Weaver, 1989; Dunny, 1990).
Although cell to cell contact is a universal requirement of conjugal transfer, the mechanisms
by which this occurs in the plasmids of Gram-positive bacteria appear fundamentally distinct
from, and indeed in themselves more varied than those of the plasmids of Gram-negative bacteria
(Dunny, 1990). Having said this, the conjugal transfer from E.coli to a range of Gram-positive
bacteria has been demonstrated (Trieu-Cuot ef al., 1987), as has transfer from Streptococcus
faecalis into E.coli (Trieu-Cout

et al., 1988). Such intergenic conjugation has also been

demonstrated to occur from E.coli into S.lividans (Mazodier et al., 1989), again evidently using the
transfer origin (1.2.7.7) and tra gene functions provided by an E.coli plasmid. Although an
attractive concept there is little evidence to suggest that the antibiotic resistance determinants of
the R plasmids and transposons of Gram-negative bacteria were obtained from Streptomyces
(Chater et al., 1988). The interspecific transfer of genes is discussed in wider terms by Davies
(1990).

The transfer of Streptomyces plasmids from plasmid-containing donors to recipient mycelia
which are plasmid-free or which contain compatible plasmids occurs efficiently on solid media.
Plasmid transfer in liquid media has not been characterised but is generally considered not to occur.
Almost nothing is known about its underlying mechanisms, nor indeed about how events in
conjugation may be influenced by those in the morphological or physiological differentiation of the
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host. The very size of conjugative Streptomyces plasmids does however allow a fundamental
deduction to be made as to the comparative simplicity of the system. The transfer associated genes of
the plasmids of Gram-negative bacteria typically occupy many kb (e.g. 33kb for the c.100kb F
plasmid of E.coli), principally as a reflection of their coding for mating pili. Plasmids of other
Gram-positive bacteria may also possess similarly large transfer regions as a reflection of the
comparative complexity in their transfer mechanism (e.g. c.30kb for the 58kb pCF-10 plasmid of
Streptococcus

faecalis, Christie and Dunny, 1986). In contrast, the transfer proficient

S.lavendulae plasmid pTA4001 is itself only 5.9kb (Kobayashi et al., 1984). The regions required
for transfer proficiency have been identified for several Streptomyces plasmids. These comprise
no more than 2.1kb for plJ101 (Kieser et al., 1982), no more than 5kb for the 11 kb plasmids
pSK 1 * of Streptomyces kasugenesis (Akagawa, 1987) and pSAM2 (Smokvina et al., 1991), and no
more than 3.6kb for the 11 kb pVE 1 plasmid (MacNeil and Gibbons, 1986). The implication is
therefore that the conjugal transfer of Streptomyces plasmids is genetically, and therefore
structurally, a much simpler and perhaps radically different procedure than in the plasmids of
other bacteria. This genetic simplicity is indeed consistent with an inability to detect by electron
microscopy, pili or other mating structures in conjugating hosts (e.g. Akagawa, 1987). The
absence of mating structures may in itself be a reflection of the relative immobility of the hyphae.

With the sole exception of the S.lividans plasmids SLP3 and SLP4 (Hopwood et al., 1983), all
conjugative Streptomyces plasmids are fertility factors, promoting the transfer of chromosomal
markers from donors to recipients. Indeed, it may well be the case that plasmids are responsible
for most if not all naturally occuring fertility in Streptomyces, as has been demonstrated to be the
case for S.coelicolor (Bibb and Hopwood, 1981) and S.lividans (Hopwood et al., 1983) where
plasmid'free strains were effectively sterile. The fact that SLP3 and SLP4 are conjugative but lack
fertility properties indicates that fertility is not an obligate consequence of plasmid transfer and
that other conjugative plasmids may possess a specific fertility function. This is supported by the
fact that different Streptomyces plasmids promote fertility at characteristically different levels
(examples below) irrespective of their normal transfer efficiency. Specific regions required for
fertility have rarely been identified however. Furthermore, no evidence has been found to suggest
that autonomous plasmids such as SCP 2 * and plJ101 partake in a stable association with the
chromosome as a means to their fertility properties (SCP2 * has been shown to integrate into SCP1
which is itself integrated into the chromosome (Kinashi, 1989), this probably occurs via
homologous recombination at a short region of sequence homology on both plasmids (in Chater et al.,
1988)). Thus the mechanism by which plJ101, SCP 2 *, and indeed all other apparently non
integrating Streptomyces plasmids promote the transfer of chromosomal sequences remains
unknown. Fertility is discussed further in Hopwood et al. (1985c), and in the context of its close
relationship with plasmid transfer below.
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1.2.7.3 The Transfer and Fertility Properties of SCP 2 and its SCP 2 * Variants.
The fertility properties of SCP 2 were first recognised by Bibb et al. (1977). They also found
that SCP 2 gave rise to a variant, SCP 2 *, which although physically indistinguisable from SCP 2
possessed enhanced fertility properties. Bibb and Hopwood (1981) determined that the basal level
of fertility exhibited by SCP1-SCP2- strains of S.coe//co/or of c.10 *8 (recombinants/sum of those
exhibiting the parental genotypes) was enhanced to c.10 * 6 by SCP 2 (a similar frequency to SCP1 in
S.lividans, Hopwood et al., 1983), and further to c.10 - 3 by SCP 2 * (c.10 * 4 in S.lividans, Hopwood
et al., 1983, a similar

frequency to plJ101

and pVE 1 in S.lividans, Kieser et al., 1982; Mac Neil

and Gibbons, 1986).

Bibb and Hopwood

(1981) also

exhibited fertility levels of between

10-2

identified further SCP 2 ‘ variants which

and 10- 4 in S.coelicolor.

As is typical of conjugative Streptomyces plasmids, both SCP 2 and its SCP2* variants
transferred to SCP2* recipients at a frequency approaching 100% (Bibb et al., 1977). However,
Bibb and Hopwood (1981) demonstrated that while SCP2 was never transferred to SCP2* strains,
the transfer of SCP 2 * to SCP2 strains did occur at a frequency of 5 to 11% (up to 74% in further
SCP2* variants). An entry disadvantage or exclusion property was therefore proposed, and which
S C P 2 * could avoid. Furthermore, in mixed matings between SCP2, SCP2*, and plasmid-free
strains, most of the plasmid-free recipients received the SCP 2 * plasmid, even when there were
many more SCP2 than SCP2* donors present. The suggested explanation for these observations was
that the transfer functions of SCP2 were in a state of constitutive partial derepression in its SCP2*
variants, this in partial analogy with the constitutively derepressed transfer functions of the F
plasmid of E.coli.
It was also found that the presence of the plasmid-free strain enhanced the frequency at which
SCP2* transferred to SCP2 strains to 50 to 100%, and the transfer of SCP 2 to SCP2* strains was
recorded (3-9%). The

implication from thiswas that the transfer genes of SCP 2 *, and to a lesser

extent or more temporarily those of SCP2 became (fully) derepressed upon transfer into a plasmid
free strain such that the new recipient acted as a high frequency donor in analogy with the Hft state
of newly transferred F-like plasmids. The transfer functions of SCP2 were therefore subject to
regulation.

1

.2.7.4 The Characterisation of Pock Formation by SCP2*.
Bibb et al. (1977) observed that the development of a confluent plasmid-free lawn was

retarded in a narrow (c.0.2mm) zone surrounding SCP2* or SCP1-containing colonies which had
been replica plated on to it. These inhibition zones faithfully followed the contours of the plasmid
containing colonies at constant width which suggested that their formation was dependent upon
hyphal contact rather than a diffusible inhibitor (cell-free filtrates of SCP2* mating cultures did
not exhibit this effect, Hopwood et al., 1986a). SCP 2 * did not exhibit this inhibition effect upon
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S C P 2 -containing lawns, nor indeed upon those containing SCP 2 . An analogy was drawn with the
lethal zygosis phenomenon of E.coli where cells lacking the F plasmid are killed upon their
simultaneous mating with several Hfr-containing cells (Skurray and Reeves, 1973). SCP 2 * was
therefore said to exhibit lethal zygosis (Ltz+) on the plasmid-free strains and to be resistant
(LtzR) to its own lethal zygosis reaction.
It was subsequently found that the inhibition zones also surrounded individual SC P2containing spores plated with sufficient plasmid-free spores to produce a confluent lawn (Bibb et
al., 1978). Modification of the protoplast transformation procedure also enabled their observation
around individual SCP2* and SLP1 . 2 transformants upon protoplast regeneration plates (Thompson
et al., 1980; Thompson et al., 1982). These individual circular Ltz reactions, named pocks, were
characterised further for SCP 2 * by Bibb and Hopwood (1981). They found SCP 2 * pocks to be
composite, consisting of a colony-like growth centre surrounded by concentric zones of alternate
growth and inhibition. As had been found by Troost et al. (1979), SCP2 was also found to form
pocks upon plasmid-free strains, although these were less intense than those of SCP 2 \ The pocks
formed in a plasmid-free lawn of S.lividans by individual spores containing the SCP2* derivative
plJ903 (Lydiate et al., 1985) are illustrated in plate

1 .2

.

1.2.7.5 Plasmid Transfer is a Requirement for Pock Formation.
The observations of Bibb et al. (1977) suggested that pock formation was associated with
mating between the SCP2* donors and the recipient lawn. Evidence that plasmid transfer was a
general requirement for pock formation came from the analysis of derivatives generated during the
development of Streptomyces plasmids into vectors. Thus of the many SCP 2 * derivatives generated
by Lydiate et al. (1985), only the transfer deficient (reduced by a factor of 105) derivatives
piJ916 and plJ917 were Ltz-, while all the others were both transfer and pock proficient.
Similarly, of the many piJ101 derivatives constructed by Kieser et al. (1982) only the transfer
deficient derivatives did not form pocks. The naturally occuring transfer deficient plJ101 deletion
derivatives plJ102 and plJ103 were likewise pock deficient. The requirement for plasmid transfer
has also been proven for SCP1 (Kirby 1976, PhD Thesis, U.E.A., Norwich, as cited in Hopwood et
al., 1986a), S.kasugenesis plasmids pSKI*, pSK2* (Akagawa et al., 1984), and their cointegrate
pSK3* (Akagawa et al., 1987; Akagawa, 1987), pVE1 (MacNeil and Gibbons, 1986) and pSAM2
(Smokvina et al., 1991). Indeed, pock formation has been found to be exhibited by all transfer
proficient Streptomyces plasmids tested and has therefore been taken as a generally applicable and
reliable marker for conjugative plasmids.
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Plate 1.2 - Pocks Formed by Individual plJ903-C ontainina Spores

[magnification 3.6x]

Raised (hence shadows) colony-like growth centres are surrounded by pronounced zones of defined
circularity, most consisting of a narrow zone of grey sporulation and concentrative broader
inhibition zone of white aerial hyphae. When viewed from the underside the growth within the
inhibition zones is markedly more translucent relative to

that within the growth centre and

surrounding recipient lawn. Some of the pocks towards the left-hand side illustrate the transient
nature of pock form ation, further differentiation within their inhibition zones reducing the
contrast with the sporulated plasmid free-lawn which is essential to pock definition.

t

1.2.7.6 The Concept of Plasmid Spread.
Bibb and Hopwood (1981) found that SCP2* had colonised the recipient lawn throughout the
area of the pock, in fact just further than the outermost zone of inhibition. Mycelia within the
inhibition and growth zones of the pock were therefore recipients of the transferred plasmid. This
point is illustrated in plate 1.3, which shows replicas of the pocks formed by individual piJ903
containing spores of S.lividans TK64 in a lawn of plasmid-free S.lividans TK79. Growth containing
piJ903 has been selected by its thiostrepton resistance. The growth on the plate labelled StrPro
carries the streptomycin resistance marker of TK64 and lacks one or more TK79 markers (a t h - 8 ,
leu-2, rib), while the growth on plate ALR lacks the pro-B marker of TK64 (see also section 3.1
and the legend to plate 5.3).
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Plate 1.3 - Pock Replicas Which Distinguish plJ903 Donors and Recipients
[actual size; minimal medium + thiostrepton; adenine, thiamine, leucine and riboflavin were added
to plate ALR but not StrPro; streptomycin and proline were added to plate StrPro but not ALR]

An explanation for the fact that the plasmid could be isolated far from the actual contact point
between the central donor and recipient lawn came from p iJ 101. Several of the derivatives
constructed by Kieser et al. (1982) produced pocks which were only about one quarter of the size
of those formed by plJ101. This constituted a discrete phenotype which was denoted Ltz+/-, thereby
redefining Ltz+ to mean the formation of normally sized pocks. The replica plating of these marked
Ltz+/- derivatives on to selective media revealed that the plasmid was only present within the
reduced area of the pock. All of the Ltz+/- derivatives were however fully transfer proficient,
implying that a second plasmid encoded function distinct from that required for transfer and
defective or absent from the Ltz+/- type was responsible for plasmid migration within the pock.
This second function was denoted as spread. It was furthermore suggested that the migration
facilitated by the spread function was likely to be in at least some degree intramycelial. Structural
analysis of the pi J 101 derivatives identified adjacent regions of pi J 101 within which the genes
involved in intermycelial transfer (1.4kb) and the putative intramycelial spread (1.7kb) were
located, the respective mutation of which resulted in the Ltz- and Ltz +/- statuses.
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Although demonstrated for plasmids pSK3* (Akagawa, 1987), SLP1.2 (in Hopwood et al.,
1986a) and pSAM 2 (Smokvina et al., 1991), an Ltz+/* status has not been confirmed for SCP2*.
Insertion and deletion derivatives of SCP 2 * which formed pocks of reduced size in S.griseofuscus
(Hershberger et al., 1983) were found to form normal pocks in S.lividans (Lydiate et al., 1985; in
Hopwood eta!., 1986a). Distinct transfer and spread events were however implied for SCP 2 *
through fertility. Bibb and Hopwood (1981) found that the chromosomal recombination frequency
at the centre of SGP2* pocks was very high (at least

66

%), but uniformly low (<0.5%) in the

surrounding inhibition and growth zones. In comparison to SCP2*, the transfer and pock deficient
derivative plJ916 was only reduced in its fertility by a factor of ten (Lydiate et al., 1985). In
consequence, the ratio of fertility to transfer for plJ916 was close to unity as opposed to c.10 - 4 for
S C P 2 *. Lydiate et al. (1985) interpreted this to mean that plJ916 underwent the intermycelial
transfer to recipients with which detectable recombination events are associated but was not
subject to the 'diluting' effect upon the fertility/transfer ratio of subsequent plasmid spread. In
relation to this, it has been shown that the level of fertility exhibited by SCP2* (Bibb and Hopwood,
1981), and indeed by several other plasmids (Hopwood et al., 1983; MacNeil and Gibbons, 1986)
was not affected when the plasmid was present in both as opposed to just one of the mating strains,
this implying that the spread rather than primary transfer of the plasmid was being prevented.
SCP 2 on the other hand (Bibb and Hopwood, 1981), along with a few others including Streptomyces
phaeochromogenes plasmid pJV1 (Bailey et al., 1986) exhibit a reduction in their fertility
frequency when they are present in both as opposed to just one of the mating strains. This may
reflect the existence of an exclusion mechanism for these plasmids.
piJ917, the other transfer and pock deficient SCP 2 * derivative described by Lydiate et al.
(1985), did not possess detectable fertility properties and was thereby suggested to have been
deleted for a fertility function retained by piJ916. This fertility function

has not been

disassociated from the region required for transfer and pock formation, something compatible with
the fact that SCP2* variants which arise from SCP2 always gain the enhanced transfer and fertility
properties and lethal zygosis reaction of SCP2* (Bibb and Hopwood, 1981). The transfer proficient
Ltz+/- derivatives of plJ101 were not affected in their fertility properties relative to the Ltz+
derivatives, although in contrast to plJ916, all the transfer and pock deficient derivatives of
plJ101 were also fertility deficient (Kieser et al., 1982). These transfer and fertility deficient
derivatives of plJ101 were however mobilised by transfer proficient plJ101 derivatives and by
unrelated plasmids (but not SLP3), with a two to three orders of magnitude increase in both their
transfer and fertility proficiency. Fertility may therefore occur by the same mechanism as the
mobilisation of unrelated or transfer deficient plasmids.
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1.2.7.7 Summary of Plasmid Transfer During Pock Formation.
A two stage process may explain how Streptomyces plasmids are able to colonise the area of
recipient lawn visualised as the pock;
a) Stage

1

.

Intermycelial transfer of the plasmid from the donor to a non-excluding recipient.
Considering the points made in

1

.2.7.2 this is likely to involve the exploitation by the plasmid of

intimate hyphal contact provided by the host. Hyphal fusion may for example provide the channels
through which plasmids are transferred (Hopwood et al., 1985c). Irrespective of any host
involvement, at least one plasmid encoded function appears to be required in cis if contact is to lead
to successful transfer. This was deduced from the observation that Ltz- transfer deficient pi J101
derivatives could not be induced to transfer normally by the presence of an Ltz+ transfer proficient
derivative (Kieser et al., 1982). The plasmids of Gram-negative bacteria possess an origin of
transfer (or/7). This is the site at which the CCC plasmid is nicked to allow the two strands to be
unwound, one of which is then transferred to the recipient. Although it is not known whether
Streptomyces plasmids transfer in a single or double-stranded form, one could suggest in general
terms that the transfer deficient piJ101 derivatives may have lacked a site at which DNA
processing essential to conjugation occurs. Upon contact with or entry into the recipient the
transfer genes may become derepressed leading to an enhancement in subsequent transfer from
them.
b) Stage

2

.

The successfully transferred plasmid may then undergo an intramycelial spread of its copies
through the recipient mycelium. Since Ltz+/- derivatives of plJ101 were not induced to spread to
the normal extent by Ltz+ derivatives, spread is also likely to require at least one c/s-acting
plasmid encoded function (Kieser et al., 1982). Although there is no direct evidence for the
intramycelial nature of this migration, it is attractive to suggest that the spread gene product(s)
allow plasmids to cross trans-compartmental barriers. If this is the case it represents a specific
adaption of Streptomyces plasmids to the mycelial growth form of their host.

1.2.7.8 Pock Morphology and Pock Resistance are Plasmid Specific.
Different plasmids exhibit characteristically different pock sizes which do not alter once the
pocks have become visible. This is most probably a reflection of differences in their spread
functions, perhaps with regard to their temporal expression, and implies that the spread functions
are subject to regulation. The physical appearance of pocks is also to some degree plasmid
dependent, indicating that although the underlying mechanisms of pock formation may be the same
the precise effects of individual plasmids upon the development of the host differ. Physiological as
well as morphological differentiation may be affected. The pocks formed by SLP3 for example
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characteristically exhibit strong pigmentation within the inhibition zone (Hopwood et al., 1983).
In fact, neither SLP3 nor SLP4 has been physically isolated but may be identified and differentiated
by their characteristic pock morphologies (Hopwood et al., 1983). Having said this, other
undefined factors are involved. Thus Bibb et al. (1981) determined that each of the SLP1.1-SLP1.9
autonomous deletion derivatives of SLP1, although only differing from each other by the length of a
chromosomally derived insert at the same site, all exhibited reproducibly different pock
morphologies. Pock morphology can also be affected by the host species. Kieser et al.

(1982)

reported that derivatives of plJ101 which were transfer and pock proficient in S.lividans formed
smaller or no pocks in some other species. pTA4001 formed very small and often no pocks in
S.lavendulae but upon conjugal transfer to S.lividans formed large distinct pocks. These were
different still when pTA4001 DNA from S.lividans was transformed into S.lavendulae, becoming
very large and clear (Kobayshi et al., 1984).
Pock resistance (LtzR) is plasmid specific, only being exhibited between related plasmids
(Hopwood et al., 1986a). Unrelated plasmids may even form mixed pocks, thus the pocks formed by
strains carrying both SLP2 and SLP3 exhibit the narrow pigmented inhibition zone characteristic
of SLP3 within the broader unpigmented zone characteristic of SLP2 (Hopwood et al., 1983). In
complete contrast, SLP1.1 to SLP1.9 are all resistant to each others pock formation (Bibb et al.,
1981). The mechanism of pock resistance is not understood. In some cases it may be a reflection of
plasmid incompatibility. plJ110 and plJ408, autonomous plasmids respectively derived from
integrated sequences in S.parvulus and S.glaucescens, were found to be related to each other and to
SLP1.2 (Hopwood et al., 1984). Upon each other the closely related SLP1.2 and plJ110 did not
form pocks, the moderately related plJ110 and plJ408 exhibited a very narrow zone of lethal
zygosis, while the distantly related SLP1.2 and plJ408 exhibited only a slight reduction in pock
size. These observations correlated with the degree of cross-hybridisation between the plasmids and
the degree to which each pair were incompatible. Incompatilibity with the resident integrated
plJ110 plasmid may explain the inability of SLP1 derivatives to transform S.parvulus, and indeed
the narrow host-range of SLP1 derivatives generally through the widespread occurrence of related
integrated sequences (Hopwood et al., 1984). Incompatibility between Streptomyces plasmids is
discussed further by Hopwood et al. (1986a), and plasmid incompatibility as a subject in itself by
Novick (1987). It is however worth mentioning here that as the only plasmid for which any
detailed analysis has been undertaken, the incompatibility region of S.lavendulae plasmid pSL1 was
found to be closely associated with its replication origin (Urabe et al., 1987).
Only in the S.kasugaensis plasmids pSK1 * and pSK2* has a specific region of the plasmid been
precisely assigned to pock resistance (Akagawa, 1987). The pock resistance functions were located
within, or overlapped with the transfer functions. Kieser et al. (1982) found that plJ101 formed
pocks on its naturally occuring transfer and pock deficient derivatives plJ 1 0 2 and plJ103 which
were deleted for the transfer and spread genes (but not for replication or stability). On the other
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hand some of the Ltz- transfer deficient plJ101 derivatives were fully LtzR so at least some of their
transfer and pock functions were not required for pock resistance.

1.2.7.9

The kil/kor System of plJ1 0 1 .

As described above, the area of the pock reflects the area of the recipient lawn colonised
through the transfer and spread of the plasmid. Regions of the plasmid which are required for pock
formation contain the transfer and spread functions (Kieser et al., 1982; Akagawa, 1987). This
does not necessarily mean however that the transfer and spread functions are themselves directly
responsible for the host inhibition which occurs in pock formation. Other plasmid encoded functions
may be responsible, perhaps simultaneously derepressed upon transfer to the plasmid-free
environment.
Although the similarity with lethal zygosis in E.coli is quite extensive there is no direct
evidence to indicate that Streptomyces plasmids mediate the retardation of spread recipients by a
similar mechanism (lethal zygosis has been suggested to result from membrane destabilisation).
The ability to isolate plasmid-containing cells from the inhibition zones in itself suggests that the
inhibition effect is not lethal for the majority of recipients. Krugel and Fiedler (1986) observed
that enhanced copy number mutants of the Streptomyces chrysomallus plasmid pMG2 0 0 acquired
the ability to form pock-like features on lawns of the parental strain while being resistant to their
own inhibition. Although this inhibition required cell to cell contact it did not require plasmid
transfer and appeared wholelj associated with the mutation to high copy number status. A similar
pock-like phenotype was observed for an ultra high copy number derivative of Streptomyces
espinosus plasmid pUC6 (Manis and Highlander, 1982). These observations remain unexplained,
but could perhaps have been due to stress placed upon the host.
Kieser et al. (1982) observed that derivatives which contained an insert within the unique
BglW site of piJ101, which lies far from the replication region, could not be recovered upon
transformation of S.lividans. The insertional inactivation of an element which controlled a lethal
plasmid function was proposed. As described below, investigations into the cause of this effect have
identified regions of the plasmid which appear to be responsible for the host inhibition in pock
formation, and have begun to elucidate the mechanisms which regulate these and the transfer and
spread functions of plJ101.
Through the random insertion of an E.coli plasmid into a transfer and pock proficient plJ101
derivative, and the subsequent random insertion of linkers into one such hybrid, Kendall and Cohen
(1987) were able to identify two loci outside of the replication region which were lethal to the
plasmid or host when disrupted. The implication was that these two regions, korA and korB,
normally suppressed lethal plasmid functions. Further investigation identified kilA and kilB,
regions of plJ101 which could not be transformed into S.lividans in the absence of the k o r

(Kil-

override) loci. The kor functions could override the lethal effect of the kil functions in trans. korA
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overrode both the KilA and KilB phenotypes whereas korB only overrode KilB.
Three of these new loci flanked the transfer (tra) and spread (spd) regions identified by
Kieser et al. (1982), while kilA was located within tra itself. Their intimate involvement in pock
formation was demonstrated. It was found that insertion into kilB resulted in the formation of small
pocks, as did mutation of the adjacent but distinct spd. Mutation of tra and the closely linked or
overlapping kilA locus abolished pock formation. While insertion into korA was lethal, some inserts
in or near korB were lethal while others abolished pock formation or produced small pocks. The
sequencing of the entire plJ101 plasmid by Kendall and Cohen (1988) provided more detailed
information concerning the relative organisation of these loci (figure

1 .2

), as well as a prediction

of their ORFs, putatively encoded proteins and regulatory elements.

Eiflure 1 2 - Organisation of the tra. spd. kil and k o r Genes of PIJ101.
Redrawn from Stein et al. (1989).

or/56 and or/ 6 6 (Kendall and Cohen, 1988) have not been

associated with a known plasmid function. 89! = promoters, the arrows indicating the proposed
directions of transcription.
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Kendall and Cohen (1988) deduced that tra and kilA were covered by a single ORF. The
evidence suggesting that this tra protein rather than any truncated version of it was responsible for
the KilA phenotype. Transcription from the tra promoter was suggested to extend through to spd,
itself delineated into two ORFs, spdA and spdB. Like spdA and spdB, the putative kilB protein
exhibited strongly hydrophobic domains, each sufficiently long to span the host membrane. This was
not incompatible with a function in facilitating transmembrane passage during intramycelial
spread. The putative tra protein lacked hydrophobic and DNA-binding domains, something which
was not incompatible with the suggestion that intermycelial transfer may occur through open
channels. The putative tra protein did however possess an ATPase-like domain, suggesting that
plasmid transfer could be an active process.
The putative korA and korB proteins possessed putative DNA-binding domains in keeping with
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their likely function as repressors. The nature of fcor-mediated repression was revealed to be at the
transcriptional level by Stein et al. (1989). The korB product repressed transcription from its
own promoter and that from the kilB promoter. korA and tra were found to have overlapping
divergent promoters from which transcription was repressed, possibly simultaneously, by the
korA product. The mechanism by which korA repressed the KilB phenotype did not appear to be
transcriptional and remains unknown. That korA and korB indeed encoded functional repressor
proteins was demonstrated by Stein and Cohen (1990). These proteins were of the size predicted
from their ORFs and acted in trans to repress transcription from the tra and kilB promoters.

1.2.7.10 Some Suggestions for Events in plJ101 Pock Formation.
it seems likely that the kil genes are responsible for the host inhibition of pock formation. It
may be that something in the way the tra product facilitates plasmid transfer produces the KilA
phenotype. One could also suggest that kilB could be a third spread locus of plJ101 and that
something in the way it in particular facilitates plasmid spread produces the KilB phenotype,
perhaps through membrane destabilisation. If this were the case then pock formation would not only
depend upon plasmid transfer and spread but actually be caused by it.
The KilA and KilB phenotypes are exhibited in the absence of control. The retardation of
plasmid recipients within the pock may therefore result from the strictly limited or temporary
expression of the kil functions to a level insufficient to cause cell death (a rapid turnover of
potentially lethal products would also seem likely, this may explain why SCP 2 * could be isolated
just beyond the outermost edge of its pocks). Negative feedback by the korA product, operating at the
divergent tra and korA promoters, is likely to be the central factor which determines the amplitude
or duration of tra and thereby spdA and spdB expression. Since the korA product also inhibits kilB
expression, korA effectively has control over all of the known transfer and pock-affecting functions
of plJ101.
Stein et al. (1989) reported preliminary results which suggested that the tra and korA
promoters were transiently induced during mating. Indeed, one can imagine that conjugal transfer
to a plasmid-free environment in which kor products were absent would derepress transcription at
the newly introduced korB, kilB, korA and tra promoters, in turn activating the spdA and spdB
functions. This could explain the enhancement in further transfer from new recipients described
above for SCP2*. Continued tra and kilB expression during the spread of plasmids through the
plasmid-free kor deficient lawn could result in the pock phenotype. An accumulation of the korA and
korB products could stall plasmid copies and simultaneously prevent lethal effects. This could
explain why plasmids are found throughout the area of the pock rather than just at the outermost
edge. Although its seems likely that pock size is determined primarily by the temporal expression
of the spd genes, the means by which this is determined is unclear. Given that pocks are circular,
expression must cease in all the plasmid copies within quite a narrow time span.
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1.2.7.11 The Purpose of Pock Formation.
There is some evidence to suggest that kil/kor systems are possessed by other pock forming
Streptom yces plasmids. SLP 1 . 2 contains two spacially discrete regions essential for plasmid
viability (Hopwood et al., 1986a). One of these could conceivably include a kor function. Smokvina
et al. (1991) found that certain regions of pSAM2 which affected transfer and pock formation were
essentially retained for plasmid or host viability (kor analogous). These regions could be deleted
concurrently with certain other regions ( kil analogous). Mutations within the kil analogous region
of pSAM2 produced small pocks and a specific analogy was drawn with the kilB locus of plJ101.
Given that kil/kor systems may be widespread there must be a good reason why plasmids
retain a function which is potentially lethal, and which even when controlled reduces the rate at
which new plasmid recipients develop relative to their plasmid-free competitors. As suggested
above, one explanation is that the Kil phenotype and thereby pock formation is an obligate sideeffect of the means by which plasmids transfer and spread, the kor functions being present to keep
them under control. On the other hand, or in addition, pock formation may represent a specific
adaption of Streptomyces plasmids which enables their effective colonisation of this complex host.
Thus the inhibitory effect of kil expression may serve to stall the host in the same developmental
status in which it received the plasmid. This would be of importance if there were, as seems likely,
a 'window' in the morphological or physiological development of the host during which plasmid
transfer and more particularly spread could occur. An altogether different possibility is that the kil
functions primarily serve to ensure retention of the kor functions which themselves have a
primary function other than in the repression of the kil genes. This may be the case for the korB
product given that KilB is suppressed by korA. It is attractive to suggest in general terms that the
kor products may be the means by which the derepression of a number of plasmid functions is
facilitated upon the transfer of the plasmid into a recipient.

1.2.7.12

Analogies With Other kil/kor and kil/kor-Like Systems.

Systems of paired potentially lethal and trans-acWng override functions are also exhibited by
certain plasmids of Gram-negative bacteria. It was in fact from the best characterised of these,
RK2, which has a broad host-range amongst the Gram-negative species, that the kil and kor
nomenclature (Figurski et al., 1982) used for plJ101 were taken. In these too however, although
the interactions of the various kil and kor loci have often been characterised their fundamental
the

purpose and mechanism of lethality are predominately unknown. It does however appear to be'case
that the kil products of these plasmids are lethal to the host and not the plasmid.
The kil/kor systems of certain IncN plasmids have been associated with their conjugation. The
kilB locus of E.coli plasmid pKM101 for example was found to be both structurally and functionally
associated with conjugal transfer (Winans and Walker, 1985). It was also proposed that the sublethal expression of the pKM101 kilA locus was responsible for the formation of very small
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colonies (the Slo phenotype), of possible analogy with the host retardation responsible for pock
formation.
An association between the kil/kor systems and replication of IncP plasmids is well
established, as reviewed for RK2 in Kiies and Stahl (1989) and Ayres et al. (1991). RK2 kor
functions negatively regulate not only the kil genes but functions essential to the initiation of
plasmid replication and thereby copy number control (trfA, the replication initiator gene), and
incompatibility. The capacity of RK2 to replicate in a particular host and thereby its host-range
appears to be determined by the capacity of that host to recognise and utilise the kor gene
expression signals, the mutation of its kor functions being linked to alterations in host-range. It is
attractive to suggest that a link exists between the kil/kor system and replication of plJ101. cop
(1.2.4.1) maps to the same location in plJ101 as the korB ORF (Kendall and Cohen, 1988). A
bifunctional cop/korB product could provide for the simultaneous derepression of both kilB and
plasmid replication upon transfer to a plasmid-free environment. This could provide for the rapid
generation of plasmid copies to be spread. With specific regard to integrating plasmids, Smokvina et
al. (1991) suggested that the replication of an integrated plasmid could be disruptive to that of the
chromosome, perhaps lethaly so. In such a situation one could suggest that a plasmid function which
negatively regulated the initiation of plasmid replication would essentially override a potentially
lethal effect.
The kil/kor analogous ccd mechanism of the E.coli F plasmid appears to be associated with
segregational stability (Jaffe et al., 1985). Cells which have lost the F plasmid are killed by the
toxic ccdB product once the unstable ccdA override product has degraded. A similar potentially host
lethal partition mechanism is possessed by the E.coli resistance plasmid R1 (Gerdes et al.,

1986).

Further details concerning these and similar examples may be found in the references listed in
Williams and Thomas (1992).
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2.1 The Current Status of SCP2* Functional Location.
2.1.1 inifoduction-

SCP2* has formed the basis of many general purpose (Bibb et al., 1980; Hershberger et al.,
1983; Larson and Hershberger, 1984; Hopwood et al., 1985a; Lydiate et al., 1985; Larson and
Hershberger, 1986) and specialised cloning vectors (segregational stability probe, Kendall and
Cullum, 1988; ultra high copy number and replicon probes, Larson and Hershberger, 1986;
promoter probes, Clayton and Bibb, 1989, Ingram et al., 1989; cosmid shuttles which exploit
lambda in vitro packaging, in Rao et al., 1987). Most of the existing functional location data have
been derived through the phenotypic analysis of in vitro deletion mutants generated during this
vector development, a process which does not require precise delineations and upon which
limitations have been imposed by the distribution of known restriction sites. Indeed, it was not
until the construction of an accurate and comprehensive restriction map by Lydiate et al. (1985),
as illustrated in figure 2.1 below, that the rational derivation of SCP2* into any number of useful
derivatives really became possible, and in consequence that any relatively precise functional
location data were produced.
chapter

1

2 .1 . 2

describes the current level to which the phenotypes described in

have been assigned to regions of the SCP2* plasmid, an essential prerequisite to a

description of the aims and strategies of this investigation.

2.1.2 The Assignment of Functional and Non-Functional Regions to SCP2*.
From its initial use as a cloning vector, Bibb et al. (1980) assigned all of the known SCP 2 *
functions to two large restriction fragments;
a) the 9.1 kb PsfIB fragment (figure 2.1, site 4 clockwise to 18) carried the segregative stability
or par function.
b) the 15.4 kb PsflA fragment (site 37 clockwise to 4) carried the replication, fertility, transfer,
pock formation and resistance functions.

Deletion derivative pSCP103, comprising these two Psfl fragments in their native orientation but
while lacking the region between Psfl(18) and Psfl(37), was thereby indistinguishable from
SCP 2 * in its known biological properties.

Figure

2.2

and the accompanying notes illustrate the extent to which the functions carried on these

two fragments have now been delineated.
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Figure 2.1 - Restriction Mao of SCP2*
[adapted from Hopwood etal., 1985a]
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figure 2.2 - Summary of SCP2* Functional lo catio ns
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a) Seareaational Stability on the PsflB Fragment.
The p ar function has been located within the 4.7kb region between £g/ll( 8 ) (Kendall and
Cullum, 1988) and Ssfl(11)

(Lydiate

et al., 1985). The BglU end is likely to be of some

importance since the insertion of tsr into Bg/ll(8 ) induced some degree of segregational instability
(in Hopwood et al., 1986a).
b) Replication Functions on the PsflA Fragment.
The 5.9kb region between the Sa/GI site c.1kb anticlockwise of £?c/l(44) and ScoRI( 1 ) was
found to be sufficient for replication by Hershberger et al. (1983). As stated in chapter

1

(1.2.4.1), Larson and Hershberger (1986) identified the minimal replicon, rep, which occupied
all of the region between Bc/I(51) and a Sau3AI site 1.4kb anticlockwise (insertion into SphI (48)
inactivated replication, Lydiate et al., 1985). Larson and Hershberger (1986) also identified pdIA
(1.6kb),

pdlB (1.5kb), and pdIC (0 .6 kb), the regions which were likely to be involved in the

negative-regulation of SCP 2 * copy number.
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c) Transfer, Pock Formation and Fertility Functions on the PsflA Fragment.
The regions of SCP2* deleted from the transfer and pock deficient derivatives piJ916 and
plJ917 (Lydiate et al., 1985) are illustrated in figure 2.3. pHJL196 and pHJL202 were also
transfer deficient in S.lividans while pHJL192 transferred at a normal frequency (Larson and
Hershberger, 1986, pock formation untested). Since the 2.9kb region between Psfl(37) and
Kpnl(40) was deleted from all of these mutants it is of most likely importance in transfer and pock
formation. The 3.2kb region between Ssfl(42) and Sp/7l(43) is likely to be of importance in
S C P 2 ‘ -mediated fertility (1.2.7.6).

Figure 2.3 - Assignment of SCP2* Transfer. Pock Formation and Fertility
A = deletion, s.r. = sole retention.

Pst\
37

Kpn\ Sst\
40
42

Sst\ (11)

Sph\
43

EcoR\
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SalG\

Pst\
4

1piJ916

Sph\ (10)

1plJ917

|PHJL196
V

H/ndlll (24)

---------------------------------

1L

i pHJL202
1pHJL192

NB Psfl(37) to Kpn\(40) has been denoted as poc, a region required for normal pock formation
(Larson and Hershberger, 1986, from a personal communication from D.J. Lydiate and D.A.
Hopwood). Kpn\{40) to Sa/GI was likewise denoted as tra, a region required for self-transmission.
The 8.9kb region between Psfl(37) and the Sa/GI site is referred to in this investigation as the
transfer/pock region of SCP2* and its derivatives.

d) Non-Functional Regions.
Present knowledge has not assigned a function to the 3.8kb region between Xho\{53) and Bgl11(8),
nor to the 8.9kb region between Ssfl(11) and Psfl(37), constituting in total c.40% of the plasmid.
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2.2 The Aims. Strategy and Means of Investigation.

2.2.1

Justification for the Investigation of SCP2* Transfer/Pock Functions.
An indication has been given above of how little was known regarding the location and

organisation of the transfer and pock functions of SCP2 *, the distribution of known restriction sites
within the PsflA fragment essentially limiting the precision with which information could be
derived by in vitro deletion. Spread functions had yet to be identified in this plasmid. A third point
may be drawn from the investigations of plJ101 described in 1.2.7.9. In essence, the nature of the
piJ 1 0 1

kil/kor system is such that certain of its components were identified by insertional

mutagenesis within regions of plJ101 which had previously been deleted without affecting transfer
and pock formation. The possibility therefore exists that although sufficient functions for normal
transfer and pock formation are located within the PsflA fragment of SCP2*, further pock
associated functions could be present elsewhere on the plasmid.
The essential aim of this investigation was to expand upon the delineation of the transfer and
pock functions of SCP 2 * described above using a mutagenesis strategy other than in vitro deletion. A
more comprehensive delineation would not only present a significant

addition

to the

characterisation of SCP 2 *, but could provide a basis for more rational investigations of pock
formation by this low copy number plasmid. Such studies derive particular relevance from the fact
that the transfer/pock region of SCP2* is itself as large as plJ101. A contribution may therefore
be made through the identification of more specific regions to clone and sequence for the definition
of ORFs. In accordance with the above, gene mapping by insertional mutagenesis presented the
central strategy. The target plasmid and the chosen means for its mutation are described below.

2.2.2 p|J903 - The Target Plasmid.
The bifunctional derivative plJ903 (Lydiate etal., 1985) was chosen as the target plasmid.
It retains all of the known biological properties of SCP 2 *, including segregational stability, and
may be shuttled between S.lividans and E.coli without structural rearrangement. plJ903 possesses
a selectable marker for S.lividans ( tsr) and for E.coli (ampicillin resistance, bla). It also has a
copy number of about 20 in E.coli, a means to avoid the limitations imposed by the unit copy
number in S.lividans (e.g. in the preparation of plasmid DNA stocks). A restriction and functional
map of plJ903 is given in figure 2.4. The derivation of plJ903 from SCP 2 * is outlined below.

The derivation of plJ903 from SCP2* (with reference to figure

2 . 1 ).

plJ903 was derived from pSCP103 and therefore lacks Psfl(18) clockwise to Psfl(37). X h o \(5 3 )
clockwise to BamH\{7) was replaced by a 3.0kb SalG \-Bam H \ fragment comprising pBR327
(Soberon et al., 1980) with a deletion from its tetracycline resistance determinant (tet). A 1.8kb
BamH\ fragment carrying the tsr determinant of S.azureus ( 1 .2 .2 ) was inserted into Ec/I( 1 2 ).
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Figure 2A - Restriction and Functional Mao of PIJ9Q3
Compiled from the restriction maps of pSCP103 (Lydiate et al., 1985), the

1 .8

kb tsr inclusive

fragment (from Hopwood et al., 1985a; the sequence of the c.1.5kb tsr determinant within this
fragment has been determined, Bibb et al., 1985), and pBR327 (from that of pBR322, Sutcliffe,
1979). Functional regions within the pBR327 insert (2997bp) are illustrated at the bottom.
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2.2.3 £2SPT - The Mutagen.
The primary aim of any gene mapping study is to generate a relatively large number of
effective and characterisable mutations. For the purposes of screening, a means to select clones
which contain target molecules into which the mutagen has been successfully inserted is highly
desirable. This is particularly the case where one is also interested in insertions which have no
effect upon the phenotype being investigated. This can facilitate the definition of intergenic regions
and gene boundries.
All the above requirements are fulfilled by transposons. The mutagenesis of an SCP2* shuttle
derivative with an E.coli transposon has always presented an option. This has more recently become
a possibility in Streptomyces itself through the addition of selectable markers to the Streptomyces
insertion sequences Tn4556 (Chung, 1987; Olsen and Chung, 1988; Chung and Crose, 1989;
Siemieniak et al., 1990) to generate the commercially available ln 4 5 6 0 , and \S493 (Solenberg
and Burgett, 1989) to generate Tn5096. Both of these exhibit a low insertion site specificity
(further details are given in Kieser and Hopwood, 1991). As an alternative to transposons, novel in
vitro insertional cassettes have been specifically designed and constructed to incorporate desirable
properties. One such example is CAPG1000 (5kb) which has been successfully applied to the
mapping of genes in a Bacillus plasmid (Gleave et al., 1990). It was however from an E .coli
cassette, the

£2

interposon, that the insertional mutagen used in this investigation was developed.

The Construction of £2 SPT from £2 .
Prentki and Krisch (1984) constructed the 2.0kb
spectinomycin

£2

interposon to contain a central

and streptomycin resistance determinant (aadA +) symmetrically flanked b)

transcriptional and translational termination sequences obtained from phage T4, with symmetrical
polylinkers at its ends.

£2

was demonstrated to be an effective insertional mutagen in a wide variety

of Gram-negative hosts (Frey and Krisch, 1985). Its applicability was subsequently enhanced upon
its development into a family of interposons in which aadA+ was replaced by a variety of alternative
resistance determinants (Fellay et al., 1987).

£2

has recently been demonstrated to be an effective

mutagen in S.lividans. A variety of phenotypic mutations were generated upon its insertion into the
free form of the S.ambofaciens plasmid pSAM2 (Smokvina et al., 1991).
The 2.4kb cassette £2 SPT (figure 2.5) was developed from

£2

specifically for the purposes of

this and similar investigations (J. Lamb, R. E. Melton, and T. Kieser, unpublished). The ends of

£2

were removed short of its T4 derived transcriptional hairpin terminators. Promoter sequences
from bacteriophages T7 and SP 6 were then added to the respective ends of this core sequence
(fragments carrying these promoters were obtained from plasmid pSPT18 constructed by
Pharmacia, these in turn from constructs of Davanloo et al., 1984, and Melton et al., 1984). The
addition of more useful polylinkers at the ends completed the construction. plJ4642, the 6.17kb
plasmid upon which £2 SPT was constructed and is carried in E.coli, is illustrated in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.5 - Q S P T

(not to scale)

The arrow indicates the direction of aadA+ transcription relative to the SP 6 and T7 promoters
(4.1.6). T4 ter = transcriptional terminators derived from gene 32 of E.coli phage T4. The unique
EcoRI site at the T7 promoter terminus may be used to determine the orientation of flSPT inserts.
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[diagram courtesy of T. Kieser]

■ i = QSPT. cat = chloramphenicol resistance determinant for selection in E.coli where the p15A
plasmid origin (ori) drives high copy number replication, ter(fd) = transcriptional terminators
from E.coli phage fd which prevent read-through interference across the £2 SPT boundaries. BamHl,
Sstl, Smal, and Xhol are sites unique to QSPT in plJ4642.
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The Characteristics of QSPT.
The properties which made QSPT a potentially very useful mutagen for gene mapping in the low
copy number SCP2* plasmid and its derivatives are outlined below.

a) Properties Residual From the Q Interposon.
The aadA+ dual resistance determinant (from E.coli plasmid R 100.1) is expressed from its
own promoter in both E.coli and S.lividans. It enables target molecules into which QSPT has been
inserted to be selected, even at single copy number (SCP2* driven replication in S.lividans).
Inverted hairpin transcriptional termination sequences flank aadA+. This sequence also
includes tandem translational stop codons. Although shown to be very effective in E.coli and a wide
range of other Gram-negatives (Prentki and Krisch, 1984; Frey and Krisch, 1985; Fellay et al.,
1987), their ability to terminate transcription in Streptomyces has yet to be established. If this is
the case they should, in conjunction with the physical insertion of 2.4kb of DNA, enhance effective
mutagenesis through the termination of endogenous mRNA synthesis. They may furthermore ensure
that transcription from the aadA+ determinant is confined within QSPT, thereby negating the
possibility of local target gene activation.

b) Properties Added to the Q Interposon Upon Construction of QSPT.
The potential applications of the widely used T7 and SP6 promoter sequences are;
i) commercially available primers complementary to these AT-rich sequences may be used as start
points for the sequencing of the target regions which flank the QSPT insertion site. This should
enable the sites at which QSPT has been inserted to be defined at the level of the DNA base sequence
subsequent to their preliminary location by restriction mapping.
ii) the T7 and SP 6 RNA polymerases exhibit stringent and exclusive specificity for their own
promoters (Panayotatos and Wells, 1979; Butler and Chamberlin, 1982; Kassavetis et al., 1982;
Dunn and Studier, 1983). These promoters are very rarely encountered elsewhere than in the
phages themselves, are not naturally recognised in E.coli, and are unlikely to be so by
Streptomyces. Aberrant initiation and termination do not occur at any significant frequency (Melton
et al.,

1984;

Schenborn

and

Mierendorf,

1985).

Efficient termination

by

heterologous

transcriptional control elements is also rare (Dunn and Studier, 1983; Melton et al., 1984). These
polymerases are therefore able to exclusively and faithfully transcribe a wide variety of long
heterologous DNA sequences placed downstream of their respective promoters (Davanloo et al.,
1984; Melton et al., 1984). The inclusion of the T7 and SP 6 promoters should therefore enable
target regions flanking QSPT to be exclusively transcribed by their corresponding polymerases.
Potential applications include the production of mRNA for translation in vitro, and the sequencing of
flanking regions by RNA methods (Alexrod and Kramer, 1985; Parvin et al., 1986).
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Characterisation of QSPT; A Second Investigative Aim.
As a new construct, QSPT was predominately uncharacterised at the time this investigation
was initiated. Confirmation of its final structure was still required, specifically regarding the
presence of the SP 6 and T7 promoters. It was not known whether these promoters had retained
their structural and functional integrity upon the construction of QSPT. Their application to the
sequencing and transcription of target sequences had yet to be demonstrated. The suitability of QSPT
for general application was yet to be assessed.
Although the structural and some of the functional characterisation was an essential
prerequisite to its use (chapter 4, in chapter 3), the potentially most productive strategy was to
combine the 'behavioural' characterisation of QSPT with an actual and useful practical application
in gene mapping. This investigation was therefore as much about realising the potential and
establishing the behaviour of QSPT as about the application to which it was applied, and therefore
as much about the generation of SCP2* transfer/pock mutants as the mutations themselves.
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3.1 Host S train s.
Host strains other than JM107 (U.C.L.) were obtained from T.Kieser (John Innes Institute).

a) SlreptomycesTK64 was the principal host throughout.

Spesies/Strain

Antibiotic Resistance

Growth Requirements

S.lividans 66/TK641

streptomycin {str-6)

proline (p ro -B )

S.lividans 66/TK79 2
S.coelicolor A3(2)/J15013

1 Hopwood

adenine+thiamine (ath-8)
leucine (leu -2), riboflavin (rib)
streptomycin (str-A1)

histidine (his-A1), uracil ( ura-A1)

et al. (1983)

2T. Kieser, unpublished

3Hopwood et al. (1985a)

b)& £Q lL
JM107 was the principal host throughout.

Strain

Genotype

JM 1071
( K - 1 2)

en d A I, gyrA9Q, thi, hsdRW, supE44,relA 1,
[F\ traD3Q, proAB, /acftZAMI 5]

ED87672

supE44, supF53, hsdS3{rQ-n\B'), recASQ,galK2,

( K -1

2

V, A(lac-proAB),
galT22, metBl

)

W 54453
(C 6 0 0 )

pro, rpsL, thrB, supE44, lac, tonA, rK- mK+

lYanisch-Perron et al. (1985)
2Murray et al. (1977)
3Chi et al. (1978)

3.2 Plasmids and Phaaes.
Restriction maps and other relevant characteristics are given where most relevant to their use,
selectable markers were as described in 3.4.1.
a) E.coli. Plasmids pUC18, pUC19 (Norrander et al., 1983), and phages M13mp18, M13mp19
(Norrander et al., 1983) were obtained from Pharmacia (phages in double-stranded replicative
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form (RF)). Plasmids plJ4632 and plJ4642 (J. Lamb, R. E. Melton, and T. Kieser, unpublished)
were obtained from T. Kieser in ED8767 and W5445 respectively.
b) E.coU-Streptomyces. Bifunctional SCP 2 * derivative plJ903 (Lydiate et al., 1985) was obtained
from T.Kieser in ED8767. £2SPT insertion derivatives of plJ903, denoted individually by the
prefix p903Q and referred to collectively as p903£2s or p903QEs if isolated from E.coli, are
collectively summarised and referenced by figure in appendix

3.3

1

.

Culture M edia.

All media, from Hopwood et al. (1985a) unless stated otherwise, were sterilised by autoclaving at
1

21 °C, 15 p.s.i., 15min. Plates for protoplast regeneration were dried in a laminarflow cabinet for

2 to 3 hours before use. All solutions were in distilled water unless stated otherwise.
Concentrations below apply to Agar (Bacto or BiTek), bacto casaminoacids, bacto peptone, bacto
tryptone, bacto yeast extract and nutrient broth powder from Difco, and to malt extract from Oxoid.
Difco bacto malt extract and

8

Lab yeast extract were also used at an equivalent concentration, Oxoid

nutrient broth powder (no.2) as recommended (25g/litre).

a) Media for the Cultivation of Streptomvces.
i) Protoplast Regeneration Medium. (R2 YE)
Sucrose was omitted and the agar concentration reduced to 12g/800ml when used for purposes
other than protoplast regeneration.

Component
Sucrose
K2 SO4
MgCI2 .6H20

9
103
0 .2 5
1 0 .1 2

Glucose
Bacto Casaminoacids
Agar
Distilled H20

1 0
0.1
2 2

to 800ml

e of use, the following were added to the above;
Component
k h 2 po 4

Concentration
0.5%

ml

CaCI2 .2H20
L-proline
TES (pH 7.2)
Trace Solution
NaOH
Yeast Extract

3 .6 8 %
2 0 %
5 .7 3 %
see below
1M

80
15

10% 1

1 0

1 0 0
2

5
50

1final w/v varied from 0.5% according to application.
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trace solution;
Component
ZnCI2
FeCI3 .6H20

mg
2 0 0

CuCI2 .2H20

1 0

MnCI2 .4H20

1

Na2B4O7.10H2O

10

( N H 4 ) 6 Mo7024 .4H20

10

Distilled H20

to 1000ml

4 0

0

ii) Minimal Medium. (MM)
Component
Agar
L-asparagine
K2 HP0 4

g
0
0.5
0.5

1

MgS04 .7H20
FeS0 4 .7H20

0 .2

Glucose^
Distilled H20

1 0

0 .0 1

to

1000

ml

pH 7.0-7.2
1 10g

of glucose was autoclaved separately in an arbitrary volume of H20 and added at time of use.

iii) Yeast Extract Malt Extract liquid Medium. (YEME)
Component
Yeast Extract
Bacto Peptone
Malt Extract
Glucose
Sucrose
Distilled H20
at time of use added
20

g
3
5
3
0
340
to 1000ml
1

2

ml of 2.5M MgCI2 .6H 20 per litre, for protoplast preparation also 25ml of

% glycine per litre.

iv) Soft Nutrient Aaar. (SNA)
Component
Nutrient Broth Powder
Agar
Distilled H20

9
8
5
to

1000

ml
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b) Media for the Cultivation of E.coli.

i) L Agar. (LA, supplemented with glucose)
Component
Agar
Bacto Tryptone
Yeast Extract
NaCI
Glucose
Distilled H2 O

iv) M9 Minimal Medium

ii) L Broth. (LB)

g
0

1

As LA without agar

1 0

5

iii) Soft L Aaar.(SLA)

5

As LAbut

1

to

1000

with 5g agar/litre

ml

(from Maniatis et al., 1982)

Component
10 x M9 Salts Soln.
Agar
Distilled H20
pH 7.4

ml
2g
to 1 0 0 0 ml
1 0 0
1

at time of use the following were added per litre of the above;

Component
MgSO4 .7H20
Glucose
CaCI2 .2H20

Concentration
1 M

ml
2

2 0

%
M

1 0

1

0.1

6

0

10 x M9 salts soln;

Component
Na2 HP04
KH2 P0 4
NaCI
NH4CI
Distilled H20

3.4

g
30
5
1 0

to

1000

ml

Media Supplem ents.

3.4.1 Antibiotics.
Streptomycin sulphate (str), the sodium salt of ampicillin (amp), spectinomycin dihydrochloride
(spc) and crystalline chloramphenicol were obtained from Sigma. Thiostrepton (thio) was a kind
gift from S. J. Lucania of E. J. Squibb and Sons, New Brunswick, New Jersey, U.S.A. Stock solutions
(thio in DMSO, chloramphenicol in absolute ethanol) except for thio were filter sterilised ( 0 .2 |xM
or 0.45pM Acrodiscs, Gelman Sciences) and stored at -20° C. Antibiotics were used at the final
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concentrations indicated below. These were taken or adapted from Hopwood et al. (1985a) or, as
with all QSPT-mediated resistance, were determined in this investigation by the comparison of
appropriate plasmid-containing (QSPT insertion at single copy into the unique BamHI(1) site of
plJ903) and plasmid-free controls. TK64 solid media tests were undertaken with three parallel
sets of plates, one of diluted plasmid-containing spores (c. 2 0 0 per plate), one of antibioticsensitive spores sufficient for confluence, and the third of a mixture of the two. Values in
parentheses indicate the concentrations which must be exceeded to assure the removal of sensitive
forms.

a) Streptomyces (determined in TK64, all plasmids of low copy number).

Plasmids/Hosts Selected

Final Concentration pg/ml

A ntibiotic

R2YE

MM

YEME

thiostrepton

60

50

51

pi J 903, p903Os

streptomycin

50

25

(1 0 ) 2

25

TK64, J1501

spectinomycin

150

75

(4 0 )

40

1

(90)3

(30)

p903Qs

minimum tested.

2TK64 growth was poor at and above 40pg/ml str with no growth at and above

100

pg/ml.

Concentrations at and above 140pg/ml spc were required in order to retain a complete absence of
background lawn growth upon the prolonged incubation of plates.

b) E.coli (determined in JM107, all plasmids of high copy number).

Antibiotic

Final Concentration pg/ml

Plasmids Selected

LA

LB

ampicillin

5001

25

pUC18, pUC19

chloramphenicol

25

25

pi J46 4 2

ampicillin

100

(20)

25

plJ903, plJ4632, p903Qs

spectinomycin

150

(80)

50

plJ4632, plJ4642, p903£2s

streptomycin

50

25

plJ4632, plJ4642, p903fls

(30)

ito ensure the absence of satellite colonies from sequencing clone isolation and purification plates.
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3.4.2 Growth Factors-

Concentrations are from Hopwood et al. (1985a). All materials were obtained from Sigma.
Added to MM, YEME, and R2YE as appropriate to the Streptomyces host strain and application.
Differentiation of TK79 was marginally better when adenine, thiamine, leucine and riboflavin were
added to R2YE than in their absence.

Component

3.4.3
X-gal

Stock mg/ml

Final pg/ml

adenine, uracil

1.5

7.5

proline, leucine

7 .5

37

histidine

10

50

riboflavin, thiamine

0.1

0.5

Other Additions.
(5-bromo

4-chloro

3-indolyl-B-galactoside,

Sigma)

and

IPTG

(isopropyl

I3-D-

thiogalactopyranoside, Sigma) were added to LA bases (pUC18, pUC19) or SLA overlays
(M13mp18, M13mp19) for the detection of recombinants by lac complementation. Stock solutions
were stored at -20°C (X-gal stock in N, N'-dimethyformamide, stored in the dark).

Component

3.5

stock ma/mi

Final plate .uqZml

X-gal

32

80

IPTG

15

40

S tre p to m v c e s Cultivation and Transformation Techniques.

3.5.1 Growth and Storage-

All incubations were at 30°C, YEME liquid cultures with orbital agitation (160-300rpm). Strains
were stored as spore suspensions in 20% glycerol at -20°C .

3.5.2 Preparation of Spore Suspensions.
Spore suspensions were prepared as described by Hopwood et al. (1985a), except that filtration to
remove mycelial fragments was through sterile 5ml Gilson tips loosely plugged with sterile nonabsorbant cotton wool. Spore pellets were resuspended in 0.5-1 ml of 20% glycerol.
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3.5.3 Preparation and Transformation of Protoplasts.
Protoplasts were prepared as described by Hopwood et al. (1985a), except that filtration was as in
3.5.2 above. Volumes equivalent to 4x10 9 protoplasts (usually

0 .6 - 1

ml), or more typically

1

ml

were dispensed into 1.5ml Eppendorf microcentrifuge tubes before gentle freezing to -70°C for
storage. Samples were plated to check for contamination and transformation frequencies determined
before use. 106 to 107 TK64 transformants were typically attained per jig of plJ903. Protoplasts
were transformed by the 'original procedure' described by Hopwood et al. (1985a).

3.5.4 Selection of Transformants.
Transformants were selected by any one of methods below, of which the last was preferred;
a) protoplasts were allowed to regenerate for 12 to16 hours and then overlaid with 2.5ml volumes
of SNA containing 500p.g/ml freshly added thio.
b) protoplasts allowed to regenerate into sporulated lawns, then;
i) spore preparations were made and replated on to selective media.
ii) replica plated to selective media.

3.6

Assessment of Plasmid ( d 903Q and olJ903^ Mediated Pock Phenotypes,

a) Transformation Techniques.
Samples from p903Q plasmid preparations were used to transform plasmid-free TK64
protoplasts, with piJ903 and untransformed controls. Regeneration was without selection.
Conditions were adjusted such that at the quantity of plasmid DNA used in each transformation
relative to the quantity and transformation efficiency of the protoplasts used, each plate received
between

200

and 500 successfully transformed protoplasts, the plasmids within which then formed

individual Ltz reactions upon their transfer and subsequent spread within the confluent plasmidfree lawn formed upon the regeneration of the vast excess of untransformed protoplasts.

b) Spore Plating Techniques.
The concentration of ThioR spores in each p903Q and piJ903 donor spore preparation were
determined (see over). Volumes of a dilution thus estimated to achieve c.200 potential donor spores
per plate (e.g 20pJ of a 10 - 5 dilution of a spore prep of 1.0x10 9 ThioR spores/ml) were pipetted
directly on to surface dried non-selective R2+0.1%YE plates. Predetermined standardised (see
below) volumes of undiluted plasmid-free TK64 spores and sterile H2 O (to boost the total volume
for good plate coverage) were then added to this, mixed with the spreader, spread over the plate
surface, dried and then incubated. Plates, at least 2 per p903Q or plJ903 on any given occasion,
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were observed frequently for the appearance of pocks.
Identical aliquots of the donor spore dilutions were also spread on to R2YE+thio plates
(recipient separately to monitor for plasmid contamination) in order to check the number of ThioR
spores actually plated and thereby the number of pocks expected. This reassured that donor spores
had been plated when no pocks were seen.
Plating of the plasm id-free TK64 spores alone on non-selective plates identified
morphological features inherent to the recipient lawn (red dots of unknown origin as features
o c u n c ttitjlp f o t k - Q ; n.

mistakable for the actinorhodinvproducing growth centres of plJ903 and p903£2 pocks in TK64
lawns, and the reaction of Streptomyces to contamination seen typically as pigment production
around single points of contamination). This together with the above platings enabled both the
qualitative and quantitative dissociation of such features from the presence of donor spores.
Half-plates were also used, that is plates upon one half of which was spread the plJ903
standard, the other half the plJ903£2 mutant. This enabled p903£2 pock and replica colony sizes to
be compared with standards under directly comparable plating conditions as the final confirmation
of previous full-plate assessments.

Nfi. the serial dilution of donor spores in 2 0 % glycerol allowed the samples to be kept frozen until
their concentration had been established. These dilutions could then be used for the actual pock tests
thereby avoiding the need to redilute spore preparations. Bulk volumes of diluted plJ903 spores
were prepared in this way for the many pock standard and control platings required during p903Q
phenotypic screening.

Preparation and Testing of Recipient Spore Preparations.
The large volumes of TK64 recipient spores required for mass pock screening were prepared
in such a way as to avoid the successive cycles of plating and reharvesting which resulted in a
reduction in sporulation at each generation, a proficiently sporulating recipient being vital for good
pock definition,

and which could amplify any contamination.

Thus

large-scale

plating

(R2+0.5%YE+str) from proficiently sporulating TK64 stocks was undertaken so as to produce
many individual spore preparations at one time. Aliquots from each of these individual spore
preparations were tested for contamination on non-selective and thio plates before pooling and
redistribution into smaller volumes for storage. Spore preps were thereby produced of a standard
concentration, appearance (regarding any anomalous features) and growth and differentiation
characteristic. A single test (typically testing 10 to 50jxl of undiluted recipient spore preparation
of typically c.10 9 spores/ml at 10jxl increments per 9cm plate and with plJ903 donors) could then
establish the desired recipient plating volume for optimal pock definition prior to its use in
large-scale pock screening.
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3.7

E .c o li Cultivation and Transform ation Techniques.

3.7.1 Growth and Storage.
All incubations were at 37<>C, larger LB cultures with orbital agitation at c.2 0 0 rpm, smaller
volumes ( 1 0 ml) with lateral agitation. Strains were maintained in 20% glycerol at -70°CoronLA
slopes and stabs at 4°C with the appropriate selection. JM107 was maintained on M9 minimal
medium to ensure the retention through pro-AB complementation of the P prophage essential for
M13 infection.

3.7.2 Preparation and Transformation/Transfection of Competent Cells.
JM107 competent cells were prepared as described by Hopwood etal. (1985a). Where convenient,
competent cells were prepared a day in advance and stored overnight on ice for increased
competence (Dagert and Ehrlich, 1979). When preparing stocks, the cells were finally
resuspended in 0.1 M CaCl2 supplemented with 20% glycerol and dispensed into ice cold 1.5ml
Eppendorf microcentrifuge tubes for storage at -70°C.
Transformation was as described by Hopwood et al. (1985a), except that 200pl volumes of
competent cells were used per transformation (in 1.5ml Eppendorf microcentrifuge tubes; all
appropriate controls; maximum of 50ng vector per transformation).

For plJ903 and its

derivatives the heat shock at 37°C was reduced from the commonly recommended

2

minutes to just

30 seconds as tests indicated that this reduction yielded a c.7-fold increase in the number of
transformants recovered (intermediate values were recorded for intermediate times; multiple heat
shock was also found to enhance the number of transformants recovered but this was dependent in
its effect upon the time of the initial heat shock). Tubes were always returned immediately to ice
from the heat shock. For transformations (but not transfections) the expression of antibiotic
resistance prior to plating was facilitated by the addition of 800p.l LB at 37<>C (secondary heat
shock) with incubation at 3 7 °C for no longer than one hour. Mixing was by occasional inversion.
Where transformants were likely to be rare, transformed cells were then collected by
centrifugation, some of the LB volume removed, and the pellet gently resuspended in the remaining
LB volume to achieve a more concentrated plating.

3.7.3 Identification of Transformants/Transfectants by lac Complementation.
a) X-gal, IPTG, and extra JM107 overnight culture for enhanced plaque definition were added
directly to each M13mp18 or M13mp19 RF 200pJ transfectant volume, mixed by inversion, added
to a bijou containing 3ml of SNA at c.45°C, mixed and then poured on to an LA base.
b) pUC18 or pUC19 transformants in LB were spread plated directly on to LA bases containing Xgal, IPTG and amp.
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In each case a blue colouration (enhanced by subsequent refrigeration) was implicative of clones
containing religated vector (functional

6

-galactosidase produced), a clear colouration of

recombinant clones (insertional inactivation of 3-galactosidase). This colouration was always
checked by replating with blue controls as part of the clone purification, for which purpose
colonies were restreaked on to equivalent media, while plaques were picked with sterile tooth picks
on to freshly poured SLA bases with overlays containing JM107 culture, X-gal and IPTG.

3.8

In Vitro DNA M anipulations.

3.8.1 Restriction Digests.
Restriction digests were undertaken at 37<>C (except where indicated below) in low, medium, or
high salt or dedicated (e.g. Sma\) buffers as described by Maniatis et al. (1982). The linearisation
of plJ903 with Sau3A\ is described in 3.8.5, the restriction mapping of p903Qs in 3.8.6.

Restriction Enzymes.
BamH\, Bcl\ (5 0 °C), Bgl\, BglW, Cla\, Dra\, EcoRI, EcoRV, Haelll, H/ndlll, Hpal, Kpn\, Pst\, Pvu\,
PvuW, Sst\ (S ad ), Sa/GI, Sau3A\, Sma\ (30°C), Sph\, Xba\, and Xho\ were obtained principally
from Anglian Biotechnology, but also from Boehringer Mannheim, BRL [Bethesda Research
Laboratories] and NEB [New England Biolabs]. Storage was at -20°C.

Digests to be loaded directly on agarose gels were terminated by the addition of stop mix [5x stock as
50% sucrose, 100mM EDTA, 0.15% w/v bromophenol blue, pH 7.0]. Alternatively, termination
was achieved by incubating at 65°C for

10

minutes as appropriate to the enzyme or/and as 3.8.2.

3.8.2 General Purpose Purification of DNA.
DNA solutions were extracted with equal volumes of buffered phenol1 [500g phenol, 60ml 0.2M
EDTA, 30ml 1M Tris pH 7.4, 15ml 2M NaOH, 200ml H 2 O], buffered phenol-chloroform (prepared
as described by Kieser, 1984a) and then chloroform, then precipitated with 2-2.5 volumes of
ethanol or 0.6-1 volumes of propan-2-ol after addition of Na or K acetate (pH

6

) to a final

concentration of 0.3M. Incubation was at -20°C for at least 30min. Precipitated DNA was collected
by centrifugation, pellets washed with 70% then absolute ethanol (centrifugations between each
wash), before vacuum dessication and final resuspension in TE [10mM Tris, 1mM EDTA, pH

8]

or

distilled H 2 O as appropriate. Storage of frequently used DNA samples and RF phage DNA was at 4°C,
otherwise at -2 0 °C.
1this step was often ommited
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3.8.3

Ligation.

Cohesive-end ligations were undertaken by the incubation of fragments with c.0.1 units of T4 DNA
ligase (NEB or Anglian Biotechnology) in 1x ligase buffer

[1

Ox stock as 300mM Tris pH7.5f

60mM MgCl2 . 6 H 2 0 , 100mM DTT, 10mM spermidine, 500jig/ml BSA, adapted from Maniatis et al.,
1982, and Hopwood et al., 1985a] plus dATP (P-L Biochemicals Limited) to
10

1

mM (from a 10x,

mM stock solution). Blunt-end ligations were undertaken with c.0.5 units T4 DNA ligase in blunt

end ligation buffer [2x stock as 50mM Tris pH7.4, 10mM MgCl2 , 10mM DTT, 0.5mM spermidine,
2

mM dATP, 2.5mM hexamine cobalt chloride, 20^g/ml BSA, Maniatis et al., 1982]. Incubation

temperatures (4°C to room temperature) and times were varied as required. Appropriate relative
molecular ratios and total DNA concentrations were calculated from the DNA fragment sizes using
equations described in Winnacker (1987).

Conditions for the ligation of QSPT to full or near full length linear plJ903 were extensively
tested using BamH\ cut fragments (GATC 5' ends as with Sau3A\, 3.8.5). Success was scored by the
number of AmpRSpcRStrR versus AmpR JM107 transformants per pg of plJ903, a presumed
reflection of recombinants versus plJ903 self-ligates. With dephosphorylated QSPT an equivalent
molecular (ends) ratio yielded the best ratio of recombinants to self ligates. The ligation of QSPT to
each end of plJ903 presumably occurred at higher concentrations preventing the recircularisation
essential to E.coli transformation. These conditions were appropriately retained for the ligations
destined for transformation into S.lividans. Here linear DNA would transform (Bibb et al.,

198o),

but not when flanked by dephosphorylated copies of QSPT (in Hopwood et al., 1986a). plJ903 to
dephosphorylated QSPT ligations were therefore typically undertaken at 1:1 molecular ratios
(10:1 mass ratio) at a total DNA concentration of
c.2 hours, followed by dilution with

1x

6

p,g/ml with incubation at room temperature for

ligase buffer and incubation overnight at 4°C in order to

promote a phase of intramolecular ligation. Reactions were terminated by incubation at 65°C for

10

minutes and/or as 3.8.2 before use in transformation. As an additional point, observations made
during the ligation testing suggested that selecting for QSPT on the transformation plates was
detrimental to the recovery of recombinant E.coli transformants. AmpR transformants were
subsequently screened for spc and str resistance.

3.8.4 Dephosphorylation.
Protruding 5' termini were dephosphorylated by two sequencial 30 minute 3 7 °C incubations with
one unit quantities of calf intestinal alkaline phosphotase (C.I.A.P., Boehringer Mannheim) in
C.I.A.P. buffer (Maniatis et al., 1982). Reactions were terminated at 65°C and/or as 3.8.2 (but
with 3 phenol-chloroform extractions). Before use, the inability of dephosphorylated fragments to
self-ligate was checked against an untreated sample.
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3.8.5

Preparation of Full Length Sau3M Linearised plJ903.

Precisely controlled conditions were required to linearise plJ903 with Sau3A\ and other frequent
cutters (Sm a\, Sa/GI). The additional retardation of enzyme activity required was achieved by
ethidium bromide (EtBr) inhibition (Parker et al., 1977) in combination with limiting incubation
times. As found by Parker et al. (1977), the presence of EtBr in the digests produced a more
stepwise conversion of intact CCC to linear to less than full length linear digestion products.
Variation in the activity of Sau3A\ with time and enzyme batch necessitated the fine tuning or re
establishment of the digest conditions prior to each and every large-scale linearisation. Typical
values or ranges thereof are given below to illustrate the methods.

a) Establishment of Sau3A\ Dioestion Conditions.
Test digest volumes (25|xl in 1x high salt [NaCI at

100

mM] restriction buffer) were set up to

comprise plJ903 DNA (c.5pg, gradient purified) and EtBr at a final concentration of between 10
and

100

pg/ml (tested at

1 0 pg/ml

increments). These were chilled well on ice and a time= 0 sample

taken. 10 units of Sau3A\ were then added, mixed well, pulse spun, and the reactions placed at 37°C
at which point timing began. Aliquots (c.2 pl) were removed at intervals, typically every
minutes over a period of up to

20

1-2

minutes, and each terminated in turn by their immediate addition

to equivalent volumes of 50mM Na 2 EDTA (pH8 ) in separate iced tubes. The samples were then run
(3.9.1) on 0.7% agarose minigels with uncut and linear plJ903 standards in order to establish the
most appropriate incubation time at the given concentration of EtBr. Conditions which produced the
greatest conversion of intact CCC to full length linear plasmid without the smear indicative of
further digestion products were ideal (under these conditions the linear form of plJ903 migrates
faster than the CCC which in turn migrates faster than the open-circle). As an example, 5pg of
plJ903 DNA was ideally digested in an initial volume of 20pl upon incubation with 10 units of
Sau3A\ for 15 minutes in the presence of 60pg/ml EtBr. in another instance however 10 minutes
in the presence of 20|ig/ml EtBr was ideal.

b) Bulk Preparation of Sau3A\ Linearised plJ903.
In order to prepare usable quantities of linear plJ903 a number of digests (typically 5) were set
up exactly as determined above (proportionate scaling up did not produce results consistent with
those established with the test digest volumes). Once terminated at the recommended time, small
samples were taken from each tube to check their individual extents of digestion; a single excessive
digest would have made all other digests with which it was pooled unusable. The digests were then
pooled and extracted with phenol-chloroform, then chloroform, and stop mix added. Linearised
plJ903 was isolated from uncut and any less then full length digest products by electroelution
(3.9.4) from 0.7% agarose gels electrophoresed at 0.5 V/cm (with linear and uncut plJ903
standards; EtBr staining after electrophoresis).
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NB. when linearising plJ903 with enzymes which possessed comparatively few sites (e.g. Ssfl),
sufficient retardation could be achieved by incubation time alone. Methods based upon the serial
dilution of the enzyme, as described by Maniatis et al. (1982), were also used for this. These were
however more complex in their adaption from test digest volumes to large-scale preparations.

3.8.6 Restriction Mapping of p903Qs.
The relatively large size of plJ903 in conjunction with a somewhat uneven distribution of known
restriction sites required that several digests were undertaken for each p903Q. This was in order
to ensure the adequate representation of more accurately sizeable fragments, thereby reducing the
influence of insert location upon the accuracy of its determination. To this aim the standard set of
ten digestions given below were carried out upon each suitable p903Q plasmid preparation (the
restriction map of plJ903 is given in figure 2.4, that of QSPT in figure 4.1). The double-digests
used samples taken from the single enzyme digests (e.g. Bgl\\+Xho\ by the addition of Xho\ to half of
a double volume Bgf\\ digest).

Standard Set of Digests.
Xho\ (unique to QSPT inserts), Ssfl, PvuW, Pvu\\+Xho\, BglU, Bgl\\+Xho\, Pst\, Pst\+Xho\. A
comparison of the fragments generated by EcoRI and H/ndM additionally established the orientation
of the QSPT inserts. If the insert orientation could not be established from these two digests1, it was
only pursued if required for other purposes (e.g. if the plasmids were to be used as double-strand
sequencing templates).
Most p903Qs were also digested with Bcl\ and Bcl\+Xho\, some with EcoRV and EcoR\/+Xho\.
Xba\, Cla\, Kpn\, Sph\ (although very useful by the number and location of its sites in plJ903, Sph\
was too expensive for routine use) and further enzyme combinations were limited in their use to
instances where the structure of plasmids of particular interest required clarification.

1it was found that Hinti\\\ and EcoRI quite commonly, but unpredictably, left a substantial
proportion of undigested plasmid (and chromosomal) DNA. The same preparations were prone to
partial digestion by Psfl. This could not be correlated to plasmid structure (i.e. as to an association
with certain insert locations or inherent changes in the pBR327 region; no problems were
encountered with cutting at EcoRV(36)). It seems likely that some form of inhibitor was commonly
isolated from TK64 (but not E.coli) which affected these particular enzymes. Irrespective of its
cause, this poor cutting and the established loss of EcoRI(33) and H/V7dlll( 3 5 ) by deletion were
predominately responsible for cases where an QSPT insert orientation was not established.
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3.9 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis and Associated Techniques.

3.9.1 Aaarose Gel Electrophoresis.
DNA molecules (in 1x stop mix) were separated by electrophoresis in 0.7%-1.4% TBE [5x stock
as described by Hopwood et al., 1985a] or TAE [50x stock as described by Hopwood et al., 1985a]
agarose (Sigma type IA, low EEO) gels at c.0.5 to 5V/cm as appropriate to their size and physical
form. The electrophoresis buffer was circulated for TAE gels run overnight. Minigels (50ml) were
commonly used for rapid small-scale separations and recovery tests, larger gels (100-175ml)
for restriction mapping or preparative purposes. DNA bands were stained in 1x electrophoresis
buffer + EtBr (0.5pg/ml final concentration), either during or after electrophoresis. Where
convenient, background staining was removed by immersion in

1 mM

MgSC>4 for 20-40 minutes

with agitation (Maniatis et al., 1982) before visualisation under ultra violet light (302nm, UVP
TM-20 transilluminator) for photography (Polaroid CU-5 camera and 665 or 667 film).
p903ft restriction mapping products were separated under electrophoresis conditions which
best accounted for the wide range of fragment sizes commonly present on each gel, typically using
0.8% agarose gels of a standard size electrophoresed at 0.5 V/cm (1 V/cm for Xho\ digests using
longer gels) for 16 hours. Bcl\ digest products were separated on

1%

agarose gels at a higher

voltage since fragments of less than c.1.5kb tended to be rather diffuse on overnight 0.8% gels.

3.9.2 Estimation of Linear DNA Fragment Size.
The sizes of linear DNA fragments were estimated by comparing their mobility in agarose gels to
fragments of known size. These standards comprised phage X DNA (Anglian Biotechnology) digested
with Hin6\\\ [23.13, 9.42, 6.56, 4.36, 2.32, 2.03kb], 0X 174 RF (NEB) digested with H a elll,
0X 174 RF digested with HincU (obtained pre-digested from NEB) and plJ903 digested with Bell
(using plJ903 DNA isolated from S.lividans TK64 which, in contrast to E.coli JM107, does not
methylate these sites). Where available, gels were analysed with the DNAGEL system (Kieser,
1984b). For p903Q restriction mapping, bulk preparations of piJ903 digested with the same
enzymes used with the p903Qs (3.8.6; BamH\ for linear) provided standards with which to
identify unaltered piJ903 restriction fragments, and plJ903 fragments altered in size by small
amounts which may otherwise have been assumed unaltered.

3.9.3 Estimation of DNA Concentration.
DNA concentrations were estimated by comparing the brightness of EtBr stained bands in agarose
gels with those of known concentration and size, usually HindlW fragments of phage X (these were
heated to 5 0 °C prior to loading to separate the cos ends). Alternatively, DNA concentrations were
determined by measuring their absobance at 260nm against standard dilutions of salmon sperm DNA
(Sigma).
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3.9.4 Recovery of Fragments From Agarose Gels.
DNA fragments were recovered from agarose gels by any one of four methods; electroelution into
dialysis bags, extraction from troughs by syringe, from low melting point agarose (BRL ultra
pure) gels, all three as described by Maniatis et al. (1982), or by 'Glass Milk' (Bio101 inc. La
Jolla, California) in accordance with the manufacturers instructions. Electroelution was used in
preference to the other three. Recovered DNA was purified as described in 3.8.2.

3.10

Isolation of Plasmid DNA.

An MSE Centaur II was used for low speed (up to 3.5K) centrifugation, Eppendorf 5414 and MSE
Microcentaur microfuges for high speed (13-13.5K) centrifugation. Antibiotics and growth factors
were added to the liquid cultures as appropriate to the plasmid or host.

3.10.1

Plasmid Isolation From S.lividans.

Plasmids were isolated by alkaline lysis methods developed from those described by Kieser
(1984a), F. Malpartida (in Hopwood et al., 1985a) and Birnboim (1983). Reagents were
prepared and stored as described therein. Two methods are outlined below. Method A was developed
from all three of the above references. Method B constituted a modification of Kieser (1984a)
which superseded method A on the basis of its simplicity and more consistent yield and purity of
product.

a) Method AAppropriately supplemented 50ml volumes of YEME were inoculated with spores and
incubated at 160-200 rpm for 40-48 hours, longer if growth was poor. Cells from whole culture
volumes were harvested by 2 or 3 sequencial 15-20ml centrifugations (3.5K, 15 minutes) in the
same glass universal bottle, pellets washed by resuspension in lysis buffer [10.3% sucrose, 25mM
Tris, 25mM EDTA, 50mM glucose, pH 8.0] and tubes recentrifuged (3.5K, 10 minutes). Washed
pellets were then resuspended in lysis buffer + 2mg/ml lysozyme (Sigma; freshly added) +
50pg/ml RNase A (Sigma; DNase inactivation as described by Maniatis et al., 1982) to a total
volume of 5ml (added, mixed and measured by

10

ml pipette), and incubated at 37°C for 30-40

minutes with periodic gentle mixing by inversion. Cells were then lysed by the addition of 3ml
0.3M NaOH/2% SDS (at 5 5 °C) with immediate and complete mixing by shaking then vortexing,
then incubated at 55°C for 35 minutes. Tubes were removed, shaken, and allowed to cool to room
temperature. Neutralisation was by the addition of 3ml acid phenol-chloroform with immediate and
complete mixing by shaking then vortexing until homogenous (important). Tubes were then spun
(3.5K, 15 minutes), the aqueous layers transferred to fresh universals, and DNA precipitated by
the addition of K acetate pH 4.8 to 0.3M and 0.8 volumes of propan-2-ol. After 20 minutes on ice,
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the DNA was collected (3.5K, 20 minutes), washed with 70% ethanol, dried by vacuum dessication
and dissolved in 2ml of lysis buffer without sucrose. 4ml of 0.2M NaOH/1% SDS was then added
with immediate but brief mixing by vortex and incubated on ice for 5 minutes. 3ml 3M K acetate pH
4.8 was then added, vortexed, and incubated on ice for a further 15 minutes. Tubes were then
centrifuged (3.5K, 15 minutes), the supernatants transferred to fresh universals containing 3ml
of acid phenol-chloroform, vortexed, centrifuged (3.5K, 15 minutes) and the aqueous'layers
reprecipitated with 0.8 volumes of propan-2-ol on Ice for 20 minutes. The DNA was collected,
washed and dried as above, and then dissolved in 500pl TE which was transferred to 1.5ml
Eppendorf microcentrifuge tubes containing 55p.l 3M K acetate pH 4.8, mixed, extracted with 0.5
volumes buffered phenol-chloroform until the interfaces were clear, then extracted with
chloroform and reprecipitated with 0.8 volumes propan-2 ol on ice for 30 minutes. Precipitated
DNA was collected (13.5K, 10 minutes), washed with 70% then absolute ethanol, dried, and finally
resuspended in TE (typically 100pl).

b) Method, BAppropriately supplemented 40ml volumes YEME were inoculated with spores and incubated
for 40-48 hours at 160-300rpm. Cells from whole culture volumes were harvested (3.5K, 15
minutes) in 50ml conical bottomed plastic tubes (Falcon 2070 'Blue Max', Becton Dickenson
Labware), pellets washed by resuspension in lysis buffer [10.3% sucrose, 25mM Tris, 25mM
EDTA, pH 8.0], recentrifuged (3.5K, 10 minutes), then resuspended in lysis buffer + 2mg/ml
lysozyme to a total volume of 5ml and incubated 3 7 °C 30 minutes with periodic mixing by
inversion. Cells were then lysed by the addition of

2 .5

ml 0.3M NaOH/2 % SDS (at 55°C) with

immediate and complete mixing by shaking then vortexing, then incubated at 5 5 °C for 35 minutes.
Tubes were removed and allowed to cool to room temperature on the bench, then shaken. 800jil of
acid phenol-chloroform was then added with immediate shaking and then vortexing until
homogenous (important). Tubes were then centrifuged (3.5K, 15 minutes), the aqueous layers
transferred to fresh 50ml tubes and the DNA precipitated by the addition of unbuffered K acetate to
0.3M and an equal volume of propan-2-ol. After 30 minutes on ice the DNA was collected (3.5K, 25
minutes), the pellets washed with 5ml of 70% ethanol, the tubes recentrifuged in the same
orientation (3.5K, 15 minutes), and all the precipitant removed before resuspending the DNA in
500pJ TE + 50pg/ml RNase A with incubation at 37°C for 30 minutes (or overnight at 4°Cas
convenient). These volumes were then transferred to 1.5ml Eppendorf microcentrifuge tubes
containing 50pl of 4M K acetate pH

6

(can also use unbuffered K acetate as it will be neutralised in

next step, likewise in method A), extracted with equal volumes of buffered phenol-chloroform until
the interfaces were clear, then extracted with chloroform and precipitated with one volume of
propan-2-ol. After 30 minutes on ice the DNA was collected (13.5K, 15 minutes), washed with
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70% then absolute ethanol, dried, and dissolved in 20pl H2 O. The DNA was then reprecipitated by
the addition of an equal volume of

2

M NaCI/20% PEG 6000 with incubation on ice for at least one

hour ( 4 ° C overnight if convenient), then collected, washed and dried as above and finally
resuspended in TE or H2 O as appropriate (typically 20-30^1).

3.10.2 Plasmid Isolation From E.coli.
a) Small-Scale Plasmid Isolation (miniorepl.
Adapted from the alkaline lysis method of Birnboim and Doly (1979). All manipulations were in
1.5ml Eppendorf microcentrifuge tubes, all centrifugations at 13.5K.
Single colonies were inoculated into appropriately supplemented

10

ml volumes of LB,

vortexed, and incubated overnight with shaking. Cells from 3ml volumes of these overnight cultures
were harvested by two sequencial 1.5ml volume harvests in the same tube (15 second spins), the
pellets washed by resuspension in 250pl of lysis buffer [10mM EDTA, 25mM Tris, 50mM glucose,
pH

8

], recentrifuged, and resuspended in 200pl of lysis buffer containing

2

mg/ml freshly added

lysozyme. After incubation at room temperature for 5-10 minutes the cells were lysed by the
addition of 400pl of 0.2M NaOH/ 1 % SDS with immediate mixing by inversion and shaking,
immediately followed by the addition of 300|il of 3M K acetate pH 4.8 with immediate mixing by
shaking then vortexing. After 5 minutes on ice the tubes were centrifuged for

6

minutes, the

supernatents then extracted with 400pJ of buffered phenol-chloroform then chloroform, and the
DNA precipitated with an equal volume of propan-2-ol on ice for 30-60 minutes. After collection
(15 minute spin) the DNA was washed with 70% then absolute ethanol, dried by vacuum
dessication, resuspended in 20|xl TE + 50p,g/ml freshly added RNase A 1 and incubated at 37°C for
30 minutes. The DNA was then reprecipitated with an equal volume of 2M NaCI/20% PEG 6000 on
ice for at least one hour (or overnight at 4°C as convenient), then collected, washed and dried as
above and finally resuspended in TE or H2 O as appropriate (typically 20-30pl).
1the RNase step was ommited when preparing transcription templates, but was necessarily retained
(likewise in 3.10.1 above) when preparing double-strand sequencing templates (Hattori and
Sakaki, 1986; Lim and Pene, 1988). Although not tested here, it is worth mentioning that the
substitution of acid-phenol (pH 4 ) for the buffered phenol-chloroform (pH8 ) has been reported to
improve the clarity of double-strand sequencing ladders (Weickert and Chambliss, 1989)

b) Large-Scale Isolation and Gradient Purification of Plasmid DNA From E,GQliThis alkaline lysis procedure (R. Barallon, personal communication) was used for the preparation
of plasmid stocks.
A 5ml stationary phase LB culture, itself grown from a single colony inoculum, was
inoculated into 500ml of appropriately supplemented LB and incubated at 150rpm. plJ903 and
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plJ4632 (plJ4642 is chloramphenicol and spectinomycin resistant) were amplified by the
addition of chloramphenicol to 170*ig/ml (Maniatis et al., 1982) once the 500ml culture had
reached late exponential phase (ODeoo 0.6 to 0.8 against LB), and incubation then continued
overnight. The 500ml volumes of overnight cultures were harvested ( 6 K
centrifuge), the cells resuspended in

2 0

10

min, MSE18

ml of lysis buffer (as in miniprep above) containing

2mg/ml freshly added lysozyme and incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. Cells were then
lysed by the addition of 50ml of

0 .2

M NaOH/1 % SDS with mixing by shaking, and incubated for 10

minutes on ice. 40ml of 4M K acetate pH4.8 were then added with mixing by shaking, and incubated
on ice for 20-25 minutes. Tubes were then centrifuged (6 K 40 minutes), the supernatants
transferred and the DNA precipitated by the addition of 50ml of 50% PEG 6000 with incubation for
1 -2 hours on ice or overnight at 4°C as convenient. The DNA was collected (6 K, 20 minutes) and all
of the precipitant removed before resuspension in 5ml of TE. After being transferred to 30ml Corex
tubes the DNA was reprecipitated with 0.1 volumes of

5

M NaCI and 2 volumes of absolute ethanol,

with incubation at -20°C for 30 minutes. The DNA was collected (9 K, 15 minutes; MSE18), washed
with 70% then absolute ethanol, dried, dissolved in 9.0ml TE and transferred to a 20ml plastic
universal (Falcon 2054).

CsCI/EtBr Gradients.
CsCI to 0.75g/ml (9.90g) and EtBr to 150p.g/ml (200p.l of

10

mg/ml) were added to the 9.0ml

volume at room temperature, dissolved fully, centrifuged (3.5K, 7 minutes) and any protein
removed from the surface. Volumes were then transferred to 11.5ml Sorvall tubes (S/L PA A1),
sealed with the Sorvall/Dupont 'Ultracrimp' system and centrifuged (Sorvall/Dupont OTD-65B
centrifuge, TFT65.13 rotor) at 40K for 48 hours at 2 0 °C, or 55K for 20 hours with a 4 hour 40K
relaxation. The CCC plasmid band was recovered using a syringe inserted through the side of the
tube and transferred to a Corex tube. The EtBr was then removed by repeated extraction with equal
volumes of water saturated butan-1-ol. Two volumes of water were added to reduce the CsCI density
before precipitating the DNA with 2 volumes of ethanol or 1 volume of propan-2-ol, with
incubation for

1

hour at -2 0 °C. Pellets were collected by centrifugation, washed twice with 70%

then absolute ethanol, dried and finally resuspended in 1 ml of TE.
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3.11

DNA Sequencing.

The following procedures were undertaken in 1.5 or 0.5ml Eppendorf microcentrifuge tubes with
centrifugations at 13.5K. Further details concerning the double-strand methods are given in 4.2.3.

3.11.1 Preparation of Sequencing Templates.
a) Preparation of Sinale-Stranded M13mp18/19 Templates. (J. Ward, personal communication)
Whole clear plaques were individually picked from the purification plates (3.7.3) into 5ml
volumes of LB freshly seeded with 100^.1 of log phase (c. 6 hour) JM107 LB culture (grown from
single M9 plate colonies), and incubated overnight at 37°C with shaking. 1.5ml volumes of
overnight culture were centrifuged for 5 minutes, the supernatants transferred and then respun
and retransferred to ensure the removal of cells (see below). 200^1 of 25% PEG 6000/2.5M NaCI
was then added, mixed well by inversion and incubated for 30-60 minutes on ice. The phage
precipitates were collected by centrifugation

(1 0

minutes), the supernatants discarded, and the

tubes respun in same orientation and any remaining precipitant removed. The pellets were
resuspended in 100pl of TE and transferred to 0.5ml Eppendorf tubes, then extracted with 0.5
volumes of buffered phenol, any traces of which were removed from the transferred aqueous layer
by recentrifugation and retransfer. The phage DNA was then precipitated by the addition of 0.1
volumes of 4M Na acetate pH6 and 2.5 volumes absolute ethanol, with incubation at -20°C for at
least 20 minutes. The DNA was collected (10 min spin), washed with 70% then absolute ethanol,
vacuum dessicated and finally resuspended in TE (typically 20jllI).
The RF phage DNA was isolated from the cell pellets collected above using the miniprep
procedure (3.10.2a). This was digested with the appropriate restriction enzymes in order to
identify recombinant clones with inserts of the expected size.

b) Preparation of Double-Stranded Sequencing Templates.
Plasmid templates were prepared by the alkaline denaturation methods described by Chen and
Seeburg (1985), Haltiner et al. (1985) and Hattori and Sakaki (1986). All reagents were
prepared in sterile double distilled water.
Plasmids (typically 2-3p.g per reaction) were denatured in 0.4M or 0.2M NaOH in a total
volume of 10pl. Typically, 2jllI of 2M or 1M NaOH were premixed with 4|xl H 2 O and then added to
4|xl plasmid (in H2 O), mixed well, pulse spun and incubated for 5 minutes in a water bath at room
temperature. For 0.4M NaOH, neutralisation was by the addition with mixing of Na acetate pH 4.5 to
0.7M (3jxl of 3M), for 0.2M NaOH by the addition of NH 4 acetate pH 7.5 to 1.4M (4jj,I of 5M).
Neutralised templates were adjusted to 20jllI with H2 O and then precipitated by the addition of 2.5
volumes of absolute ethanol and incubated at -70°C for 20 minutes. Templates which were not to be
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used immediately were usually stored In this state. DNA was collected by centrifugation (15
minutes), and washed twice with 70% ethanol and once with absolute ethanol before vacuum
dessication.

3.11.2 Sequencing Reactions.
Dideoxy termination sequencing (originally Sanger et al., 1977) reactions were essentially
undertaken according to the instructions supplied by Pharmacia with the 35S sequencing reagents
(Klenow reaction buffer, deoxy and dideoxynucleotide mixes [the A, C, G and T mixes] and chase
solution [all four dNTPs]). Typical volumes are given below.

a) Primer to Template Annealment.
i)

6

pl (1-2pg, made up to volume with H 2 O if necessary) of the M13 single-stranded template

were mixed with

2

pl of the universal forward primer (Pharmacia, 17mer at 0.18 pmole/pl) and

2pl of Klenow reaction buffer.
ii) Denatured double-strand template pellets were resuspended in a
o fH 2

0

, 4.0pl of SP 6 (Pharmacia,

20

10

pl premix comprising 4.5pl

mer at 1.1 pmole/pl) or T7 primer (Pharmacia, 17mer at

1.2 pmole/pl), and 1.5jil of Klenow reaction buffer.

The above were incubated for 5 minutes in a beaker of water standing in a 55°C water bath. The
beaker was removed and allowed to cool to room temperature on the bench over a period of 30-45
minutes. While this was cooling, 2.5pl volumes of the A, C, G and T reaction mixes were placed in
four separate and appropriately labelled iced tubes, a set of four tubes for each primer to template
annealment.

b) Elongation Reactions.
To each iced annealment reaction were added 1pl (more often 1.5pl for double-strand templates) of
a 3 5 S-dATP (Dupont, lOpCi/pl) and 1pl of the Klenow enzyme (Anglian Biotechnology, 5
units/pl), mixed well and pulse spun. From these, 2.5pl volumes were dispensed to the sides of
each appropriate prefilled A, C, G and T tube. The reactions were started with a pulse spin and
incubated at 37<>C for 20 minutes. 1pl of the dNTP chase solution was then added to the side of each
tube, pulse spun to start the chase reaction and incubated at 37°C for a further 15 minutes.
Reactions were terminated by the addition of 3.5pl of denaturing (formamide) stop mix (United
States Biochemicals Ltd [USB]) and stored at -20°C.
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3.11.3 Polvacrvlamide Sequencing Gels and Sequence Analysis.
The terminated sequencing reactions were heated to 90-100°C for 2 minutes immediately
before loading 1-3pl samples (BRL sharks-tooth combs of 0.4mm width and 2.9 or 5.7mm point to
point) on to denaturing (urea) polyacrylamide sequencing gels.

8

% polyacrylamide (preparation

below) wedge gels (0.4 to 1.2mm taper, BRL plate spacers) were most commonly used. 20%
polyacrylamide gels were also used to determine sequence very close to the primer binding site.
Electrophoresis (BRL SO or S2 apparatus) was in 1x TBE at a constant 70W (1200-1400V,
c.50mA) according to dye fronts. Double-loading refers to the loading of a second sample from the
same sequencing reaction when the bromophenol blue marker of the first loading reached the bottom
of the gel.
After electrophoresis, gels were fixed by immersion in 5% methanol/5% glacial acetic acid
for 30min, washed by immersion in distilled water for 10min, and then dried on to Whatman
17MM paper at 80°C under vacuum. Dried gels were then covered with Saran (Dow Chemical
Company) and exposed (Fuji 30x40cm nif-RX x-ray film) at room temperature without
intensifying screens. Films were developed manually or by an automatic developer (X-ograph X2

). Sequences were read using the Beckman Gelmate 1000 sonic digitising system in conjunction

with sequence analysis software (Microgenie, Queen and Korn, 1984).

Preparation of Sequencing Gels.
For an

8

% 150ml polyacrylamide gel the following were mixed and dissolved in order;

Component

Final concentration

autoclaved H20

45m l

5xTB E

30 ml

1x

acrylamide

11.4g

7.6%

bis-acrylamide

0.6g

0.4%

urea

63g

7M

Particulate matter was removed by filtration (Whatman no.1). TEMED (90pl) and ammonium
persulphate (990pl of a freshly made 10% solution in H 2 0 ) were added immediately before
pouring (BRL 39 x 33cm and 42 x 33cm plates, one silanised with 2% dimethyldichlorosilane in
1.1.1

trichloroethanedimethyldichlorosilane, BDH). Gels were left to set at room temperature at a

5° angle and for at least one hour before use.
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3.12

In v itro

T ra n s c rip tio n .

a) Template Preparation and Transcription Reactions.
The use of fully linearised templates was important, but their isolation from other restriction
fragments (which did not carry the promoters) was unnecessary. The linearised templates were
purified as described in 3.8.2 and finally resuspended in a suitable volume of DEPC treated water.
Distilled H 2 O for the transcription reactions and transcript processing was also treated with DEPC
as described by Hopwood etal. (1985a).
Materials for the transcription reactions were obtained from Boehringer Mannheim (SP6/T7
in

vitro transcription kit, ref. 999 644). The methods described below were based upon the

instructions supplied with this kit, and methods described by Melton et al. (1984), Little and
Jackson (1987) and Sambrook etal. (1989).

The following were mixed in order at room temperature;
7pI of H2 O, 1pl of RNase inhibitor (placental RNasin, 20 units), 4pl of a 1:1:1:1 mix of

10

mM

GTP, ATP, UTP and CTP (final concentrations 0.5mM each), 2pl of 10x transcription buffer, 5pl
of the plasmid template (c.1 jxg in H2 O), and 1pl of T7 or SP 6 RNA polymerase (10 units).
Reactions were incubated at 37° C for one hour. The DNA template was then removed (usually) by
incubation for a further 15 minutes with 2|il of RNase-free DNase I (pancreatic, 20 units).
Reactions were then cooled on ice, 18pl of H2 O added, and extracted with an equal volume of buffered
phenol-chloroform. Transcripts were then precipitated with 0.25 volumes of 3.5M NH 4 acetate and
2

volumes of ethanol and stored at -70°C.

b) Electrophoresis of Transcripts.
At time of use, the precipitated transcripts were collected by centrifugation and washed with 70%
then absolute ethanol, vacuum dessicated and resuspened in 7.5pl of H 2 O + 2.5pl of RNA loading
buffer (below). Samples were loaded on to 1.6% agarose gels and electrophoresed in

1x

TBE at

5V/cm. Gels were stained (in the same buffer), destained and photographed as described for DNA
(3.9.1). Untranscribed template controls identified endogenous RNA.

Precautions for the electrophoresis of RNA.
Glass plates, well combs, and gel tanks were soaked in detergent then 0.5M NaOH (prepared in
autoclaved H2 O) for at least 45 minutes to remove nucleases, and rinsed throughly in autoclaved
distilled water before use. 10x TBE was autoclaved and diluted at time of use in autoclaved water.
Agarose was autoclaved in water and then supplemented with the appropriate volume of 10x TBE
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before setting. Since sucrose is typically rich in RNases, a 4x RNA loading buffer [40% glycerol,
0 .2

% bromophenol blue, autoclaved and stored at 4°C] replaced stop mix (3.8.1). Much more
of
discrete transcript bands were observed on gels upon the inclusionvthese precautions.

3.13

M aterials Sources and Abbreviations.

Reagents and solvents not already attributed to source are listed below. These were of analytical
grade unless stated otherwise.
BDH.
Acetone, acrylamide (specially purified for electrophoresis), ammonium chloride, ammonium
persulphate,

bis-acrylamide

=

NN'-m ethylenebisacrylamide

(specially

purified

for

electrophoresis), caesium chloride, calcium chloride, chloroform, cupric chloride, di-sodium
tetraborate, DTT = dithiothretiol, DMSO = dimethylsulphoxide, ethidium bromide, ferric chloride,
glucose,

8

-hydroxyquinoline, methanol, PEG = polyethylene glycol 6000, potassium di-hydrogen

orthophosphate, SDS = sodium dodecyl sulphate, sodium chloride.
FSA Laboratory Supplies (Fisonsl.
Ammonium acetate, boric acid, di-potassium hydrogen orthophosphate, di-sodium hydrogen
orthophosphate, EDTA = di-sodium diaminoethanetetra-acetic acid, ferrous sulphate, glacial acetic
acid, glycerol, glycine, hydrochloric acid, magnesium chloride, magnesium sulphate, N,N'dimethylformamide, phenol, potassium chloride, propan-2 -ol, sodium acetate, sodium bicarbonate,
sodium hydroxide, sucrose, urea.
Hopkin and Williams.
Potassium sulphate.
James Borrouoh.
Ethanol absolute.

May and BakerButan-1-ol, potassium acetate.

SigmaBromophenol blue, BSA = bovine serum albumin, DEPC = diethylpyrocarbonate, hexamine cobalt
chloride, L-asparagine, manganese chloride, maleic acid, molybdic acid, PEG 1000, spermidine,
TEMED

=

N.N.N'.N'-tetramethylethylenediamine,

TES

aminoethanesulphonic acid, tris('Trizma')hydrochloride

=

N-tris(hydroxymethyl)methyl-2-

= tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane

hydrochloride, trisCTrizma'Jbase = tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, zinc chloride.
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Q h ^ jj t e r ^
Investigation of QSPT T7 and SP6 Promoter Structural and Functional Integrity

4.1 Sequencing the T7 and SP 6 Promoters.

4.1.1 Justification.
The complexity of QSPT construction, particularly with regard to the final step where
various alternative products were possible, had previously resulted in plJ4632, a construct later
found to lack the T7 promoter and to possess the SP 6 promoter sequence at both ends of its cassette.
It was therefore considered essential at this time to rigorously confirm the structure of the
replacement construct plJ4642. Sequencing was decided upon as the ultimate confirmation that both
promoters were present, unaltered in base sequence, correctly positioned and orientated.
Determination of the distance between the promoters and the ends of the cassette would be of use in
their future application, a demonstration of primer directed sequencing (4.2) and in vitro
transcription (4.3) being future requirements for the confirmation of their functional integrity
and practical application in gene mapping.

4.1.2 Cloning and Sequencing Strategy.
M13 based dideoxynucleotide chain termination sequencing was the most practically
convenient method at this time. Restriction fragments bearing the promoters were therefore
required (figure 4.1) for cloning into M13 derivatives (figure 4.2). Cloning of the whole cassette
was avoided because its size and T4 inverted repeat sequences may have made QSPT prone to deletion
from ssDNA.
The T7 and SP 6 promoter bearing fragments were recovered from agarose gels by
electroelution and dephosphorylated in preparation for cloning (plJ4632 digested with Hind\\\ was
used as a gel standard, it lacks sites 18 and 32 of figure 4.1 and thereby prevented any confusion
between the similarly sized H/ndlll fragments of plJ4642 which bore the SP 6 promoter and the fd
terminator). Attempts to clone the SP 6 fragment into M13mp18, and the T7 fragment into
M13mp19 (T7 promoter closest to the primer binding site) and M13mp18 (to locate the T4
terminator sequence) were not successful. Subcloning via the high copy number plasmids pUC18
and pUC19 (figure 4.2) overcame this problem. The reason for this was not clear.
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Figure 4.1 - Choice of T7 and SP 6

Promoter Fragments. ptJ4642 Restriction Map

The restriction sites marked • were used to excise the promoter bearing fragments. The T7
fragment with its heterologous ends could be force-cloned (i.e. in a defined orientation). Although
the SP 6 promoter could also have been force-cloned on a H/ndlll-X/ 7 ol fragment (Xho\ ends
compatible with M13 polylinker Sa/GI), the ligation of Xho\ and Sa/GI cut ends does not reform
either site, site reformation being desirable for the subsequent screening of the clones by
restriction analysis (3.11.1).
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
1.

EcoRI
Dral
PvuII
PvuII
Xba!
Clal
PvuII
PvuII
PvuII
Hindlll

3.743
3.82 7
3.847
4.259
5.166
5.260
5.372
5.465
5.733
5.829
6.171

The BamH\ site within the polylinker at the SP6 end of iiSPT is designated site 1
Locations are as predicted from p!J4642 componant sequences, and not from restriction
mapping, hence location to base pair precision

Figure 4,2 - M 13m p l8 and M13mp19. PUC18 and pl)C19
[adapted from diagrams in USB (1990), Pharmacia (1989) and NEB (1987) product catalogues]
Each pair of pUC and M13mp vectors are identical except in that their polylinker sequences are
reversed. The polylinker restriction sites into which the promoter bearing fragments were
inserted are boxed. The universal primer binding site is indicated.
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M13mp18
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S '. . . AACAGCTATGACCATGATTACGAATTCGAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCTCTAGAGTCGACCTGCAG(jCATGCAAGCT~GGCACTC-C;CCGTCGTTTTAC . . .3 '

M13mp19
pUC19

5’ . . . AACAGCTATGACCATGATTACGCCaaGCTTGCATGCCTGCAGGTCCACTCTAGACGATCCCCGGGTACCGAGCTCGAATTCACTGGCCGTCG7TTTAC . . .3
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4.1.3 Sequence Data.
Only one strand of the DNA was sequenced. This is flanked by • in the following figures. The sequence
of the complementary (template) strand is also given as this illustrates the AT-rich base sequence
of the T7 and SP 6 primers, indicates the sequence which would be produced upon extension from
their 3' ends, and the sequence (with T replaced by U) of transcripts which would be produced from
the promoters.

1) £ R £__Bmnmtef/M 13mp 18.
Clone L3 (figure 4.3) was representative of those found to carry the Hin6\\\ insert in the desired
orientation, with the SP6 promoter closest to the M13 universal primer binding site.

Figure 4,3 - Sequence of M l3m p l8 SP 6 Promoter Clone U

5P6
'
Prom ote r

5 1“ A A C G C G G C T A C A A T T A A T A C A T A A C C T T A T G T A T C A T A C A C A T A C G A T T T A G G T G A C A C C T A T A G A A T A C A A G C T C C T C - 5 1
• 3 1- T T G C G C C G A T G T T A A T T A T G T A T T G G A A T A C A T A G T A T G T G T A T G C T A A A T C C A C T G T G G A T A T C T T A T G T T C G A G G A G - " ' •
♦I

I Xhol

a) The SP6 promoter sequence (underlined) was complementary to that of Melton et al. (1984).
The transcription start site (+1) was found to lie just 12bp from the start of the QSPT polylinker
Xho\ site. The sequence in between contained a filled-in HindlU site (AAGCT) as predicted from
QSPT construction. As a point of interest, the sequence +1 to +6 is of importance in determining
the efficiency at which transcription is initiated from the SP 6 promoter (Kang and Wu, 1987).
b) By comparison to data supplied by Pharmacia, the sequence of the SP6 primer binding site on the
strand read was complementary to that of the SP6 primer (the 20 bases of the upper strand covered
by the black bar). The SP 6 primer would therefore direct synthesis from its 3' end starting 33bp
upstream of the start of the polylinker Xho\ site.
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2) 17

Prom oter/M 13m p19.

Clone K 4 (figure 4.4) was representative of those found to carry the Sph\-Bamh\\ T7 insert in the
predicted forced orientation, placing the T7 sequence closest to the M13 primer binding site.

Figure 4.4 - Sequence of M l3m p l9 T7 Promoter Clone Ka

Spni

Hindi

P rom oter

BamHI

TiiT
synthesis

5■- t g g c t t a t c g a a a t t a a t a c g a c t c a c t a t a g g g a g a <7c g a a t t c c t c g a g a a g c t t c c c g g g a g c t c g a c g g a t c c c c g o g t a c c g a g c t c g a a - 3
• 3 ' -A C C G A A T A G C T T T A A T T A T G C T G A G T G A T A TCCCTCTG GCTTAAG GAGCTCTTCG AAG GG CCCTCGAGCTG CCTAG GG GCCCATG GCTCG AG CTT-5

*’

EcoRI 1 Xhol
QSPT

Hindi 11 ' S m a i ' ' S s t l
p o lylln ker

s ites

'

' BamHI1 ' Smal

Kpni
Sstl
EcoRI
M 13 P o l y l i n k e r s i t e s

transcription

a) The T7 promoter sequence (underlined) was complementary to that of the class III T7 010
promoter (Dunn and Studier, 1983), except that is for the bases marked * (ACT rather than TTA in
010). These lie within a non-conserved region which exhibits a high degree of sequence variation.
The 16bp sequence ending downstream in the transcription start site (+1) constitutes the
conserved region of the T7 promoter. The sequence -10 to - 12 , in particular the base at -11,
determines the stringent binding specificity of T7 RNA polymerase for its promoter (Klement et
al., 1990).
b) By comparison to data supplied by Pharmacia, the sequence of the T7 primer binding site on the
strand read was complementary to that of the T7 primer (the 17 bases of the upper strand covered
by the black bar). The T7 primer would therefore direct synthesis from its 3' end starting, as with
transcription, just 9bp upstream of the QSPT polylinker EcoRI site.

A sequence anomaly was detected at or adjacent to the bases marked by t- In the pSPT18 (2.2.3)
sequence given by Pharmacia a third C is present (ACCCGA rather than ACtCGA). However, in the
pSPT18 sequence given by Boehringer Mannheim an additional G is present (ACCGGA rather than
ACtCGA).
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3) 14

TerminatQr/M13mp18.

Clone J 4 (figure 4.5) was representative of those found to carry the BamH\-Sph\ T7 insert in the
predicted forced orientation, placing the T4 sequence closest to the M13 primer binding site.

Figure 4.5 - Sequence of M13mp18 T4 Terminator Clone J a

The sequence read is given above the template strand merely to emphasise that relative to that in
M13mp19 (figure 4.4 above), the fragment was inverted and in fact reversed here, synthesis
being of the opposite strand in the opposite direction.

BamHI

H indi 11

Oral

s ph|

Ml 3
T7

P rom oter

,

T4

^

1 synthes i s

I
_______________________ I

I
I_______

AACATCGGGAACGGGAGGGCTGCTACGACACGGCACTAGCTTTGAGTTCAGGAACTGGGCGTCAACGTTTGGGAGTGACTAGGCGTACGTTCGA - 5 '«
TTGTAGCCCTTGCCCTCCCGACGATGCTGTGCCGTGATCGAAACTCAAGTCCTTGACCCGCAGTTGCAAACCCTCACTGATCCGCATGCAAGCT - 3 ’
1 Sphl

H in d i 11

AGTAAGTTTTCCAGTAGGTGGCCTAGTTAAGGGACGAGCGCGTCGACCACGGTTCGAGAGCCATTGTAGTTCCGGGCTAGG
TCATTCAAAAGGTCATCCACCGGATCAATTCCCTGCTCGCGCAGCTGGTGCCAAGCTCTCGGTAACATCAAGGCCCGATCC

•3 ’ - t t t g g c a a a a c a c t t t t t t a a a a a t t t t a t t t t t t F t g g a g a t c c a g g g ^ t a a t t a a t c a t t a t a t t a Jg a t A A T IT C C
5 ' - A A A C C G T T T T G T G A A A A A A T T T T T A A A A T A A A A A A t'3 A C C T C T A G G T C C C)A A T T A A T T A G T A A T A T A A l j c TA TTA AAGG
1 Oral

1

The sequence derived from phage T4 (underlined) lay 138 bases from the start of Sph\{9)

(figure

4.1). By comparison to the sequence of the same strand as given by Prentki and Krisch (1984), the
3' end of the sequence above lay 9bp short of H/7?dlll(11), the site which marks the limit of T4 and
indeed of ft interposon DNA at this end of ftSPT. The tandem translational stop codons retained from
ft are boxed. By comparison to the sequence of Prenti and Krisch (1984) and the double-stranded
sequence of Krisch and Allet (1982), the T4 sequence was homologous to that within the ft
interposon, except that is for 5 bases missing within the stem of the hairpin transcriptional
terminator (the 14 base bracketed sequence covers the stem and loop of this terminator). Since the
terminators were only a sideline to sequencing the promoters no further time was spent attempting
to resolve this sequence compression.
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4.1.4 Clarification of Relative Promoter Positions and Their Directed Functions.
Having described the precise locations of each promoter in QSPT, it is important to clarify with
regard to their potential DNA and RNA synthesis initiation functions, their relative locations. In
essence, in order that the T7 and SP 6 primers hybridise to their respective binding sites so as to
initiate DNA synthesis reading outwards from the cassette, these binding sites must be located on
opposite strands of QSPT. The sequences produced upon extension from the two primers would
therefore be of opposite strands of the QSPT ends and flanking regions. However, the sequences read
from the polylinkers of QSPT would in fact be identical (except for the EcoRI site at the T7 end),
rather than complementary, since the construction of the cassette to contain symmetrical
polylinkers placed these polylinker sequences not only reversed in their relative direction but also
inverted in their relative strand orientation. These points, which are clarified in figure 4.6, apply
equally to transcription initiated at the two promoters.

Fioure 4.6 - Relative Positioning of the T7 and SP 6 Promoters of QSPT
Primer

1

and primer 2 (bars) represent the T7 and SP 6 primers, PBS1 and PBS2 their

respective binding sites. The arrows indicate the direction of DNA synthesis and transcription
initiated from these primer binding sites and promoters. The two strands of common QSPT
polylinker sequence are represented by
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^ --------H O -3'^ m
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f l ' B' C' D'

3’

HBCD

5

T4

,

PBS2

j

'

pr1m er2

4.1.5

Summary Comments.
The determination of the exact locations of the SP 6 and T7 primer binding sites relative to the

ends of QSPT was beneficial to the establishment of double-strand sequencing procedures, it being
of prime importance to ensure that the junction between QSPT and the flanking DNA was included
within the sequences read. The distance between the transcription initiation sites and the ends of
QSPT could be accounted in the prediction of transcript lengths. These +1 sites were located very
close to the polylinkers such that transcripts destined for use as probes, particularly those
produced from an Xho\ cut QSPT insert, would include close to the minimum of extraneous sequence
at the 5' end.
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4.1.6 Orientation of aadA*.
The addition of the T7 and SP 6 promoters to the previously symmetrical Q interposon
required that the relative orientation of aadA+ be determined. The digestion of plJ4642 with Bgl\
and Pvu\ (their sites are shown in figure 2.6), alone and in combination with EcoRI, BglU, C/al,
and Xba\, orientated the determinant as reading towards the SP 6 promoter end of OSPT.

bLB. the locations of the Pvu\ and Bgl\ sites were predicted from the aadA sequence of the E.coli
resistance plasmid R538-1 (Hollingshead and Vapnek, 1985), a plasmid which is closely related to
R100.1, the source of aadA+. Pvu\, Bgl\ and Bcl\ sites did in fact lie in the exact same positions in
all of the other aadA determinants looked at (Tn7, Fling et al., 1985; Tn21, Sundstroem, L., EMBL
Data Library, communicated by T. Kieser; Shigella flexneri plasmid pCN 1 , Chinault et a!., 1986;
Klebsiella pneumoniae Tn 1331, Tolmasky, 1990), a reflection of the very strong conservation
which exists within aadA determinant coding sequences. In the R538-1 sequence, an Hpal site is
present c.40bp downstream of the aadA transcriptional termination site. Although plJ4642 was
resistant to digestion by Hpal, this was not necessarily indicative of a mutation as the Hpal site lies
within a poorly conserved region. Indeed, this Hpal site was absent from all the other aadA
determinant sequences referenced above.

,
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4.2

4.2.1

T7 and SP6 Directed Double-Strand Sequencing.

Introduction.
The presence, structural integrity and precise position of the 17 and SP 6 primer binding

sites had been established. Their application to the precise location of QSPT inserts had now to be
demonstrated. The essential aim was demonstrate that the DNA sequence at and around the QSPT and
target plasmid ligation sites could be determined. The inclusion of a good length of flanking DNA
within the sequences read was also desirable.
Double-strand sequencing methods were originally developed with heat denatured linearised
templates (Wallace et a/., 1981). Chen and Seeburg (1985) adapted these to use intact plasmids
which were denatured with NaOH. Using these double-strand methods, the sequence of DNA flanking
an QSPT insertion site could be determined without subcloning. This is particularly advantageous in
a gene mapping investigation as many insertion mutants may be generated for analysis. In contrast
therefore to the M13 based sequencing methods used above where a restriction fragment carrying
the desired template was inserted next to a fixed primer binding site, the aim here was to
demonstrate the reverse principle of sequencing from primer binding sites inserted into a region of
the template.
Although the preparation of double-strand sequencing templates is a comparatively quick and
simple procedure, the sequences generated from them have yet to attain the reproducible clarity
achieved with M13 ssDNA templates. Inherent problems relate to the efficiency of their
denaturation to single-stranded form, the conditions for which may vary between different plasmid
templates, template renaturation, which necessitates the use of cornpomtively high primer
concentrations, and random priming by contaminating RNA and single-stranded DNA derived from
denatured linear and open circle plasmid forms. In consequence, sequence ladders may be obscured
by dense background smears, additional bands and bands in all four lanes.

4.2.2 Choice of Sequencing Templates,
a) p l J4 64 2.
plJ4642 represented a good template with which to carry out preliminary tests. Published
double-strand sequencing methods have almost exclusively been developed using E.coli plasmids of
the pUC or pBR322 derivative series (Chen and Seeburg, 1985; Haltiner et a!., 1985; Hattori and
Sakaki, 1986; Lim and Pene, 1988). plJ4642 is of a similar size to these and probably possesses a
similar GC%. The base sequence of the regions which flank QSPT in plJ4642 is known (Beck et al.f
1978; Beck and Zink, 1981). In order to provide the best template quality, CsCI/EtBr gradient
purified DNA was used.
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b) P903Q7/7 and p903Q9/5.
Constructs and conditions other than those above were required so that the methods could be
assessed in situations which were more comparable to those which would be encountered during the
application of QSPT. plJ903 constituted a template more than four times as large as plJ4642 and of
high GC%. The actual constructs selected for these investigations, single copy QSPT insertion
derivatives

p903Q 7/7

and

p903Q9/5

(28.2kb),

are

illustrated

in figure

4.7.

Using

a

combination of p903Q7/7 and p903Q9/5 sequencing could be directed from either promoter in
either direction, into pBR327 DNA of c.50% GC and known base sequence and into SCP2* DNA of
c.72% GC but unknown sequence. In keeping with the practical application analogy, p903Q7/7 and
p903Q9/5 miniprep (3.10.2a) rather than gradient purified DNA was used. This was initially
from E.coli JM107 with the intention of progressing to templates isolated from S.lividans.

Figure, 4,7 - B a m Hlf11
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^ Cl.l
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id]
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Since the QSPT inserts of these two constructs were in opposite orientations they were also
inverted in their relative strand orientations. In accordance with 4.1.4, and as clarified in figure
4.8 below, SP 6 primed p903Q7/7 and T7 primed p903Q9/5 sequencing would read the same
strand of the SCP 2 * template. Likewise, T7 primed p903Q7/7 and SP 6

primed p903Q9/5

sequencing would read the same strand of the pBR327 template.

Figure 4.8 - Relative Positioning of the Primer Binding Sites in p903Q7/7 and 9/5
P1 and P2 (bars) represent the T7 and SP 6 primers hybridised to their binding sites. The arrows
indicate the direction of DNA synthesis initiated at their 3'-OH ends. The reversal and inversion of
the QSPT strands in these two constructs are illustrated by a b

c

d and its complement a ■b • c ■d ■.
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4.2.3 Sequencing Results.
a)

Seguencing of the plJ4642 Gradient Purified Templates.
plJ4642 templates denatured by the methods described in 3.11.1b [c.0.5pmole of plJ4642

was denatured in 10pJ of 0.4M NaOH at room temperature for 10 minutes and neutralised by the
addition Na acetate pH4.5 to 0.7M] were successfully sequenced. A five-fold excess of the primers
(2-2.5pmole per reaction) was found to be sufficient. Sequencing reactions were not successful
when the primer to template annealment method recommended by Pharmacia was used [37°C for 20
minutes followed by room temperature for

10

minutes], and this was replaced by that described in

3.11.2a.
Priming at aberrant sites did not occur to any significant degree. Although, as is typical with
double-strand templates, the bands were not as strongly labelled as those produced from M13
ssDNA templates, the background smear was of insufficient density to have any detrimental effect
upon the clarity of this sequence ladder. Bands in all four lanes were only observed within regions
of the template known to form secondary structures.
Double-loaded

8

% polyacrylamide wedge gels provided a good compromise between the
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inclusion of a good length of flanking sequence and the retention of recognisable sequence at the
cassette ends. Under these conditions the sequences could be read from about 30 to 35 bases
downstream of the 3' end of the primer. One could of course run further samples at reduced
polyacrylamide concentrations in order to produce more flanking sequence. However, given that
many templates may require sequencing in a mutagenesis study, the appropriate aim here was to
determine a good length of sequence from single gels. Sequence information is presented in figure
4.9

Figure 4,9 - Sequence of QSPT Ends and Flanking Regions in plJ4642
The sequence below was produced from a combination of SP6 and T7 primed reactions (bases prior
to the QSPT Sma\ site were read from SP6 primed sequences only). PBS = primer binding site.

Smal
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Xhol
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5 ' -C,CTCGAG1A A G C T T |CCCGG,G1AGCTC,GAC1GG A TC C (C G C A A A A G C G C C T T T G A C T C C C T G C A A G C C T C A G C G A C C G A A T A T A T
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Smal
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BamHI
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C G G T T A T G C G TG G G C G A TG G TT G TT G TC A TTG TC G G C G C A A C TA TC G G TA TC A A G C TG TTT A A G A A A T TC A C tlT C G A A A G

CAAG C TG AT AAACC G A TAC AATTAN N G G C TC C TTTT G G AG CT TTT TTT TTG G AG AT TTTC AAC G T G AAAA-3 '

^

-----------

In accordance with figure 4.6, the T7 and SP6 primed sequences read within the cassette were
identical. The sequences read beyond the cassette were also identical, rather than complementary,
because they are reversed and inverted relative to each other in plJ4642. By comparison to the
sequence of the same strand given by Beck and Zink (1981), the sequence above comprised bases
1382 (G* of the BamHI site) to 1585 of phage fd, including part of gene VIII (the sequence bounded
by *), the hairpin transcriptional terminator (underlined) and associated sequences, and the start
of gene III (the sequence 3' of G #). Anomalies were however present in both the T7 and SP 6 primed
sequences. A second G was absent at G1. This most probably represented a single point deletion. N2
(C in phage fd) and C4 (CC in phage fd) resulted from sequence compressions. Bands of equal
intensity were always present in all four lanes at NN3 (AA in phage fd).
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b) Sequencing of the p903Q7/7 and p903Q9/5 Miniprep Templates.
Using the methods established with piJ4642, and with this as the control, the sequence
ladders generated from the p903Q7/7 and p903Q9/5 miniprep templates were comparatively
faint, were obscured by a background smear of high density and exhibited a high frequency of bands
in all four lanes. These problems were substantially reduced upon increasing the quantity of
labelled dATP used (from 10 to 15fiCi per reaction) in combination with a doubling in the
concentration of the primer (to about 5pmole per reaction; the template (c.23pg per pmole) was in
c.5-fold excess under these conditions). The primers presumably competed more successfully with
tem plate

renaturation,

random

priming

and

interference

in prim er

annealm ent

at this

concentration. It was also found that the template denaturation reactions could be incubated for 5
rather than 10 minutes without affecting the clarity of the sequence ladders. Likewise, equivalent
but not improved sequence clarity was obtained when a different denaturation method was used
(0.2M NaOH and neutralisation by 0.4 volumes 5M NH4 acetate pH 7.5, Hattori and Sakaki, 1986).
Although the presence of bands in all four lanes was retained to some degree, and the density of
the background smear somewhat higher than that recorded for the plJ4642 gradient purified
templates, the sequence ladders were perfectly acceptable for the purposes of locating QSPT.
Furthermore, there was no obvious difference in the clarity of the sequence ladders generated from
the SCP2* and pBR327 templates. An example length of sequence generated from the SCP2*
template is given in plate 4.1. The sequence information which illustrates the principle of precise
QSPT insert location in given in figure 4.10.

Plate 4.1 - Example Length of Sequence Read From an SCP2* Template
[SP 6 primed p903Q7/7]
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Figure 4.10 - Sequence of QSPT Ends and Flanking Regions in p903Q7/7 and 9/5
PL = QSPT polylinker.

3 ' -AGC GATGAAC CTCG GTG ATAGCTG ATGCGC TAG TAC CG CTGGTGTG GGCAGG ACAC CTAGG CAG CTCG AGG GCCC TTCGAAGAGCTC-51
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SP6 - -

\
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Figure 4.8 predicts that these two sequences were read from different strands of plJ903. The bases
AGC at the 5' end of the lower sequence relate to the SP 6 end of QSPT only. The pBR327 sequence
was complementary to bases 374 to 320 (as read 5' to 3') of the pBR322 sequence of Sutcliffe
(1979). This comprises coding sequence from the tetracycline resistance determinant. No known
restriction sites or sequence data were available to compare with the 120 base and 74% GC SCP2 *
sequence. This was effectively read clockwise from the BamH\(7) site of SCP2* (figure 2.1) into a
region of unassigned function.

4.2.4 A Note Concerning the Sequencing of Templates Isolated From S.lividans.
As will be described in section 6.3.2, the constructs p903Q717 and p903Q9/5 underwent
structural rearrangements in S.lividans which involved QSPT. Replacement templates were
selected from amongst the derivatives which were produced when QSPT was applied to the
insertional mutagenesis of piJ903. The sequencing (or otherwise) of these templates is described
more appropriately in section 5.7.
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4.3

4.3.1

In vitro Transcription with the T7 and SP6 RNA Polymerases.

Introduction.
With the possible exception of bases outside of the conserved region of the T7 promoter

(figure 4.4), the SP6 and T7 promoters had retained their structural integrity upon the
construction of QSPT. In vitro transcription with the corresponding RNA polymerases was
undertaken in order to establish their functional integrity. Given other priorities at this time it
was not the intention to carry out detailed transcriptional analysis, but rather to determine in
essentially qualitative terms whether or not transcripts could be produced. If successful, this would
provide a basis for future analyses which may fulfil the potential applications of these promoters.

4.3.2 Choice and Preparation of Transcription Templates.
In order to produce transcripts of uniform length and thereby discrete bands on gels, the
transcription templates had to be linearised. Restriction enzymes which cut to produce 3'
overhanging ends were not suitable, a novel feature of the SP6 and T7 polymerases being their
ability to initiate transcription at these ends (Schenborn and Mierendorf, 1985). Enzymes which
cut to leave blunt or 5' overhanging ends were therefore used, as described below. Given that the
intended aim was a simple qualitative demonstration of transcription, it was not considered
necessary at this time to electrophorese under denaturing conditions (formaldehyde) or to use RNA
size standards (in retrospect, both would have been very useful). All of the templates were cut such
that their predicted transcripts were sufficiently long for separation on 1.6% agarose gels.

a) pSPT18 and pSPT19.
pSPT18 contains a polylinker between converging SP6 and T7 promoters. These cloning sites are
reversed in the otherwise identical pSPT19. These plasmids were the ideal control templates since
they were the source of the promoter sequences of QSPT. Each was conveniently supplied with the in
vitro transcription kit (3.12) with an insert (neo) within the polylinker and linearised by EcoRI
(5' ends).

b) p iJ 4 6 4 2 .
plJ4642 presented the essential template for 'in-construct' transcription. CsCI/EtBr gradient
purified plJ4642 DNA was digested with PvuW (blunt ends). Of the six produced, the 3.4kb
fragment illustrated in figure 4.11 carried the promoters. The transcripts produced by the T7 and
SP6 RNA polymerases would be read from opposite strands (figure 4.6) of the same base sequence
(figure 4.9).
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Figure 4,11 - PIJ4642
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(figure 4.7)

These constructs provided the opportunity to assess transcription in a situation more comparable to
that which would be encountered during the application of ftSPT. In keeping with this practical
application analogy, miniprep DNA from E.coli was used and the SCP2* sequence chosen as the
template. p903Q7/7 and 9/5 were digested with BglW (5' ends). Of the two produced, the 20.7kb
fragment illustrated in figure 4.12 carried the promoters. In accordance with figure 4.8, the same
strand would be transcribed from the p903Q7/7 template by the SP 6 RNA polymerase as from the
p903Q9/5 template by the T7 RNA polymerase.

Figure

4.12 - P903Q7/7 and 9/5 B a lII
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Restriction sites are numbered as in figure 2.4. The arrows indicate the direction of transcription.
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4.3.3

Transcription Results.

a) Control Transcriptions.
The EcoRI cut pSPT18-neo and pSPT19-neo templates produced a strong and discrete transcript
band (predicted to differ from each other by just 7 bases), with a very faint trace of a second
larger band.

b) P IJ 4 6 4 2 .
Multiple bands were observed, as illustrated in lanes 1 and 2 of plate 4.2 below.

Plate

4.2 - plJ4642

and

the

Primary

1 2

p903Q7/7

3

4

5

and

9/5

Transcriptions

6

Polymerase

Lane

Template

1

plJ4642 PvuW

SP 6

2

piJ4642 PvuW

T7

3

p903Q9/5

BglW

--

4

p903Q9/5

BglW

T7

5

p903O7/7

BglW

SP 6

6

p903Q7/7

BglW

--

Band F was endogenous to the template preparation. The untranscribed p903£27/7 and p903£29/5
controls (lanes 3 and 6 ) were not treated with DNase and therefore retained their templates.
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The pattern of these multiple bands was not consistent with aberrant initiation at the
fragment ends, nor with transcription from any partial digest products. The nature of the intended
SP6 and T7 templates provided a more likely explanation. These were identical over the 340bp
between each QSPT terminus and Hin6\\\ sites 18 and 32 (figure 4.11). One could suggest that E,
being the smallest band and of equivalent size in both lanes, represented a product of early
termination within this common template sequence, perhaps at the strong fd transcriptional
terminators. The polymerases could be suggested to have more often transgressed fd to produce run
off transcripts in which the difference in length of the two templates was represented, but which
adopted alternative secondary structures to give bands B, C and D. Band A may have been transcribed
from trace amounts of intact circular plasmid, a very efficient template for these polymerases
(Axelrod and Kramer, 1985). This would be consistent with their smeared nature (termination by
NTP depletion) but not with their approximately equivalent concentration (the other bands reflect
the greater efficiency of the T7 compared to the SP6 RNA polymerase), nor with the difference in
their size.

C) P903Q 7/7.

p 903Q 9/5.

Although a significant quantity of endogenous RNA was known to be present in these non-RNase
treated minipreps, it was uncertain whether this would seriously compromise the visualisation of
transcripts until the transcription reactions had been undertaken. This was evidently the case
(plate 4.2, lanes 3 to 6). This problem was overcome by electroeluting the CCC form of the
plasmids from agarose gels1. The electroeluted RNA-free templates were then digested with BglW and
transcribed, the results of which are illustrated in plate 4.3. The successful transcription of the
p903Q9/5 template by the T7 RNA polymerase indicated that the sequence anomalies detected
within the T7 promoter of QSPT (figure 4.4) were inconsequent to its functional integrity.
The electroeluted p903Q7/7 template could not be digested to completion with BglW (plate
4.3, lane 1) and produced no detectable transcripts (lane 2). Complete BglW digestion but not
transcription was achieved after additional cleaning of the template. This suggested that template
impurity (e.g. EtBr contamination) was not to blame (this could have been checked by adding this
template to the successful transcription reaction above). In order to establish that there was not an
inherent problem with the SP6 promoter, an alternative template was chosen which negated the
possible influences of the SCP2* sequence and any impurities in the p903Q7/7 preparation.
p903Q9/5 was digested with EcoRI. The 2.8kb fragment which carried the SP6 promoter is
illustrated in figure 4.13.

1LiCI precipitation, a method for which is given in Sambrook et al. (1989), presents a more
convenient method which could be incorporated into the miniprep procedure.
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A single discrete transcript band was produced fron this replacement template (plate 4.4). Faliure
with the p903Q7/7 BglW fragment template was n)t therefore indicative of an inherent problem
with the SP 6 promoter of QSPT.

Plate

4.4 -

03

.Q3 Q 9 / 5

SP6

T ranscription

templa te

transcript

Template

Lane

1

p903O9/5 EcoRI

2

p903Q9/5 EcoRI

Polymerase

SP 6

In this instance the template was not removed by DNase.

4.3.4 Summary Comments.
Although the experiments described above could have been designed to yield more conclusive
information, the original aim of demonstrating transcription by the SP 6 and T7 RNA polymerases
was achieved. This provides a basis for further experiments to conclusively establish the nature of
the transcripts themselves. These should include a demonstration of variation in transcript length
in accordance with variation in the length of run-off templates, and the hybridisation of transcripts
to their predicted templates.
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Gene^Mapgina: the Generation and Analysis of Mutations

5.1

P ro lo g ue.
As stated in chapter 2, a primary aim of this investigation was to identify individual SCP2*

transfer and pock formation genes by the insertional mutagenesis of its derivative plJ903. This
process was intended to be very much concurrent with a second investigative aim, the behavioural
characterisation of the mutagen QSPT. The gene mapping process consisted of two stages. Firstly,
the generation and isolation of QSPT insertion derivatives of piJ903. Secondly, their phenotypic
{in vivo) and structural {in vitro) analyses in order to establish the relationships from which
functional locations could be deduced.

5.2 The Generation and Isolation of Insertion M utants.
5.2.1 QSPT Insertion Strategy.
A method of QSPT insertion was required which avoided the limitations imposed by the lack of
known restriction sites within the designated transfer/pock region (2.1.2), and which allowed any
genes which could be external to it in plJ903 to be identified. The random insertion of QSPT into
the whole of p!J903 potentially fulfilled both these criteria. Although totally random insertion
could have been achieved into mechanically sheared or DNase I cut plasmid, practical considerations
supported the alternative and effectively random procedure of insertion into very abundant, and
consequently unmapped, restriction sites.
Two factors determined the choice of enzyme used. An enzyme was required which cut plJ903
frequently, but not excessively so in order to reduce the likelihood of generating in vitro deletions
at the insertion site. Secondly, it was preferable that plJ903 was cut to generate ends which were
compatible with one of the sites within the QSPT polylinker. The blunting of ends would have
created small deletions or duplications flanking the insertion site. Smears were produced when
p|J903 was partially digested with Sai/3AI. Predominately small fragments were generated upon
complete digestion. This implied that plJ903 contained many Sau3M sites and that these were fairly
randomly distributed1. plJ903 cut with Sau3A\ [/GATC] could be ligated to QSPT excised from
plJ4642 with BamHI, which itself provided for the maximum retention of QSPT polylinker sites
(figure 2.5). The aim was therefore to linearise any given plJ903 molecule at any one of its many
available Sau3A\ sites. These molecules could then be ligated to QSPT to achieve the effectively
random insertion. The practical details of how this linearisation was achieved have been described
(3.8.5). Figure 5.1 illustrates the principle and summarises the whole insertion process.

1the 3kb pBR327 region of plJ903 contains 19 Sau3M sites (figure 2.4), the 1.5kb tsr sequence
15 sites. This illustrates the general point that the number of sites possessed by a given length of
DNA for a given restriction enzyme may not necessarily be a reflection of their GC%.
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Figure 5.1 - The Principle and Process of Random QSPT Insertion Into PIJ903
A, B, and C represent Sau3A\ sites.
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5.2.2

The Isolation of Individual QSPT::plJ903 Recombinants (d 903Q s).
In separate sets of experiments, that is using different ligation mixes, both the direct

transformation of S.lividans TK64 and transformation via E.coli JM107 were undertaken. The first
of these yielded by far the greater number of recombinants, the isolation and subsequent analysis of
which formed the major part of this investigation as described below. Those recombinants isolated
from E.coli and then transformed into S.lividans illustrated complementary and additional points
and are described subsequently (5.5). S.lividans was used in preference to SCP2*'s natural host for
all these experiments since both QSPT and plJ903 had been isolated from dam and dcm proficient
E.coli strains. In consequence, they were likely to be degraded by the methylation specific
restriction system of S.coelicolor. Indeed, transformants were not recovered from the S.coelicolor
A3(2) strain J1501.

The Isolation of d903Qs From S.lividans.
Aliquots (each containing 20-30ng of plJ903) of the QSPT to plJ903 ligation mixes were
used to transform S.lividans TK64 protoplasts. These were allowed to regenerate without overlay so
as to produce confluent lawns. Once sporulated, these lawns were replica plated to minimal medium
containing spc. Controls of untransformed protoplasts and those transformed by plJ903 validated
the selection. The colonies which developed on these primary replicas were in turn replica plated to
minimal medium containing thio and spc. In total, 104 individual ThioRSpcR colonies were isolated
on these secondary replicas, each of which presumtively harboured an QSPT insertion derivative of
plJ903. Each of these colonies was denoted with the prefix p903Q, followed by the code number of
the replica plate on which it was located and a letter given to each colony on that plate. p903Q15A
and p903Q15B, for example, denoted colonies A and B from isolation plate number 15.
In order to prepare spore preparations, each of these colonies was individually picked,
suspended in a small volume of sterile H 2 O by vortexing and then spread on to R2YE plates
containing thio and spc. This represented a third successive stage of selection. The spores were
harvested according to the rate of differentiation on each plate (3 days to c.4 weeks post-plating).
Samples from each of these spore preparations were used to inoculate cultures (thio) for the
small-scale isolation of plasmid DNA. In my hands, problems of low yield and/or excessive
contamination by chromosomal DNA were encountered during initial attempts by the methods of
Kieser (1984a) and F. Malpartida (in Hopwood eta!., 1985a). This prompted the experimentation
which lead to method A (3.10.1), essentially a combination of the two methods above with some
additional minor modifications drawn from Birnboim (1983). On the whole, method A provided good
yields of CCC plasmid relative to other conformations and chromosomal DNA. As would seem
generally true of small-scale plasmid isolations from Streptomyces however, both the yield and
quality could be somewhat variable day to day. Unsatisfactory preparations were repeated (but
never pooled), some without success (as addressed in appendix 1).
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In summary, from each of the 104 ThioRSpcR p903Q colonies, spore and plasmid preparations were
made for use in their phenotypic and structural analyses. Although described separately below,
these analyses were predominately concurrent.

5.3 The Phenotypic Screening of p903fls.

5.3.1 Pock Formation as a Marker.
The intimate relationship between plasmid-mediated transfer, spread and pock formation has
been emphasised (1.2.7). Essentially, all investigations to date with all Streptomyces plasmids
tested have indicated that plasmid derivatives which are unable to transfer efficiently from a donor
to a potential recipient do not form pocks. Pock formation therefore presented not only the essential
means to identify mutations in any as yet unrecognised spread functions possessed by SCP2*, but
also a direct visual marker with which to screen the multitude of p903Qs for transfer mutations.
The central strategy in the phenotypic analysis of the p903Qs was therefore to compare their pock
morphology with that of plJ903. It is important to recall at this point that the inability of certain
piJ101 derivatives to transfer efficiently, and alterations in the ability of certain piJ101
derivatives to spread, have each been demonstrated to result from the mutation of different
components of the plJ101 transfer/pock system (1.2.7.9). This could also be the case with SCP2*
such that any analogous components which may exist could be located, but not necessarily
distinguished on the basis of alterations in pock formation.

5.3.2 Screening p903Qs for Pock Mutations.
An outline of the plating methods which were used in the phenotypic screening has been given (3.6).
The overall scheme is briefly addressed in 5.3.2.2, followed by a summary of the results in 5.3.3.
Prior to this, factors which influenced the manner and nature of the pock assessments are
addressed. This principally concerns natural variation in the size and morphology of pocks.

5.3.2.1 Methodology Development and Natural Variation.
The transformation technique was used initially. In this investigation however, the pocks
formed by transformants characteristically lacked defined circularity (plate 5.1 f) and tended to be
markedly transient. On the basis of these factors, and because the procedure itself was difficult to
standardise with regard to pock density, transformation was replaced early on by the spore plating
technique.
The pocks formed by donor spores in plasmid-free lawns commonly exhibited raised growth
centres and defined circular inhibition zones (plate 1.2). Other morphologies were also observed
during the establishment of these techniques with plJ903 (white or aerially undifferentiated discs
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without growth centres), and pock definition could often be poor. Also, variation in the size of the
pocks formed by plJ903 was quite frequently observed, both within individual plates (plate 1.2)
and from plate to plate. However, any given plJ903 spore preparation did not produce a consistent
spectrum of size variants, and on other occasions the same spore preparation exhibited uniformly
sized pocks. Since comparisons of pock size constituted the very basis of p903Q phenotypic
screening, tests were undertaken to try and identify the factors involved. These also aimed to
establish the best plating conditions for pock definition. The observations from this testing are
summarised below (a, b, c). Observations made in this context during the subsequent p903Q
screening are also given (d).

a) Recipient Lawn Plating Density.
Although the size of plJ903 pocks was not affected by the quantity of recipient spores plated,
their physical appearance was. Insufficient amounts of the recipient produced poorly differentiating
lawns and in consequence poorly defined pocks. Excessive amounts of the recipient typically
produced rapidly differentiating lawns, the pocks within which lacked a raised growth centre.
Intermediate levels of the recipient typically gave the preferred growth centre and zone morphology
of plate 1.2. This variation in pock definition and form could be exhibited between as little as say
20pl

(insufficient),

30pl

(intermediate),

and

40]llI (excessive)

of

the

recipient

spore

preparation (c.109 spores/ml) per plate (R2+0.1%YE). It therefore involved more than just a
simple requirement for confluence. In order to account this variation, the appropriate plating
density of each recipient spore preparation was established (3.6) prior to its use in p903£2 pock
screening.

b) Plate Thickness.
It was essential to plate on media which was of a relatively constant depth, both between and
within individual plates. On thin plates (c.0.3cm), where the growth and differentiation of the lawn
were typically poor, the pocks formed by plJ903 were smaller than on thicker plates (c.0.8cm),
where the lawns were more dense and more rapidly sporulating. This was most graphically
demonstrated on wedge plates set to give a 0 to 1.5cm depth gradient (R2+0.1%YE; defined TK64
recipient plating level). Here, differences in the pocks and lawn were evident across three zones.
Pocks were not visible within the very thin and aerially undifferentiated lawn at the thin end of the
plate. Within the densely sporulated lawn at the opposite end of the plate, the pocks were of a typical
(c.1-1.2mm diameter) to slightly larger than typical size (1.2-1.4mm diameter). Within the
central region of the gradient, the diameter of the pocks increased from c.0.5 to 1mm with the depth
of the agar and with the increasing density of the lawn's growth and aerial differentiation. Although
'normal' plating depths (c.0.7cm) were within the zone of relatively constant pock size, care had to
be taken to avoid any marked reduction.
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c) %YE in R2YE.
Kendall and Cohen (1987) reported that the definition of the pocks formed by plJ101 was
enhanced when the yeast extract (YE) content of R2YE was reduced from 0.5% to 0.1%. Variation in
the %YE of R2 (tested at 0, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5% using a defined quantity of TK64 recipient spores)
was found to influence the growth density of the lawn and the extent of its aerial differentiation and
pigment production, and through these factors the size, definition and transiency of the pocks
formed by plJ903.
The retardation in the development of the host achieved on 0.1 %YE yielded pocks which were
most commonly of the growth centre and zone type (plate 1.2). These pocks also appeared
comparatively

early

(typically

after 2-3

days

incubation)

and

remained

distinct over

comparatively extended periods. Sufficient aerial differentiation was attained however to assure
that the replica plating of these pocks, the purpose of which is described below, yielded
representative results (tests undertaken with plJ903 and subsequently also with p903£220M
(5.3.3.2) indicated that unless a reasonable level of aerial differentiation was attained, the replica
colonies may not reflect the number of pocks present, nor indeed may small pocks be picked up at
all). At 0.1 %YE the recipient lawn also retained through the low level production ofunde^ ,P'0^ ,° ^ , a
pale yellow to orange colouration which did not visually obstruct pock observations. On the basis of
these factors 0.1 %YE was preferred for pock screening.
Lawns differentiated very poorly on R2 without YE. In consequence, the pocks appeared very
late, were of poor definition and replica plated poorly. At 0.3% and 0.5%YE the growth and aerial
differentiation of the lawns were rapid, producing pocks which tended to lack aerial differentiation
and raised growth centres. These pocks were smaller than those observed on 0.1 %YE. They were
also often obscured by the dark blue pigment cc«norho«iin.
(a .

which was produced copiously by
(*.

C o t\c i*.1 ri

the recipient lawn.
Within individual plates, variation in the size of pocks and their replicas was very evident on
R2 without YE. These also exhibited fewer pocks than equivalent platings on R2 with YE. Size
variation of a more limited extent was occasionally observed on 0.1 %YE plates, but was typically
absent from 0.3% and 0.5%YE plates.
The addition of extra copper (over that in the trace solution, 3.3) to R2YE has been found to
enhance the aerial differentiation of S.lividans (T. Kieser, personal communication). This effect
was not in evidence here. CuCl2 at a final concentration of 2pM did however enhance the production
*

of both undecylprodigiosin and actinorhodin at all %YEs, and was therefore not included in pock test
plates.
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6) Further Observations Made Purina the p903Q Screening.
With regard to natural variation, observations made during the p903Q screening indicated that;
i) provided that the p903Qs and the plJ903 standards were plated under directly comparable
conditions on any given occasion, variation between plating occasions in the absolute size of their
pocks was wholely inconsequent to the assessments made. Indeed, this rather enhanced their
validity.
ii) although certain physical appearances were preferable to others, with the essential proviso that
the outer edge of the inhibition zone was clearly defined (as it always was with spore-mediated
pocks), the assessments made of p903Q pock size relative to their plJ903 standards were wholely
consistent between plating occasions irrespective of variation in their morphology. The presence or
absence of a growth centre was therefore of no consequence in these size comparisons.

5.3.2.2

p903Q Screening. Replica Plating for Antibiotic Resistance Status.

The pock phenotype of all 104 p903Qs was screened against that of plJ903 in accordance
with the above recommendations (on R2+0,1%YE). As part of this, examples from each set of
p903Q pock test plates, along with the plJ903 standards and recipient lawn controls, were replica
plated to selective minimal medium, firstly to spc and then to thio. These replicas served two
purposes;
a) Confirmation of the Extent of Plasmid Spread.
The size of each replica colony was indicative of the area of the recipient lawn which had been
colonised by plasmids in single Ltz reactions.
b) Stability of QSPT.
The number and position of the colonies on each pair of thio and spc replicas could be compared to
determine the antibiotic resistance status of each of the individual donor spores (or transformants)
which had been plated. This identified and indeed quantified any divergence from their predicted
ThioR (plJ903) SpcR (QSPT) status.

Once this primary screening had been completed, those p903Qs identified as being of mutated
pock phenotype, representatives of those which exhibited an abnormal antibiotic resistance status
(to check the reproducibility of this characteristic), and any which had been plated at a density
considered too low to be representative (<100 pocks per plate) were retested until satisfactory
assessments or confirmations had been made. This included rechecking all the p903Qs of abnormal
pock phenotype upon half-plates (3.6) at both 0.1% and 0.5%YE.
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5.3.3 p903Q Pock Phenotype and Antibiotic Resistance Screening Results.

5.3.3.1 Phenotype Denotations.

a) Pock Size.
Absolute measurements of pock size were neither sufficiently accurate nor consistently
representative to be of use in categorising pock mutants. Abnormal pock sizes were therefore not
only identified, but also categorised in qualitative rather than quantitative terms. The categories
norm al, sm all (including norm al/sm all) and no pock are described below.

NB

With regard to the pock replicas, the colonies on the spc plates were frequently smaller than

their counterparts on the thio plates. Since this was not a reproducible characteristic of any given
p903£2, and since replica plating of the larger ThioR colonies gave SpcR colonies of equivalent size,
this did not represent the loss of QSPT during plasmid spread.

b) Antibiotic Resistance Status.
One would have expected all of the pocks formed by a p903Q plasmid to give ThioRSpcR replica
colonies, a status denoted as T h io R= S p c R. However, approximately one third of the p903Qs
exhibited an antibiotic resistance status other than this. The denotations applied in such cases were;
i) Th io R/SpcS where all the pocks gave ThioRSpcs replica colonies, the status of plJ903.
ii) T h io R> S p c R where some of the pocks gave ThioRSpcs replica colonies, while others from the
same plate gave ThioRSpcR replica colonies. The ratio between these two types was characteristic of
a given p903Q spore preparation, that is consistent in quantitative terms in repetition. The
subdenotation T h io R> = S p c R was applied in cases where only c.5% or less of the pocks were
ThioRSpcs as opposed to ThioRSpcR. This phenotype was dependent for its recognition upon the donor
spore plating density.

Plates 6.3a and 6.3b (6.3.1.2) illustrate these antibiotic resistance statuses.

NB The pock lawns were specifically replica plated to spc before thio so that those ThioR colonies
which lacked a counterpart on the spc plate did so without the influence of any poorer secondary
transfer from the velvets.
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5.3.3.2

Summary and Illustration of the p903fl Phenotypes.

Seventeen p903Qs (listed in appendix 1) were tested by both the transformation and spore plating
techniques. In each case, both methods yielded the same pock (included small) and antibiotic
resistance (all types included) statuses.

1) p903Qs of the Normal Pock Phenotype.
77 of the 104 p903Qs exhibited pocks and replicas which were indistinguishable in size from
those of plJ903. These are listed below according to their antibiotic resistance status.

a) ThioR=SpcR was exhibited by p903Os;
3B

4B

4C

6A

6B

7A

7C

7D

10C

10D

10F

10 H

101

12A

15 B

15 D

17C

17D

17E

19B

20A

20B

20C

2 0 D 20 H

20I

20L

20N

2001

24A

27A

27B

27E

27G

27 N 270

27P

27R

27T

32A

32B

32K

32L

32Q

1the only example recorded in this investigation in which the retardation of the recipient lawn
around the donor spores (i.e. the pock size) was not reflected in the spread of plasmid-mediated
antibiotic resistance (i.e. the replica colony size). Further investigations of this p903Q are
described in 5.3.3.3.

b) ThioR>=SpcR was exhibited by p903Qs;
1 0G

12 D

20 E

20P

2 0Q 3 2 F

32H

32I

Thio^Spc0 was exhibited by p903Qs;
9B

11A

12 B

12C

14 B 1 5 C

17F

2 0G

20 K

27C

27F

27J

27M 32J

32M

320

26D

27D

c) ThioR/Spcs was exhibited by p903Qs;
9A

10 E

15A

18A

19A

20F

32N
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2) p903Qs of a Small Pock Phenotype.
20 of the 104 p903Qs exhibited pocks and repiicas which were smaller than those of plJ903. This
represented a novel phenotype for SCP2* in S.lividans, being analogous to the small or 'defective'
pock mutations reported previously for other Streptomyces plasmids (1.2.7.6).

These small pock mutants, all of which exhibited the ThioR=SpcR status, were namely p903Qs;
3A

3C1

3D

4A

20J

20 M

27 H 2 2 7 1

5A

7B

10A

10J1

27K

27U

27Q2 2 7 S

17A

17B

32D

32 P 2

1these formed very small pocks. The replicas of p903Q3C in particular approached the size of those
observed for non-pock forming mutants (below).
2these formed pocks which were just detectably smaller than those of plJ903, a discrete and
reproducible phenotype denoted as normal/small. A similar 'slightly defective' phenotype has been
observed for plJ101 (Kendall and Cohen, 1987), and 'almost normal' or 'slightly affected' pock
phenotypes have been observed for pSAM2 (Smokvina etal., 1991).

In contrast therefore to p903£2s of the normal pock phenotype, these p903fts did not as a whole
exhibit a single discrete pock size. This size heterogeneity was not a consequence of cultural
variation upon a single discrete phenotype as each p903£2 in itself exhibited pocks and replicas of a
size which was consistent in repetition in its relative difference to those of plJ903. Smokvina et al.
(1991) reported a similar heterogeneity. The comparatively minor extension of a deletion in an
'almost normal' pock forming derivative of pSAM2 yielded a small pock mutant, further extension
very small pocks.

3) p903Qs Which Did Not Form Visible Pocks.
7 of the 104 p903£2s never produced visible pocks. These no pock mutants were namely p903£2s;
26A

26 B

26C

26E

32C

32E

32G

Very small replica colonies were recovered from the pock test plates. These were presumptively
representative of the extent to which the plasmid-containing spores had grown within the recipient
lawns rather than of areas colonised through the spread of the plasmid. The fact that all these
p903Qs were isolated from amongst the transformants on just two of the original isolation plates
(numbers 26 and 32) could not be explained, there being no opportunity for clonal division prior
to the plating of Streptomyces transformants. With the exception of p903Q26E of ThioR/SpcS, they
exhibited the ThioR=SpcR status.
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Plates 5.1 - Illustration of the p903Q Mutant Pock Phenotypes

a) Plates 5.1a to 5.1 f. [magnification 2.1 x, except 5.1 e at 0.95x and 5.1 f at 1.3x]
Plates 5.1 a-d show, from above, the pocks formed by p903Q and plJ903 donor spores in TK64
lawns on R2+0.5%YE half-plates (3.6). 0.5%YE provided, in this instance, the better contrast for
photography. In accordance with 5.3.2.1, these pocks are slightly smaller than those typically
observed on 0.1 %YE, and, as was typically the case in any situation where the recipient lawn
differentiated rapidly, the spread recipients lack aerial differentiation. With regard to natural
variation in pock size, the same plJ903 spore prep was used here as in plate 1.2. Plates 5.1 e and f
show, from above, pocks formed by transformants on protoplast regeneration plates.
Pl at e

Content

Phenotype

5.1a

plJ903 (+ part of the TK64 only half)

standard normal

5.1b

p903£232P (+ part of the plJ903 pock half)

normal/small

5.1c

p903£23A (+ part of the plJ903 pock half)

small

5.1 d

p903Q3D (+ part of the plJ903 pock half)

small

5.1 e

p903£23C transformants

(very)

5.1 f

plJ903 transformants

standard normal

small

b) Plates 5.1 g and 5.1 h. [magnification 4.2x]
These show, from the underside, pocks formed by donor spores in TK64 lawns on R2+0.1%YE. The
growth centres (dark) are made obvious by the production of actinorhodiny(the no pock mutants
produced a smaller version of these red dots without visible inhibition zones). The inhibition zones
which surround them can be seen by their reduced opacity relative to the background lawn. The
general point that pocks are typically larger at the outermost edge of plates is illustrated.
P la te

Content

Phenotype

5.1g

plJ903

standard normal

5.1

h p903Q10J

(very)

small

c) Plates 5.1 i, 5 .lj and 5.1k. [actual size]
These show the ThioR replica colonies of pocks formed, or not formed in the case of 32C, by donor
spores (plJ903 and p903Qs as labelled) in TK64 lawns on R2+0.5%YE half-plates. p903Q10J is
shown twice. The empty halves in plate 5.1k were replica plated from TK64 recipient lawn
controls.
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Plate

Plate

5.1a - p i J 9 0 3

5.1b - p 9 0 3 l 2 3 2 P
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Plate

5. 1c - P 9 Q 3 Q 3 A

Plate

5.1d - p 9 0 3 Q 3 D
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Plate

5.1q - p903Q3C

Plete 5,1 f - BN9Q3

T ra n s f o r m a n t s

Transformants

Plate

5 .1 q - p lJ903

Plate

5.1 h - P 9 0 3 Q 1 0 J

* 3

Plate

5.1 j - p903Qs

20M.

27I.

27K.

3 2C

Plate

5.1k

- p903fls

10J.

17B.

27Q
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5.3.3.3 The Large Pock Phenotype of p903Q20Q.
The pocks formed by p903Q200 spores were much larger than those of piJ903 (plate 5.2a).
However, replica plating and patching from these pocks indicated that ThioRSpcR plasmids had
spread no further than in the normal pock phenotype. The involvement of a diffusive inhibitory
factor was unlikely because overlapping pocks did not exhibit accumulation effects at their points of
intersection (plate 5.2a).

Plate 5.2a - The Large Pocks Formed by p903Q20Q Spores

[magnification 2.1 x]

From a half-plate with plJ903 (part of the plJ903 half is included at the bottom).

The presence of a second plasmid was implied. This plasmid was not related (1.2.7.8) to SCP2*
because the p903Q200 spores still produced the large pocks in TK64 plJ903+ lawns (very small
SpcR replicas were recovered from these pocks), whereas this lawn was resistant to pock formation
by a variety of other p903Qs tested, including others from the code 20 isolation plate (5.2.2).
Furthermore, and as illustrated in plate 5.2b, spores picked from the centres (putatively
p903Q200 and the second plasmid) and outer edge of the inhibition zone (putatively the second
plasmid only) of these large pocks produced pocks upon plasmid-free TK64 lawns which were of
equivalent size but markedly different appearance.
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Plate 5.2b - p903Q20Q Patched Pocks

[Magnification 5x]

Pocks produced by growth patched from the outer edge (left three; no spc or thio resistant replicas
were recovered from these) and centre (right three; gave normally sized ThioRSpcR replicas which
themselves produced the large pocks when their spores were streaked back on to TK64 lawns) of the
large pocks of p903Q200. Interestingly, the contrasting effects upon the aerial differentiation of
the host were retained even beyond the area colonised by the plJ903 derivative.

Although all the p903^200 spores contained both of the plasmids by pock phenotype, only the
plJ903 derivative (illustrated in figure 5.2 of section 5.4.3.1) could be detected within the
p903Q200 plasmid preparation or restriction digests thereof. The absence of the second plasmid
from this prep may have been a consequence of the isolation procedure used (method A, 3.10.1).
The reason why only p903D200 exhibited this phenomenon is not clear. Perhaps, given that these
large pocks were not noted on the original transformation plates, it represented the excision of an
integrated plasmid during the subsequent subcultivation steps.
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5.3.4 Alterations in p903Q Pock Phenotype with an Alternative Recipient.
The close relationship between fertility and plasmid transfer and spread has been described
(1.2.7). TK79 replaced TK64 as the plasmid-free recipient with the intention of screening for any
obvious differences in the frequency of chromosomal recombination within the pocks formed by
plJ903 and the p903Q pock mutants described above. Attention was diverted however by the fact
that the pock sizes previously recorded in the TK64 lawns were, both in absolute and relative
terms, different in these TK79 recipient lawns.
In TK79 lawns, many of the p903Qs commonly formed pocks which were of an approximately
equivalent size to those formed by plJ903 irrespective of their previously attributed pock
phenotypes. The pocks formed by plJ903 and the p903Qs were typically at least twice the size of
those formed by plJ903 in TK64 lawns, with the enlargement of both their growth centres and
inhibition zones. These pocks were however very prone to size variation within individual plates,
and were often irregular in shape and poorly defined. Also, in marked contrast to the situation in
TK64, their relative sizes were not consistent in repetition such that discrete pock phenotypes
could not be attributed. This extended to the formation of pocks which were substantially larger
than those of plJ903 (in TK79 lawns). On one occasion, the previously non-pock forming p903£2s
32C and 32G were amongst those which formed larger pocks than their plJ903 standards.
Plate 5.3 illustrates an enlarged pock form of the previously small pock mutant p903Q5A.
Although atypical by the uniformity in size and shape, the p903Q5A pock test plate (left; from the
underside) provided the clearest available illustration of the enlarged pock form (c.2-2.5mm in
diameter; approximately 5x that on TK64 lawns), the intense production of actinorhodin^which was
associated with p903£2 and plJ903 pocks in TK79 lawns, and, on its fertility test replica (RL), the
clusters of recombinants which were commonly recovered from these enlarged pocks.
The observations above, particularly the formation of pocks which were larger than those of
plJ903 and the variation in their relative sizes in repetition, suggested that host dependent factors
had superceeded the plasmid-mediated spread constraints which had been exhibited previously in
the TK64 lawns. The most likely explanation for this was the pronounced inequality which was
observed in the rate at which the TK64 donors and TK79 recipients developed. Plate 5.4 illustrates
this point. It shows the aerially differentiated minicolonies formed by individual TK64 plJ903+
spores in a TK79 lawn. Plasmid-free TK64 spores exhibited the same effect (without the subsequent
development of inhibition zones). The aerial differentiation of TK79 was slow rather than
quantitatively poor; confluently sporulated lawns (as in plate 5.3) were produced upon prolonged
incubation.
An unexpected change in the rate of development of the TK79 lawns provided direct evidence
for its involvement in the formation of these abnormal pocks. It was observed that of six identical
platings of TK64 plJ903+ donors in TK79 lawns (same spore preps as before), three exhibited the
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very slow lawn differentiation and enlarged pock phenotype above, whilst the other three exhibited
rapid and densely sporulating lawns within which the pocks formed by plJ903 were even smaller
than those formed in TK64 lawns on R2+0.5%YE. Given that half the plates were poured from one
batch of media and the other from a second, the only logical conclusion was that these differences
were due to subtle alterations in the R2YE to which TK79 was sensitive. The rapid differentiation
characteristic was exhibited by all TK79 lawns plated subseqently. In these, the small pock mutants
formed pocks which were barely visible (if at all) compared to those of normal pock formers.
Although p903Q200 (5.3.3.3) still formed pocks which were larger than those of piJ903, these
too were reduced in their absolute size.

Plate 5.3 - Pock and Fertility Phenotype of p903Q5A in a TK79 Lawn

[actual size].

RL = minimal medium plus riboflavin and leucine; recombinants on this fertility test replica
therefore detected the complementation of the TK79 ath marker by the TK64 donor chromosome [in
the same way, complementation of the TK79 rib (on minimal medium plus adenine, thiamine and
leucine) and leu (on minimal medium plus adenine, thiamine and riboflavin) markers was also
tested. With additional regard to plate 1.3, plasmid-free controls indicated that pro provided
stringent selection against the TK64 donor, as did ath and rib but not leu against the TK79
recipient].
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Plate 5.4 - Different Development Rates of TK64 and TK79

[actual size]

After three days incubation. Inhibition zones are only visible around a few of the minicolonies at the
left-hand edge). As a general point, the differentiation of the TK79 recipient lawn is markedly
enhanced around the TK64 piJ903+ donors, a much more extreme form of that which can be seen
around the pocks in plate 1.2.

These observations may be explicable through the existence of windows of competence in the
morphological and/or physiological development of the host to plasmid reception and spread. One
could suggest that a recipient which developed very slowly could be extended in such a window to the
formation of enlarged pocks. The more rapid development of the donor strain, something which
itself may have been promoted by a reduction in the competition for nutrients by the surrounding
recipient lawn (consistent with the fact that pocks typically lacked a raised growth centre in
situations where the recipient lawn developed rapidly, 5.3.2.1), may have resulted in the more
rapid attainment of a plasmid donation state. The more rapid growth and differentiation of TK64
lawns at 0.5% relative to 0.1 %YE evidently limited plasmid spread to the formation of smaller
pocks (5.3.2.1). On wedge plates however, although the increase in the size of the pocks formed by
plJ903 was predominately limited to a central region of the gradient where quantitative differences
in the growth and differentiation of the recipient lawn were retained upon prolonged incubation,
pocks were slightly larger than was typical at the very thick end of the wedge.
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5.4 The Structural Analysis of p903Q Plasm ids.

5.4.1 Prologue.
The pock phenotypes and antibiotic resistance statuses of all the p903Qs isolated from
S.lividans have been summarised above. It was decided to analyse the plasmids from as many of these
as possible, rather than just those from the pock mutants. This provided the opportunity to identify
gene boundries and intergenic regions for a more comprehensive overall picture of functional
locations. Furthermore, given that the screening of this number of mutants was necessarily limited
to one phenotype, thorough physical analysis could provide a 'library' of structurally defined
SCP2* derivatives from which informed choices could be made in future to look at other plasmid
phenotypes, without having to rescreen the whole library. With regard to the second investigative
aim, thorough structural analysis would also enable a wholely representative assessment to be made
of the behaviour of QSPT in an application situation.

5.4.2 Overall Themes in the p9Q3Q Structural Analysis.

It was found that the p903Qs could be broadly divided into two groups according to the
structural stability of their QSPT inserts. Because of the insertion site dependent nature of this
instability, those plasmids which contained complete QSPT inserts were also those directly or more
relevant to the mapping of genes affecting pock formation in plJ903. Those plasmids in which QSPT
had undergone structural rearrangement on the other hand, were those which only really relevant
to the behavioural characterisation of QSPT. Individual p903Qs of the former type are dealt with in
this chapter, p903Qs of the latter in chapter 6. Since however the denotations used to describe the
p903Q plasmids in physical terms were in part dependent upon this structural instability, and in
part upon a second phenomenon, 'multiple plasmid form', these phenomena are introduced in broad
terms below. The opportunity is also taken to indicate how multiple plasmid form explained the
abnormal antibiotic resistance statuses described above.

a) The Identification and Denotation of Three Basic Plasmid Types.
Given that Xho\ sites were unique to the polylinkers of the QSPT insert, one would have
expected all of the p903Q plasmids to have undergone complete digestion with this enzyme to
produce two fragments; excised 2.4kb QSPT and linearised plJ903. Although many of the p903Q
preparations contained plasmids which produced these two fragments, a plasmid type denoted as
X / 1 0 ISQSPT+ (QSPT+ = QSPT excisable by Xho\), it became apparent that two further types of
plasmid were also represented;
i) plasmids which although Xho\ sensitive produced only the large linear plJ903 fragment (a
search for very small Xho\ fragments on high% agarose gels did not reveal any). One of the Xhd
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sites had therefore been lost from these plasmids, and the deletion of at least the polylinker sites of
one end of ftSPT thereby implied (figure 2.5). This plasmid type was denoted Xho\sQ SPT■ to
indicate linearisation by Xho\ without £2SPT excision.
ii) plasmids which were resistant to digestion by Xho\. This third plasmid type was denoted X/iolR.

b) The Concept of Single and Multiple Plasmid Forms.
Many of the p903£2 plasmid preparations contained only one of these three Xho\ denoted
plasmid types. They were in turn denoted as multiple form-free or MF- preparations. Others
contained combinations however and were denoted as multiple form or MF+ preparations. These
points are illustrated by plate 5.5 which shows the Xho\ digest products of a batch of p903Q
plasmid preparations (results were rarely as clear-cut as this). The terms major, minor, and
elsewhere approx. equal describe the relative abundance of each plasmid type.

Plate 5.5 - Illustration of the Xho\ Denoted Plasmid Types and MF Phenomenon
Lanes 1 and 9 respectively contain undigested and linearised piJ903. Lanes 2 and 10 contain X
H/ndlll (fragment sizes are given in 3.9.2). The excised £2SPT fragment (2.4kb), full or near full
length linear plJ903, and the CCC form of plJ903 (some of which remains undigested in lane 4)
are indicated.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

u n o ig e s te d
li n e a r p lJ 9 0 3

OSPT

Lanes

MF Status

Plasmid Types

3, 5, 6, 8

-

X/70ISQSPT+

4

+

X/?olR majorwith Xho\sClSPT-

7

-

X/70lS£2SPT-

11

+

X/?olsQSPT-major withX/7olsQSPT+ minor

minor
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c) The Relationship Between Plasmid Type. Multiple Form, and Antibiotic Resistance Status.
i) As described in 5.3.3, a number of the p903Q spore preparations contained ThioRSpcs spores.
This property was found to correlate with the presence of the X/7olR plasmid type. The absence of
Xho\ sites from the plasmid and the sensitivity to spc of the corresponding spores implied that an
QSPT insert was absent. This was borne out upon restriction analysis of the relevant p903Qs (by
BglW, S s t\, PvuU, Pst\, EcoRl, Hind III, Sc/I, and EccRV where tested, see also 6.3.1), most
convincingly from those which contained the X/70lR type at high relative abundance. In fact, no
evidence was provided from either restriction mapping or pock testing to indicate that the Xho\R
type represented anything other than native plJ903.

ii) The presence of plasmids of either the XholsQSPT+ or XholsQSPT- types correlated with the
presence of ThioRSpcR spores (they could not therefore be distinguished on this basis). The
retention of spc resistance indicated that the deletion responsible for the toss of one of the Xho\ sites
of QSPT from the XholsQSPT- type was terminal in nature and relatively short.

Xho\

s

OSPT

+

XhaA

XhcA

Q SPT

Spc

Xho\

2.4kb
GSPT

XhcA

Terminally
deleted
£2SPT

XhcA

plJ903

As the general case1, the relative abundance of SpcR and Spcs (recalling that aadA+ provides
spc resistance at single copy) spores in a given ThioR> S p c R or ThioR >=S pcR p903Q spore
preparation was found to correlate quantitatively with the relative abundance of Xhois and XhoIR
type plasmids in its corresponding MF+ plasmid preparation. This implied that these plasmids were
present in the spores and did not arise during the growth of the liquid culture from which they were
isolated. Further to this, where tested (5.3.3.2) the replicas of the pocks formed by donor spores
and transformants revealed the same antibiotic resistance statuses, both in qualitative and
quantitative terms.
1deviations could often be attributed to the fact that the antibiotic resistance status was necessarily
estimated from a relatively small sample from each spore preparation (c.200 ThioR spores per
pock test plate), whereas the plasmid preparations effectively accounted a much larger proportion
of the spores present in any given preparation (the size of the YEME inoculum; typically c .1 0 6-107
ThioR spores). Also, minor changes in the relative abundance (but not structure) of plasmids were
detected in a few of the repeated plasmid isolations.
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d) The Categorisation of 903Qs.
For the purposes of collective description, each of the structurally characterised p903Qs has been
assigned to any one of five categories based upon the above plasmid type and MF criteria;

M F-

M F-

Category I

XhO\

Xho\

MF+

Category 2

QSPT

\Xho\

Xho I

Category 3A

QSPT

Xho\

Xho\

QSPT

+

Xho\

Xho\

MF+

MF+

Category 3B

Category 3 C

+

Xho\

Xho\

Xho\

QSPT

Xho\

+

Xho I

Xho\

QSPT

Xhol

In accordance with this scheme, plate 5.5 illustrated p903Qs of category 1 (lanes 3, 5, 6 and 8),
category 2 (lane 7), category 3B (lane 4) and category 3C (lane 11).

The p903Qs assigned to categories 2, 3B, and 3C are described in chapter 6, where the
nature of the X/7olsQSPT- plasmid type itself is discussed in some detail.
The p903Qs assigned to categories 1 and 3A are illustrated below (5.4.3). These have been
subdivided according to their pock phenotype and certain structural peculiarities in their plJ903
DNA. A discussion of their QSPT insert locations in relation to their pock phenotypes has however
been deferred until the data generated from additional Sau3A\ insertion p903Qs, isolated from
E.coli and then S.lividans, have been covered (5.5). This allows the gene mapping results to be
discussed as a whole (5.6) with a summary diagram.
All the structural data are summarised along with the phenotypic data in appendix 1. The
p903Qs which remain structurally uncharacterised or were insufficiently characterised to be
illustrated are also described therein.
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5.4.3 The Structures of the p903Qs (more) Relevant to Gene Mapping.
In the following diagrams, QSPT is represented by

X=Xho\ site; where established the insert

orientation is given by E=EcoR\ site (at the T7 promoter terminus).

5.4.3.1 p903Qs of Category 1: the Expected and Desired Plasmid Profile.
Deletions of plJ903 DNA were found in some of these plasmids, the extents of which are indicated in
figures 5.2 and 5.3 by coded plain lines. The QSPT inserts have been placed at an arbitrary
terminus of these deletions, except that is for p903Q17E (figure 5.2) as one terminus of its target
deletion lay where Sau3A sites (figure 2.4) are known to be absent (see also section 6.2.3).

1) Normal Pock Formers of Category 1. (figure 5.2)
Figure 5 .2 - Normal Pock Formers of Category 1
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\
CUJ
\ EcoRV
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Plate A2/2 of appendix 2 includes Xho I digests of p903Qs 10F, 10H and 20I. Plate A2/1e of
appendix 2 includes restriction digests of p903Qs 15B and 32A.
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2) Mutant Pock Formers of Category 1. (figure 5.3)
Category 1 included all of the small and no pock p903Qs (but none of the normal/small, addressed
in 6.2.2) which were characterised structurally. Therefore, all of the p903Qs in figure 5.3 below
formed small pocks except for 26C, 26E, 32C and 32G which did not form visible pocks.
Figure 5.3 - Mutant Pock Formers of Category 1
X 7 B X E
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Notes. As the only category 1 p903Q which did not exhibit a ThioR=SpcR status, one may suggest
that the ThioR/Spcs status of p903Q26E resulted from a mutation (e.g. frame shift) within
essential aadA+ sequence. All seven no pock mutants gave consistently poor yields of plasmid,
p903Qs 26A, 26B and 32E such that they could not be characterised to a presentable level
(comments in appendix 1). To avoid discontinuity, illustrative digests are given in appendix 2 as
plates A2/1 (a-e), concentrating on those whose QSPT inserts lay outside the transfer/pock
region, in particular those of the Ssfl(5) group (inserts between Ssfl(5) and tsr, plus 4A and 5A).
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5.4.3.2

d903Qs

of Category 3A. (MF+: X/70lsQSPT+ and X/?olR)

All of the p903Qs of category 3A formed normal pocks. They have been subdivided below according
the presence and nature of structural alterations in their plJ903 DNA.

1) Category 3A p903Qs Which Possessed Tandem Target Sequence Duplications, (figure 5.5)
Structural alterations had occurred in the X/7olsQSPT+ component of these p903Q plasmid
preparations which were interpretable as the tandem duplication of regions of plJ903 adjacent to
the QSPT insertion site. These occurred according to the form illustrated in figure 5.4.

Figure 5 .4 - The Standard Duplication Form of Category 3A p903Qs
The QSPT insert was located between the region duplicated (A — ^

B) and its single copy tandem

duplicate (A2 — >-> B2) .

sequence
Z A B C of plJ903
was replaced by
Z A B [QSPT] A2 B2 C

P9Q3Q

27N
20E
20Q
17F
20G
27F2

18A
19A
32N

Relative Abundance of
the Xhrt Resistant Type
minor
1approx. equal
minor
approx. equal
approx. equal
approx. equal
major
major
major

Antibiotic Resistance
Status
ThioR = SpcR
iThioR >= SpcR
ThioR >= SpcR
ThbR > SpcR
ThioR > SpcR
ThfoR > SpcR
ThioR / Spcs
ThioR / SpcS
ThioR / Spcs

Duplication (kb)
3.4
4.1
1.3
4.7
2.6
0.5
4.6
4.1
5.5

1the only inconsistency found in the category 3A p903Qs.
2QSPT was located outside of the coding sequence of tsr, nor did the duplication encompass all of the
tsr coding sequence.
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Figure 5.5 - Category 3A p903Qs With Tandem Target Sequence Duplications
The regions duplicated (A — ^

B of figure 5.4) are indicated by the coded plain lines. The 'A'

positions (figure 5.4) are also marked.
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Restriction digests of p903Q17F are given in plate A2/2 of appendix 2 with a diagrammatic
summary of their interpretation (figure A2). Digests of p903Q19A are included in plate A2/1c,
those of p903£218A in plate A2/1d, and a digest of p903£227N in plate A2/1e.
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2) Other Category 3A p903Qs. (figure 5.6)
The additional lengths of DNA ( i

1)

which were present in some of these p903Qs may have

been either insertions or target sequence duplications (they are illustrated but were not established
as being immediately concurrent with QSPT). One could suggest the latter on the basis of an
apparent QSPT insertion site dependency. This was supported by further restriction analysis of
p903Q24A as a selected example of interest. An Sph\ site was found to be present within its
additional distance. The location of this site was not inconsistent with an Sph\{22) inclusive
duplication of the form illustrated in figure 5.4.

Figure 5.6 - Category 3A

d903Q s

of Insertion or Duplication, and Other Form
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P9Q3Q
7D
12A
24A
32Q
32H
14B
15C
27J
9A
10E

Relative Abundance of
the Xho\ Resistant Type
minor
minor
minor
minor
minor
approx. equal
approx. equal
major
major
major

Antibiotic Resistance
Status
ThioR = SpcR
ThioR = SpcR
ThioR = SpcR
ThioR = SpcR
ThioR >= SpcR
ThioR > SpcR
ThioR > SpcR
ThioR > SpcR
ThioR / Spcs
ThioR / Spcs

Structural Alterations

0.9kb extra
1.4kb extra
1.5kb extra

0.7kb extra
0.7kb extra
1.Okb extra

Mapping Notes.
Each of the p903Qs which possessed an additional distance also had an alternative QSPT insert
location. This depended upon whether the additional distance was clockwise or anticlockwise of the
QSPT insert. The QSPT inserts of p903Qs 14B, 15C, 12A and 24A may therefore have been located
the length of their additional distances further anticlockwise than in figure 5.6 (the Sph\ and
Sph\+Xho\ digests of p903Q24A could not distinguish the two). The alternatives for p903Qs 7D and
9A placed their QSPT inserts between Ssfl(5) and Ssfl(21). In both cases a 7.5kb fragment instead
of the observed 7.0 kb fragment would have been produced with Sstl, unless that is their additional
distances constituted target duplications of the form illustrated in figure 5.4.
Restriction digests of p903Q9A are included in plate A2/1d, those of p903Q7D in plate
A2/1e. Digests which illustrate the plasmid components of p903Q27J are given in 6.3.1.
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5.5

The Generation of Sau3A\ Insertion Derivatives in E.coli: Their Analysis
in E.coli and S.lividans.

5.5.1 Introduction.
It had been the original intention to exploit the shuttle properties of plJ903 to the generation
of QSPT insertion mutants in E.coli. In addition to the removal of ori and bla insertion and in vitro
deletion forms, mutations in the SCP2* DNA would not have influenced the spectrum of
recombinants recovered. Insertion sites which were subsequently lethal in S.lividans could then
have been identified. Compared to the direct transformation of S.lividans however, the route via
E.coli turned out to be fraught with problems, not least of which being an inability to generate any
reasonable number of recombinants in the first place. From a separate but analogous series of
experiments to those which generated the Sau3A\ site insertion p903Qs described above, only six
recombinants were recovered in total from E.coli (initial attempts to insert into further unmapped
sites (Sa/GI and Sma\) in order to increase the variety of mutants failed to yield any AmpRSpcRStrR
transformants). This was in spite of having optimised the ligation and transformation procedures,
and the comparative success of insertion into BamHl(1) which was achieved during this.
Preferential cutting within the pBR327 region or technical difficulties with the ligation (6.4.3)
may have been responsible.

5.5.2 Analysis of the p903Qs Isolated From E.coli.
Plasmid DNA was isolated from the six transformants (3.10.1a; from amp+str selected
cultures grown from purified single AmpRSpcRStrR colony inocula) and restriction mapped. These
plasmids, denoted p903QE/4A, E/6, E/7, E/11, E/12 and E/5 (from a ligation in which the
plJ903 rather than the QSPT fragment was dephosphorylated) are illustrated in figure 5.7.

No further reference is made to p903QE/5 and E/11 here. These were only of interest with regard
to the structural instability of QSPT and are accordingly described in chapter 6 (6.3.2).
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Figure 5.7 - d903QEs as Isolated From E.coli JM 107
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Structural Notes. p903QE/7 contained two plasmids. The plasmid of trace abundance was of the
same structure as p903QE/6. The major differed in that it possessed a 2.5kb deletion of p!J903
DNA, the precise location of which could not be defined by further restriction analysis. Two
possibilities are illustrated in figure 5.7. Firstly, on the premise that the loss of Bgl11(2) from
this plasmid was by its inclusion within the deletion, the region between locations 'A' was deleted
with pay-off either side between 'A' and 'B'. Alternatively, associating the 2.5kb deletion with the
QSPT insertion site meant deletion to point 'D'. This did not provide an explanation for the loss of
Bgl\\(2) however and required that Sph\{4) and Xba\{3) were relocated at respective points 'E' and
'F'. Whether this profile arose by contamination, cotransformation, or through structural
alterations in the trace component is not known.
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5.5.3 Pre-excision of QSPT and the Analysis of Plasmids Isolated From S.lividans.
Since these plasmids were destined for S.lividans, it seemed a good idea to excise QSPT1 from
some examples to see if this altered their phenotypic or structural characteristics. p903QE/4A and
E/12 were of interest because their inserts were within the transfer/pock region, although it was
recognised that the deletion rather than the insert within p903QE/12 was likely to be of more
importance. QSPT was excised with Xho\, the linear plJ903 fragment isolated by electroelution, a
sample checked for any residual sensitivity to Xho\, and then self-ligated (at low DNA concentration
to promote recircularisation). The retention of 48bp at the original insertion site was predicted
(4.1), a non-frame shift and therefore not necessarily mutagenic residue (the restoration of the
wild-type phenotype upon the excision of the Q interposon was demonstrated by Frey and Krisch,
1 9 8 5 ).
S.lividans TK64 protoplasts were therefore transformed with p903QE/4A, E/6, E/7, E/12
and the E/4AX and E/12X ligation mixes (X denoting QSPT excised). Selection was in a similar
fashion to that described in 5.2.2, except that the p903QE/X transformants were subjected to two
subcultivations under thio selection and then tested for sensitivity to spc (no SpcR spores were
detected). p903QE/7 hosts were particularly poor sporulators such that the p903QE/7 spore prep
was collectively recovered from whole plates of ThioRSpcR replica colonies. The plasmids were
isolated and their pock and antibiotic resistance phenotypes were assessed as described previously.

a) Structural Analysis.
p903Qs E/4 A, E/6 and E/12 mapped as from E.coli. p903Qs E/4AX and E/12X mapped as
predicted from QSPT excision (plates A2/3 of appendix 2). The presence of an QSPT insert within
the region of plJ903 duplicated in the p903Qs of figure 5.5 prior to the transformation of
S.lividans, did not therefore result in the arisal of similar target sequence duplications. p903QE/7
was unaltered in terms of plasmid structure, but not in their relative abundance. The deleted
component which was of major abundance in E.coli had been reduced to minor abundance, while the
undeleted component of trace abundance in E.coli had become the dominant form. This may have been
a reflection of the relative merits of plasmid size in E.coli versus the deletion of sequence from the
segregational stability region of SCP2* in S.lividans.

1the excision of QSPT from certain of the S.lividans p903Qs was also attempted, this with the aim
of demonstrating the restoration of the normal pock phenotype to small and no pock mutants. The
self-ligation mixes of the small pock p903Qs 3A (pdIA QSPT insert), 3D and 20M (S sfl(5)
group) failed to yield ThioR transformants however. Attempts with other p903Qs were abandoned
because of problems encountered with the degradation of their linear plJ903 fragment. This needs
to be pursued further.
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b) Phenotypic AnalysesAlthough the pocks formed by the p903QE plasmids were prone to poor definition and their replicas
typically slow in growing and rather unhealthy looking, the results described below were
reproduced when the whole process was repeated (for these reasons) from the very start (i.e. re
transformation of S.lividans with the plasmids isolated from E.coli). As before, pock replicas were
reflective of pock size.

i) P903QE/4A and E/4 AX. P903QE/12 and E/12X.

Plasmid

Pocks

Antibiotic Resistance Status
Pocks

Colonies1

p903QE/4A and E/12

none

no replicas

ThioR=SpcR

p903£2E/4AX and E/12X

none

no repiicas

ThioR/Spcs

1refers to the replica plating on to minimal
from spores plated on to non-selective R2YE.

medium containing

spc,then thio, of coloniesgrown

It was therefore the case that spores containing these plasmids behaved as one would have
predicted when plated in the absence of the TK64 recipient (p903QE/4A and E/12 also grew well
under thio+spc selection in liquid culture), but could not be recovered as ThioR or SpcR replicas
from mixtures with plasmid-free spores. Simple growth competition by the plasmid-free lawn
presented an unlikely explanation for these observations since the replating of the p903QE/4A and
E/12 spores at vastly increased levels (a range of values up to c.250,000 ThioR spores per pock
test plate) still failed to yield any ThioR or SpcR replicas. In the light of these observations, it
seems odd that these p903Qs could be replica plated from the S.lividans transformation plates (no
pocks were observed on these). Perhaps circumstances were dependent upon the possibility that
plasmid-containing spores may behave more like established donors than do transformants.

ii) p903QE/6 and p903QE/7.
The pocks formed by spores containing p903QE/6 and E/7 (in comparison to those of
p903Qs E/5, E/11 and of course plJ903) were neither of normal nor uniform size, exhibiting a
range on any given plate from very small to near normal. A ThioR=SpcR status was recorded from
the replica plating of colonies, but in contrast to the p903QEs above (and indeed p903QE/5 and
E/11), plasmid-free spores were detected, c.20% of the spores in the p903QE/6 prep were
ThiosSpcs , c.35% of those in the p903QE/7 prep.

NB Ssfl(5) and Ssfl(21) QSPT insertion derivatives of plJ903 were constructed to complement
the plasmids above. The DNA isolated from JM107 has yet to be transformed into S.lividans.
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5.6

A Summary and Discussion of the P903Q Mapping Results.
A diagrammatic summary of all the pock and structural data presented above is followed by

their discussion in terms of the overall distribution of QSPT inserts, the functional regions in
which they were located, and an assessment of whether these contradicted the results which
previously deduced the transfer/pock region of SCP2\

5.6.1 An Initial Summary of the Mapping Data.
The relevant data presented in sections 5.3.3, 5.4.3 (figures 5.2-5.6) and 5.5 (figure 5.7) have
been brought together in figure 5.8 below. The additional distances associated with certain of the
QSPT inserts of figure 5.6 have been given as target sequence duplications here, alt. emphasising
that each of these QSPT inserts had an alternative location.

Figure 5.8 - A Summary of the p903Q Pock-Affecting and Relevant Non-Affecting
QSPT Insert Locations and Associated Structural Alterations
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5.6.2 The Distribution of QSPT Inserts Within the SCP2* DNA of plJ903.
In general terms, the distribution of QSPT inserts would have been determined by;
a) the distribution of Sau3A\ sites and any preferential cutting at certain of these sites, factors
which operated in vitro to determine the locations at which plJ903 was linearised. Preferential
cutting, the influence of which may have been amplified under the strictly limited Sau3AI digest
conditions, could have been responsible for the clustering of inserts and perhaps thereby the
generation of what could be considered an irrepresentatively high proportion of pock mutants. The
distribution of QSPT inserts within the SCP2* DNA of the p903QEs (figure 5.7) would have
depended solely upon these in vitro factors. Although it is attractive to draw distributive
comparisons with the S.lividans p903Qs, implications from the insertion of QSPT close to Ssfl(5)
and the absence of inserts clockwise of Ssfl(21) attain very doubtful validity given the very small
sample size.
b) the loss from the spectrum of recombinants present in the ligations of those which possessed
inserts or in vitro deletions which rendered plJ903 inviable upon transformation of S.lividans, or
subsequently incapable of maintenance. These factors operated in vivo to yield a necessarily viable
subpopulation. Certain of these plasmids may have attained viability or advantage through the
deletion or duplication of plJ903 DNA. These in vivo factors may have been responsible for the fact
that inserts within the c.9kb transfer/pock region were somewhat under represented, comprising
only 12 of the 44 characterised cases of insertion within the c.23kb of SCP2* DNA in plJ903.

Bearing the above points in mind, and with reference to figure 5.8, the distribution of the QSPT
inserts within the previously ascribed functional regions (2.1.2) of plJ903 is discussed below.

a) Replication.
No inserts were recovered within rep, which may also have determined the anticlockwise
limit of the deletional instability zone of p903Qs (6.2.2) through its essential retention. All of the
inserts recovered within pdIA affected pock formation, suggesting that the transfer/pock region
should be extended slightly further clockwise of the Sa/GI site. Two inserts within pdIC affected pock
formation. The single normal pock former with a simple QSPT insert within pdIC contained the
Xho\n type at high relative abundance. In analogy with the attribution of a ThioR/Spcs status, a
minor Xho\$ plasmid of mutated pock phenotype could conceivably have been masked in such a
situation. Other normal pock p903Qs relevant to pdIC possessed target deletions (6.2.2).
Larson and Hershberger (1986) observed that the deletion of pdIA (pHJL201 compared to
pHJL196 or pHJL202, figure A3a of appendix 3) resulted in a ten-fold increase in plasmid yield.
The yields of p903Qs 3A and 27L (figure 5.3) were not enhanced in comparison to those of other
p903Qs however (plate A2/1e), and the no pock mutants were of poor plasmid yield. Although the
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culture harvests were not standardised in mass prior to the isolation of plasmids, this was most
unlikely to have obscured a 10-fold increase in plasmid yield (in all cases measured, 'normal'
yields were of between 2.4 and 3.2g wet-weight per 40 or 50ml culture). No obvious enhancement
in plasmid yield accompanied insertion into pdlB or pdIC either. Larson and Hershberger (1986)
determined that the deletion of pdlB did not result in an enhancement in plasmid yield when the
integrity of rep and pdIC was retained, and the role of pdIC as a negative regulator of copy number
was deduced from its sole presence with rep rather than from its deletion from an otherwise
complete replication region.

b) Seareaational Stability.
No QSPT inserts were recovered within the anticlockwise half of the segregational stability
region, which was itself either completely or partially deleted in the relevant normal pock formers
(figure 5.2 and section 6.2.2), and without effect upon plasmid yield. The absence of such target
deletions yielded a small pock phenotype (p903Q27K of figure 5.3 compared to p903Qs 15B, 20I
and 27E of figure 5.2). The small pock phenotype associated with the four simple inserts within the
stability region, and indeed the abnormal phenotype of p903QE/6 and E/7 (below) for which some
degree of segregational instability was implied, was unlikely to be connected with defective
segregation given that plJ923 (figure A3b, appendix 3) was segregationally unstable but formed
normal pocks (Lydiate et al., 1985). It is attractive to suggest that this small pock location (which,
despite p903Q27K, may have determined the clockwise limit of the deletional instability zone of
p903Qs, 6.2.2) exhibited continuity with the Ssfl(5) group. The QSPT inserts of two p903Qs
possessing putative duplications of plJ903 DNA may have been present within the intervening
region, or within the Ssfl(5) group itself close to the anticlockwise end of tsr.

c) The Ssl\(5) Group Through to the Transfer/Pock Region.
The QSPT inserts of six small pock and two reduced but size-variable p903Qs, and that of
unique location in a single normal pock p903Q were located between Ssfl(5) and tsr, a region of
SCP2* to which a function had not been assigned previously. The deletion of a 0.5kb region on the
clockwise side of tsr also induced the small pock phenotype (p903Qs 4A and 5A of figure 5.3
compared to p903Q32H of figure 5.6). The function(s) identified by the Ssfl(5) group was
unlikely to exhibit continuity with the transfer/pock region since although close in plJ903, they
would have been separated by a further c.7kb of 'non-functional' DNA in SCP2*.
Progressing into DNA of the PsflA fragment (2.1.2), the deletion of poc sequence from
p903QE/12 (by comparison to p903QE/12X) and, as it subsequently transpired (5.7), the
deletion of tra sequence from p903QE/4A (also by comparison to p903QE/4AX), abolished pock
formation and prevented the recovery of plasmid-containing cells from pock lawns (5.5.3). One
could suggest that the derepression of a lethal plasmid-encoded function occurred upon contact with,
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or transfer into plasmid-free cells. The former case would explain the inability to recover growth
derived from the donor spores themselves. Those p903Qs recovered from the direct transformation
of S.lividans which contained similarly located QSPT inserts were of normal pock status, but all
possessed target duplications which were inclusive of all the poc sequence anticlockwise of the QSPT
insertion site (as well as the region deleted in p903Qs 4A and 5A, which was also duplicated in
p903Q27Q of figure 5.5). It is attractive to suggest that these duplications could have re
established the sequence continuity to provide a complete and uninterrupted poc region, and were
thereby responsible for the normal pock status. One could also suggest that if an in vitro deletion
was present at the insertion site, intra-plasmid duplication events could not have complemented the
mutagenic effect of the QSPT insert. p903Qs 4A, 5A, E/4A and therefore E/4AX, E/12 and
therefore E/12X, were all affected structurally in the relevant region of plJ903, were altered in
pock formation, and lacked tandem target duplications but possessed target sequence deletions.
With the possible exception of p903Qs 12A and 24A which possessed putative target sequence
duplications, no inserts were recovered in the c.3.2kb region between Ssfl(21) and Sph\(22). The
QSPT insert of p903Q3C induced the formation of (very) small pocks, indicating that functions
which affected plasmid spread were present within tra.
In summary, all QSPT inserts within the transfer/pock region either induced pock mutations
or were associated with a characterised or putative duplication of tra or poc sequence.

5.6.3 Assessment of the Contradiction to the Existing Transfer/Pock Assignation.
Since the majority of the inserts which affected pock formation (18 out of 21, excluding
normal/small) were located outside of the transfer/pock region, it is of importance to assess
whether the results of this investigation were contradictory or complementary to those which
deduced this region. All SCP2* derivatives relevant to the assignation of the transfer/pock region,
and to the additional locations identified here, have been summarised in appendix 3 (figures A3a and
A3b; an expansion upon the data given in 2.1.2). Two general points are made below, followed by the
important points of comparison.
a) The small pock phenotype is novel to this investigation (at least in S.lividans). All of the SCP2*
mutants generated previously were of a transfer and pock deficient status such that these revealed
the complete or partial loss of at least some of the functions essential to plasmid transfer.
b) All data relevant to the delineation of the SCP2* transfer/pock region have been obtained by the
analysis of deletion derivatives. The nature of the kii/kor system of plJ101 (1.2.7.9, figure 1.2)
is such that the mutation of certain of its components may not necessarily be reflected in an altered
pock phenotype or lethality according to the presence or absence of other components (r.e. korA
control of the KilA and KilB phenotypes, korB control of KilB). This may be reflected in differences
between the results obtained by deletion, which may encompass interacting functions, and the more
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confined insertion. Thus insertion into the BglW site of plJ101 was lethal as it lay within korA. The
BglU site could however be included within deletions which also included kilA (Kieser et al.,
1982). Kendall and Cohen (1987) located kilB (small pock by insertion) and korB (lethal, small
or no pock by insertion in or near) to regions which flanked the c.3kb transfer and spread region
identified by Kieser et al. (1982). KilB and korB therefore lay within regions of plJ101 which
were originally unassigned in function and which could be included within deletions without
affecting transfer and pock formation. One may therefore conclude that a lack of alteration in pock
phenotype upon the deletion of a particular region does not necessarily preclude the presence of
pock functions therein (and hence that the structural alteration of derivatives of pSCP103, as here
and in Lydiate et al. (1985), may not have yielded equivalent phenotypic effects in native S C P 2 *).
Likewise, one cannot necessarily conclude from the deletion of a particular region to yield a mutated
phenotype, that all of the transfer and pock functions are located within the region deleted.

c) Essential Points of Comparison

(restriction sites are numbered as for plJ903, figures 2.4)

QSPT inserts which abolished pock formation were mapped to within the PsflA fragment of
SCP2*. PsflA is known to carry sufficient functions for normal transfer and pock formation and is
therefore likely to carry the tra and spd functions. The QSPT inserts and target deletions of the two
p903QEs which did not form pocks were located within a region, anticlockwise of Ssfl(21), which
is known to contain at least part of a function essential for plasmid transfer. The region of PsflA
clockwise of Kpnl(19) is known to contain insufficient functions for normal plasmid transfer in
S.lividans, but this does not in itself contradict the pock-abolishing inserts close to Sph\{22) and
within pdIA. Although QSPT inserts were not recovered between Ssfl(21) and Sph\{22), this
region could be included within the deletion of a transfer and pock deficient pSCP103 derivative
(plJ917, figure A3a).
One cannot make valid comparisons between the insert locations of the small pock mutants and
the transfer and pock deficient deletion mutants of figure A3a. Inserts within PsflA which effected
the small pock phenotype may have identified functions responsible for the normal pock status of
pSCP101 (figure A3b). By the same token, those within the stability region and close to S s fl(5 )
identified functions inessential to normal pock formation; they could be included within a deletion
without affecting pock formation.
With regard to the overall distribution of QSPT inserts, and more specifically those of the
Ssfl(5) group, Lydiate et al. (1985) found that random insertion into pSCP103 linearised with
Bel I, with selection of pock formers, only yielded inserts at the sites equivalent to plJ903
Bc/I(12) and that in which tsr lies. Bc/I(12) lies just within the region deleted from the small
pock p903Qs 4A and 5A (figure 5.3). The other Bcl\ sites lie within the region deleted from the no
pock mutant p903QE/12 and duplicated in the relevant normal pock formers of category 3A (figure
5.5), close to the insert/target deletion of the no pock mutant p903QE/4A within the region
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duplicated in p903Q32N (figure 5.5), in pdIA next to the two no pock QSPT inserts, close to the
rep end of pdlB where p903Q14B and 15C (figure 5.6) may be located with their putative target
duplications, and within and marking a boundry of rep where no QSPT inserts were recovered.
Although the observations made in S.griseofuscus (appendix 3) were later contradicted in
S.lividans, it is also worth noting that the inserts which effected the small and no pock phenotypes
within pdIA and pdIC lie within the SalG\ to EcoRI(1) fragment of SCP2*; those within pdIC lie close
to PocM (EcoRI(1) itself was deleted during the construction of plJ903, 2.2.2).

5.6.4 Summary Remarks.
With reference to the original aims, mapping was successful with respect to the identification
of pock genes which lay outside the transfer/pock region, but somewhat unsuccessful in the
delineation of those within it. Mutations which abolish pock formation have not been generated by
insertion before. This is the first report of SCP2* spread mutation in S.lividans.
One may suggest from a combination of the data of figure 5.8 and figure A3a that the transfer
and pock functions of SCP2* appear to occupy much more than the c.6kb in plJ101; a similar value
was also suggested for pSAM2 (Smokvina et al., 1991). However, from the results as they stand at
this point it is very difficult to make any definitive deductions regarding the presence or absence of
plJ101 analogous kil/kor functions. Lethal insertions were not accountable in the majority of the
p903Qs analysed and, although an attractive suggestion by their dispersal, one cannot assume on
this basis alone that any of the small pock locations bear relation to the kilB or korB loci. One may
however comment that the Sst\(5) location, being mutated to the small pock phenotype, inessential
to normal pock formation, and mapped by insertion within a region previously unassigned in
function by deletion, was in these terms analogous to the kilB locus of plJ101. This situation may
be clarified once the actual transfer frequencies are established for these mutants: the next
essential step in their characterisation. As commented by Smokvina et al. (1991), one would expect
small pock mutants of analogy with kilB to show a reduced transfer frequency whereas spd mutants
would be unaffected.
As a general point, it may be presumptive to assume that other Streptomyces plasmids
possess a similar number of kil/kor components to plJ101; the analogous system possessed by RK2
(1.2.7.12) is presently known to comprise korA, korB, korC, korE , kilA, kilB1 (k ilD ), ki!B 2
{klbA), kilC and kilE (Ayres et al., 1991). With regard to the inserts within pdIA and pdIC which
affected pock formation, one may also recall from 1.2.7.12 that the kor genes of RK2 negatively
regulate the replication initiator gene, trfA, and that cop and korB map to the same location in
piJ101. With regard to the differences in pock phenotype between S.lividans and S.griseofuscus
(appendix 3), the replication properties of certain (other) SCP2* derivatives (retaining rep and
very small flanking regions) have also been shown to differ between the two, in both their ability to
replicate and in the enhancement of plasmid yield (Larson and Hershberger, 1986).
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5.7

The Double-Strand Sequencing of p903QE/4A.
The QSPT-directed double-strand sequencing of templates isolated by small-scale procedures

from S.lividans had yet to be demonstrated. If successful, this would avoid having to transform the
intended templates into E.coli, which in any case may not always present an option (with a non
shuttle target plasmid). Although the sequencing of plasmids isolated from E.coli would be the
essential means to characterise insertion sites which were subsequently lethal in S.lividans, given
that structural alterations may occur between the two hosts, the establishment of valid gene
mapping relationships may demand that such precise structural analysis was of the plasmid
phenotypically tested in, and thereby isolated from S.lividans.
The p903Qs presented a large pool of constructs from which to select replacement templates
for the structurally unstable (6.3.2) and thereby inappropriate p903Qs 7/7 and 9/5. A number
of pock mutants whose QSPT inserts were proximal to known piJ903 restriction sites were
selected. Using the methods developed with the templates isolated from E.coli (4.2) and further
variations upon them, these templates isolated by method A (3.10.1) produced intense and
continuous smears rather than sequence ladders; shorter film exposure revealed that bands were
present in all four lanes at every spacing. Additional cleaning of the templates did not improve the
clarity of the sequence generated from them to a level which was readable. 'Glass Milk' (3.9.4) was
found to be unsuitable since despite all efforts to the contrary, the plasmids recovered always
showed signs of physical degradation.
The more recent small-scale plasmid isolations from S.lividans had been undertaken by
method B (3.10.1), an established replacement for method A on the basis of its greater consistency
in plasmid yield and purity. It therefore seemed logical to try again with a template which had been
isolated from S.lividans by method B. p903QE/4A (figure 5.7) seemed the best choice on the basis
of insert location 1 and pock phenotype. Sequence ladders of acceptable clarity were generated (plate
5.6) from this p903QE/4A template using the methods developed with p903Qs 7/7 and 9/5
(4.2.3) in an essentially unmodified form. Although the templates isolated from S.lividans gave a
background smear of higher density and ladder bands of lower intensity, both the T7 and SP6
primed sequences could be read over almost exactly the same distance as those generated from
p903QE/4A templates isolated from E.coli. The sequence information, which illustrates the
principle of precise QSPT insert location, is presented in figure 5.9.

lit was realised subsequently that p903QE/6 (figure 5.7) presented a better choice because a
certain amount of the sequence around the Ssfl(5) site (c.80bp anticlockwise [containing no Sau3AI
sites] to c.220bp clockwise [containing four Sau3A\ sites]) has been published (Kinashi, 1989).
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Plate 5.6 - Example Length of Sequence Generated From the p903QE/4A
Template Isolated from S.lividans
[T7 primed; from the second loading of an 8% polyacrylamide gel]
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Figure 5.9 - DNA Sequence of the flSPT Termini and Flanking Regions in P903QE/4A
The sequences generated from the templates isolated from E.coli and S.lividans were identical.
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a) The SP6 primed sequence (160 bases) exhibited a GC% of 70.4% in the 128 bases beyond QSPT.
QSPT was located closer to Kp/?l(19) than the c.100bp predicted from restriction mapping, a
reasonable mapping error from Pvull(15) and Psfl(16).

b) The T7 primed sequence (148 bases) exhibited a GC% of 69.1% in the 122 bases beyond QSPT.
£?c/l(20) was located just a few bases from QSPT as oposed to the c.200 bases predicted from
restriction mapping, with Ssfl(21) (underlined) 97 bases further on (0.1 kb in figure 2.4). A
c.200bp in vitro deletion was therefore present between Kp/7l(19) and Bc/I(20). Although this
provides a good illustration of the importance of carrying out such precise structural analysis
beyond primary restriction mapping, it should not be taken as being generally indicative of an
inability to detect target deletions of this size. Sst\ digests did not reveal these differences owing to
the proximity of the QSPT and plJ903 Ssfl sites, and distances to mapping sites further clockwise
were extensive.

Summary Comments.
It had therefore been demonstrated that readable sequence could be produced from a plasmid
template of c.28kb, high GC% and unit copy number, isolated by relatively simple small-scale
procedures (method B but not A) from S.lividans. It therefore seems likely that this technique could
be applied successfully in other situations. Since this work was undertaken at the very end of the
investigation, and thereby only represented an initial demonstration rather than the product of an
optimised procedure, there is much scope for improving the clarity of the sequence ladders. Given
that the impurity of the plasmid preparation appears to be the limiting factor, it seems highly
likely that the replacement of Klenow with T7 DNA polymerase (e.g. Sequenase (USB): modified T7
DNA polymerase, Tabor and Richardson, 1987), as recommended for double-strand sequencing by
Sambrook et al. (1989) and from personal experience, would be of benefit here. The use of 32P
instead of

35S labelled dNTP may also be of particular benefit as this allows the use of much

smaller quantities of both the denatured template (e.g. O.OIpmole (c.0.2p.g of plJ903) per
reaction) and the primer (typically c.O.Ipmole or less per reaction), thereby reducing the level of
impurities

and

contaminating

RNA from the template

preparation

without

significantly

compromising autorad exposure times. These would in any case be much shorter than the days to
weeks which were required to obtain the 35S labelled sequences above.
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6.1 intro d uction.
Rearrangements in the Streptomyces chromosome have been the subject of quite intensive
investigation in recent years, and to productive ends (Altenbuchner and Cullum, 1987). Although
widely reported (reviewed in Hopwood et al., 1986a; Hotter and Eckhardt, 1988), the structural
instability of Streptomyces plasmids has rarely been investigated per se, this in contrast to the
events of an evidently similar nature which occur in the plasmids of Bacillus (as reviewed by
Ehrlich et al., 1986).
Duplication variants of streptomycete plasmids appear to arise naturally. In contrast,
although naturally occuring deletion variants have been reported for SLP1 (Bibb et al., 1981),
piJ101

(Kieser

et al., 1982) and plasmids of Streptomyces reticuli (Schrempf and Goebel,

1979), deletional instability has principally been associated with the insertion of heterologous
fragments. Thus pVE3, a pBR322 based shuttle derivative of S.venezuelae plasmid pVE1, gave rise
to deletion derivatives in S.lividans (MacNeil and Gibbons, 1986). pZG1 (Pigac et al., 1988), a
pBR322 insertion derivative of plJ702, and pWCL1 (Lee et al., 1986), a pUC12 (with the
hepatitis B surface antigen gene) insertion derivative of plJ350 (the parent of plJ702), were
inherently unstable in S.lividans, giving rise to mixed profiles of deletion derivatives. These three
examples are indeed typical in that the spontaneous deletion events, observed only in Streptomyces
and not in E.coli, were at least in part, if not wholely inclusive of their heterologous inserts.
The generation of complex mixtures of deletion derivatives in S.coelicolor (Ikeda et al.,
1984) and S.lividans (Bailey et al., 1986) upon the insertion of a fragment which included
pBR322 sequence into pWOR109, a derivative of S.phaeochromogenes plasmid pJV1, provides a
further example consistent with the fact that such events appear to be more common in the
derivatives of high as opposed to low copy number plasmids. The stability in S.lividans of fragments
derived from bla when cloned into SCP2* derivatives, as opposed to their pronounced instability in
plJ702 (Jaurin and Cohen, 1984), enforces this point. Indeed, the shuttle derivatives of SCP2*
(all inclusive of bla and pUC or pBR322 based) constructed by Hershberger et al. (1983), Larson
and Hershberger (1984) and Lydiate et al. (1985), were structurally stable. With one exception,
this was also the case for the derivatives constructed by Larson and Hershberger (1986). In
S.griseofuscus, derivatives of their replicon probe vector pHJL8 were prone to spontaneous
deletions which were inclusive of DNA from its kanamycin resistance gene (Km; here from Tn5).
This problem was solved by excluding Km from the construct.
plJ903 can be shuttled between E.coli and S.lividans without structural alterations (Lydiate
et al., 1985). No alterations in the restriction pattern of plJ903 were observed in this study. One
may therefore conclude that the presence of QSPT or the process of its insertion were responsible
for the structural alterations which occurred in its p903Q derivatives. The former of these factors
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was of direct relevance to the behavioural characterisation of QSPT as an investigative aim (the
second was more a consequence of the size of plJ903). The alterations themselves were of
particular interest because they occurred in a low copy number plasmid.
Structural alterations in the plJ903 DNA of certain of the p903Qs isolated from S.lividans
have been described already (5.4.3). p903Qs from which QSPT DNA had been deleted, and assigned
on this basis to categories 2, 3B and 3C (5.4.2), were deferred from description in 5.4.3. These,
and others assigned to a subset of category 1 which has not been mentioned before are described and
discussed below. The structural alterations which occurred in a single plasmid upon its
subcultivation, and in the p903QEs as plasmids which were characterised structurally before
being transformed into S.lividans, are then described. A discussion of the subject as a whole is given
at the end.

6.2

Q SPT-lnclusive Structural

Alterations in the S a u 3 M

Insertion

p903Qs

of

S.lividans.

6.2.1 Structural Alterations in the XftolSQSPT- Plasmid Type.
To briefly recap from 5.4.2, the QSPT insert of the XftolSQSPT* plasmid type had evidently lost one
of its termini but retained essential aadA+ DNA.
s
Xhoi

QSPT

Terminally
deleted
QSPT

Xh<*
SsH

The restriction mapping of the relevant p903Qs indicated that their QSPT inserts had in fact lost
not only the polylinker sites from one terminus but also, in all cases established, the local internal
HindlW site (figure 2.5). Thus neither Xho\ nor Ssfl excised QSPT as a 2.4kb fragment, nor Hin6\\\
as a 2.0kb fragment (figure 4.1). The Sc/I site approximately central to the coding sequence of
aadA+ was always retained however. From this one could conclude that somewhere between c.1.2kb
and c.2.3kb of QSPT DNA was retained in X/7olsQSPT* type plasmids.
It was also found that the deleted termini of these QSPT inserts were inherently associated
with deletions of plJ903 DNA. Because they were concurrent, it was not possible to determine their
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relative contributions to the 'total' size of the deletion exhibited by any given p903Q (i.e. to
determine their individual extents). It was considered of importance however to be able to account
the DNA deleted from piJ903. This was achieved by the application of Amin and Amax, terms which
respectively delineated the minimum and maximum permissible extents of the target deletion in any
given p903Q. Amin and Amax were derived through 'pay-off, a concept explained with figure 6.1
below.

Figure 6-1

The Concept of Pav-Off Deletion in XholSQ S P TType Plasmids

s=Sst\ site and B=Bcl\ site. p903Q20B has been used as the example here, some digests of which
have been included in plate A2/1d of appendix 2.
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QS PT and p i J 9 0 3 d e l e t i o n s

The retained end of the QSPT insert in p903Q20B was located using Pvu 11(26) (to Xho\) and
Bc/I(30) (to the Bcl\ site of QSPT) to a position which would have been 2.0kb anticlockwise of
Bgl\\(2) in native plJ903. The distances between the retained restriction sites of QSPT and the
Bgl\\(2) site of p903Q20B were as illustrated above. These were contributed to by both the QSPT
DNA retained beyond its Bcl\ site (■■■■), and by plJ903 DNA retained between the QSPT insertion
and Bgl\\(2) sites. Given that the retained length of QSPT was somewhere between c.1.2kb and
c.2.3kb, somewhere between c.0.6kb (in full; 2.6-1.2=1.4kb, 2.0-1.4=0.6kb as Amin) and
c.1.7kb (2.6-2.3=0.3kb, 2.0-0.3=1.7kb as Amax) of piJ903 DNA had been deleted from
P903Q20B.
The established loss or retention of piJ903 restriction sites often allowed these target
deletions to be defined more precisely. This in turn allowed a more precise estimate to be made of
how much QSPT DNA was left; these 'QSPT limits' are given in 6.2.3.
Without undertaking any detailed or specifically adapted restriction analysis, an inherent
association between the structural instability of QSPT and the pBR327 region of piJ903 was
established, an important theme in the behavioural characterisation of QSPT. This relationship is
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obvious from their structures illustrated below; all of the plasmids which were characterised have
been included for comparative purposes. Since their QSPT inserts were found to be located
predominately within the pBR327 region itself, and their target sequence deletions revealed by the
application of Amin and Amax to consist predominately and often wholely of pBR327 sequence, these
structurally rearranged plasmids could be effectively disregarded from consideration in the gene
mapping part of the investigation.

6.2.2 Structural Summaries.
The distribution of the QSPT inserts mapped to within the pBR327 region of the following
XtolSQSPT- type plasmids could be correlated to the distribution of its Sau3A\ sites (figure 2.4);
no QSPT inserts were found to map to regions of pBR327 lacking Sau3A\ sites.
With three notable exceptions, the normal/small pock (5.3.3) p903Qs 27H, 27Q (figure
6.2a) and 32P (figure 6.4), all the p903Qs illustrated below were normal pock formers. Although
they shared a similar structure, the locations of their QSPT inserts and the wealth of very
similarly structured normal pock formers casts considerable doubt upon any similarities in the
genetic basis of normal/small pock formation and the slightly defective pocks of plJ101 or pSAM2;
these were respectively generated by insertion just outside of korB, between normal and small pock
locations (Kendall and Cohen, 1987), and by the filling-in of a restriction site within a region of
kor analogy (Smokvina et al., 1991). This doubt extends to the possibility of read-out from the
aadA+ determinant of these terminally deleted QSPT inserts.

1) p903Qs of Category 2 (MF-, Xhols QSPT- plasmid type).
The relevant regions of these plasmids are illustrated in figures 6.2a and 6.2b. Only -p903Q12D
(ThioR>=SpcR) deviated from the ThioR=SpcR status.
The p903Qs illustrated in figure 6.2b contained more than one plasmid of the XftolsQSPTtype. For each of the plasmids in the p903Q19B, 20D and 27T profiles, the distances between the
restriction sites of QSPT and those of plJ903 located anticlockwise of it were evidently the same.
For p903Qs 101 and 12D it was these anticlockwise distances which differed. In cases such as these
it is possible that the plasmids in a given profile differed from each other in the size of either their
plJ903 or QSPT deletions (evidence that the latter could occur in XholSQSPT- type plasmids is
described in 6.3.2). The application of Amin and Amax covered this possibility. Having said this,
for the sake of diagrammatic simplicity the deletions illustrated for the plasmids of p903Qs 19B
and 20D have assumed that each contained an QSPT insert of 2.0kb, a size deduced for the A1
minors on the basis that only they appeared to retain EcoRV(36).
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Figure 6.2a - Single Component p903fls of Category 2
Further to the examples of p903£220B, plate A2/1a includes restriction digests of p903Qs 6B and
20H, A2/1b those of p903£215D, A2/1e those of p903Q10l, and plate 6.2 (below) those of
P903Q32B.
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Eiqure 6.2b - Multiple Component p903Qs of Category 2
Restriction digests of p903Qs 27T, 19B, 20D and 27T are included in plate A2/1b.
Kf.nl

P v u I l S pM

CUI

pl J903

C la l

r eP

?Oo**
PU903

i) p903Qs 101 and 12D each contained two plasmids. Those of major abundance possessed
respective deletions 10IA1 and 12DA1, the minors 10IA2 and 12DA2.
ii) p903£227T contained at least four plasmids, the major of which possessed deletion 27TA1, the
three minors deletions 27TA2, A3 and A4.
iii) p903fts 19B and 20D each possessed at least three plasmid components of which two were
common to both profiles. Their relative abundances were 19B and 20D A2 major »
A3 minors > 19B and 20D A1 minor.

19B and 20D
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2) p903Qs of Category 3B (MF+, Xho\R with X/7olS£2SPT- type plasmids).
The XfoolsQSPT- type component of these profiles are illustrated in figure 6.3. Plate 6.1 provides a
simple illustration of a category 3B profile.

Figure 6.3 -

p 903Q s
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P late 6 ,1 - Ordered

Restriction

Digests of P903Q20C

The minor abundance XA7olR type plasmid can be seen in lane 4. The 2.4kb fragment derives from
Bgl\\(2) to the retained QSPT Xho\ site in the X/?olsQSPT- type component (figure 6.3); it is not
excised by Xho\ alone.

Xhol _
resistant
23 I
9 .4 2

6 .5 6

4 .3 6

2 .3 2
2 .0 3

Lanes

Content

1

plJ903 BglW (18.3, 7.5kb)

2, 3

p903Q20C BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\

4, 5

p903Q20C Xho\ (X/7olR and linearised X/7ols QSPT-), Xho\+Bgl\\

6

X H/ndlll (fragments sized)

3) p903Qs of Category 3C

(MF+: X/?ols QSPT+ with X/7olsQSPT- type plasmids).

The plasmid profiles of these p903Qs are illustrated in figure 6.4. Only p903Q32F (ThioR>=SpcR)
deviated from the ThioR=SpcR status.
In all cases the X/?olsQSPT- type component was predominant, the X/?olsQSPT+ type being of
minor abundance. The complete QSPT inserts of the X/7ols QSPT+ type components have been placed
at the particular end of their associated target deletions which agreed with the definable QSPT
insert to target deletion arrangement of the corresponding X h o IS q S P T - com ponent(s). The
X/7olsQSPT+ component of p903Qs 4C, 32F and 32P did not possess a target deletion.
The more abundant of the two X/?olsQSPT+ type minor components of p903Q4B contained an
internally deleted form of QSPT. A 2.2kb fragment was excised with Xho\ and Ssfl, this in
agreement with the loss of 0.2kb of QSPT DNA between its Sc/I site and anticlockwise terminus.
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Figure 6.4 - p903Qs of Category 3C
Plate A2/1a includes restriction digests of p903Q4B, plate A2/1e those of p903Q6A, and plate 6.2
(below) an example from p903Q4C.
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4) Multiple Component d903Qs of Category 1.
The XhdsQSPT+ type plasmids which were present in these profiles are illustrated in figure 6.5. In
each case the distances between the restriction sites of QSPT and those of plJ903 located
anticlockwise of it were the same, while distances on the clockwise side differed.

Figure 6.5 - Multiple Component
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of Category 1
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i) p903Q7C contained two plasmids. The major possessed deletion 7CA1, the minor 7CA2.
Restriction digests are included in plate A2/1a.
ii) p903Q17C also contained two plasmids, the major of which possessed a deletion of 3.7kb, while
the minor lacked a target deletion. BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\ digests differentiated these components clearly
and are illustrated in plate 6.2 below.
iii) p903Q27B contained at least four plasmids. The major lacked a target deletion while the three
minors exhibited deletions 27BA1, A2 and A3 (further components were present at very low
relative abundance, including those with 0g/ll(2)-inclusive target deletions). Restriction digests
of p903Q27B have been included in plate A2/1e.

1 38
Plate 6.2 - Multiple Components of p903Qs 17C and 4C
[plus p903Q32B of category 2, figure 6.2a]

lanes

Content

1, 2

p903Q17C BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\

3, 4

p903Q32B BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\

5

X H/ndlll (fragments sized)

6

piJ903 BglW (18.3, 7.5kb)

7, 8

p903Q4C BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\

The arrows indicate the fragments which were unique to the minor component of p903Q17C (figure
6.5) [retained Bgl\\(2); lanes 1 and 2 = native 7.5kb B g l\\(2)-B g l\\^ \)\ lane 2 = 2.6kb from
Bgl\\{2) to QSPT], and to the Xho\$QSPT+ type component of p903Q4C (figure 6.4) [lane 8 =
3.5kb from Bgl\\(2) to QSPT plus 2.4kb QSPT].
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6.2.3 An Overview of Sau3M Site Insertion p903Q Structural Instability in S.lividans.
The structural instability of QSPT was insertion site dependent; the deletion of one of its ends
being inherently associated with a concurrent deletion of target DNA which always included sequence
of the pBR327 region. One could therefore suggest that in vivo, some form of deletion generating
interaction occurred between the QSPT inserts and the resident pBR327 sequence to produce the
XfrolSQSPT■ from the X/ 7 0 ISQSPT+ plasmid type. The complete replacement of the unstable parental
plasmid by its deletion derivative(s) would have generated a category 2 profile, while the
components of the category 3C mixes were wholely compatible with incomplete replacement. Since
the XholsQSPT+ type (which represented the original transformant in at least those cases where a
target deletion was absent) was always of minor relative abundance in the category 3C mixes, and
was absent altogether from the category 2 profiles, these deletion events or their products were
highly favoured.
With regard to the deletion of QSPT sequence from the X/ 7 0 ISQSPT- type, it was unclear
whether the terminal deletions occurred to a common or to variable sites between H/ndlll and Bcl\
in different plasmids. As indicated below, with the exceptions of p903Q15D and p903Q20Ni the
QSPT limits (6.2.1) could be overlapped. Irrespective of these ambiguities, one may conclude that
the essential retention of aadA+ coding sequence under spc-inclusive selection did not determine the
extent of terminal deletion in at least p903Q20A, 32K, 17D and 27Q.

P903Q

QSPT Limits (kb)

P 9Q 3Q

flSPT Limits (kb)

20N

1.2 - 1.6

20H

1.7 - 2.3

20L

1.2 - 2.2

20A

1.8 - 2.3

15D

1.3 - 2.0

32K

1.9 - 2.3

12B

1.4 - 2.3

17D

2.1 - 2.3

27TA2

1.4 - 2.3

27Q

2.1 - 2.3

6B

1.5 - 2.2

1 a unique case in which QSPT was suggested (through the limitation placed upon Amax by the
retention of Bg/ll(2)) to be retained at less than 1.7kb; the value one could suggest from the
location of the aadA+ determinant in QSPT to be the minimum amount of QSPT DNA (in either
orientation) which had to be retained without the loss of spc resistance ( aadA determinant coding
sequence and expression signal locational data are given in the references cited in 4.1.6). The actual
extents of aadA+ deletion which are permissible without losing spc resistance are not known
however.
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With regard to the deletion of plJ903 DNA from the Xho\sQ.SPT- types, a Psfl(32) 'pivot' was
in evidence. While target deletions extended clockwise from the deleted terminus of all QSPT inserts
located anticlockwise of Pst\{32), they extended anticlockwise from the deleted terminus of all
QSPT inserts located clockwise. These target deletions evidently extended from the QSPT insertion
site close to, if not beyond the appropriate end of the pBR327 region. Many of the Amin-Amax
limits did not overlap. Although in vitro deletions may have contributed to this, the implication was
that variety existed in the end-points of the target deletions of different p903Qs irrespective of
any differences in their QSPT lengths.
A comparison between the category 3C parental X/?olsQSPT+ types and their X/7 0 ISQSPT*
instability derivatives indicated that the de novo generation or extension of the target deletions
accompanied the QSPT terminal deletion events. However, the p903Qs of figure 6.5 indicated that
the progressive and therefore in vivo deletion of pBR327 DNA could also occur in the absence of
QSPT terminal deletions; the fact that the parental form of p903Q27B was dominant over its target
DNA deletion derivatives was somewhat consistent with the fact that deletional instability
accompanied only some inserts within pdIC (5.4.3). Whether such in vivo events were responsible
for the target deletions exhibited by the X/7olsQSPT+ plasmids of figure 5.2 is difficult to say. On the
basis that Sau3A\ sites (figure 2.4) would delineate both of the end-points of an in vitro deletion,
one may suggest that the target deletion in p903Q200 could have been derived wholely in vitro,
while that in p903Q17E could not. Interestingly, irrespective of which end of their associated
target deletions the QSPT inserts of figure 5.2 are placed, compatibility with the Psfl(32) pivot is
exhibited.
Despite having been subjected to three successive platings under spc-inclusive selection
(5.2.2), the Spcs Xho\* type was a common component of these plasmid profiles. Most evidently, all
the p903Qs which contained plasmids with characterised (figure 5.5) and indeed putative target
duplications (figure 5.6) also contained an Xho\R component. One could suggest that in these cases
the Xho\R type may have arisen through homologous recombination between the region duplicated
and its tandem duplicate. This would have resulted in the irreversible loss of QSPT as the
intervening sequence, overcoming any mutagenic effects of the QSPT insert and giving rise to Spcs
segregants. Since SCP2* has a unit or at least close to unit copy number, a partition function and
exhibits self-incompatibility (Lydiate, 1984, as cited in Hopwood e ta i., 1986a), it seems likely
that in situations where plasmid heterogeneity arose in vivo, the parental plasmids and their
derivatives would segregate rapidly into separate mycelial compartments and then spores. A single
spore to spore cycle may therefore have been sufficient to separate the parental p903Q plasmids
from their resolution products, and indeed in vivo deletion derivatives. The presence of the Xhctf*
type may therefore have been a reflection of its continuous arisal, the selection for spc resistance
serving to maintain QSPT+ plasmids through each generation.
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6.3

Further

O bservations

of

p903Q

Structural

In s tab ility.

Further observations of structural instability, including those made from predefined and clonal
p903Qs, complemented and advanced upon the deductions made above. It is however most
appropriate to begin with the effect of successive subcultivation upon p903Q27J, one of the Sat/3Al
site QSPT insertion plasmids isolated from S.lividans.

6.3.1 The Effect of Successive Subcultivation Upon P903Q27J.
The XholsQSPT+ component of p903Q27J (figure 5.6) represented the only plasmid observed
to contain an QSPT insert within the instability zone (as judged from the plasmids of figures 6.2 to
6.5 compared to those of 5.2 to 5.6) without pBR327 and QSPT sequence deletions. p903Q27J also
contained the X/?olR type at high relative abundance. Successive subcultivation under different
antibiotic selections could thereby assess both the structural stability of the XA?ols QSPT+ minor
component and perhaps clarify as to why the Xho\R major was present despite the selection for spc
resistance.

6.3.1.1 Method.
The p903Q27J ThioR>SpcR spore prep was independently plated (R2YE; plasmid-free
controls) through three successive generations under thio (passes A T *B T *C T ), spc (passes A S *
B S *C S ) and thio+spc (passes A S T * B S T *C S T ) selection, and through two generations without
selection (passes A N S *B N S )1. The spore preparations made from each of these eleven platings were
then used to establish their pock phenotypes (in TK64 lawns) and antibiotic resistance statuses (by
the replica plating of pock plates and of colonies grown from spores plated on to non-selective
media), and to inoculate cultures for the isolation of plasmids (method B; selection by thio in
keeping with standard procedure). Restriction analysis was undertaken using the standard set of
enzymes (3.8.6; including Bcl\ and Bcl\+Xho\) plus variously EcoRV, Sph\, Sph\+Xho\ and
Bgr/ll+Pvi/ll.

The normal pock status of p903Q27J was retained throughout. The changes in antibiotic resistance
status and plasmid profile which occurred during these subcultivations are described below.

1as an incidental point of interest, the copious production of
achn*rfc0*f,n
accompanied spc
selection, while production was at a markedly reduced level on thio+spc plates and absent from thio
plates. A similar effect was also observed in YEME cultures.
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6.3.1.2 Changes in the Antibiotic Resistance Status of p903Q27J.
a) All passes upon thio (plate 6.3a) and in the absence of selection yielded spore preps which
exhibited a ThioR/SpcS status (the odd one or two SpcR colonies were typically present on AT). Even
a single pass in the absence of spc selection had therefore resulted in the loss of effectively all of the
SpcR spores.

b) The first pass upon spc or thio+spc (plate 6.3b) did not remove all of the SpcS spores (in
contrast to the plasmid-free controls). Instead, in both cases the relative abundance of ThioRSpcRto
ThioRSpcS spores was increased from the c.30% of the original p903Q27J spore prep to c.55%.
Further passes altered this ThioR>SpcR status to ThioR=SpcR, all SpcS spores having now been
removed.

The replica plating of colonies grown from non-selectively plated spores yielded the same
antibiotic resistance statuses as their corresponding pock plates. There was evidence of
segregational instability however. Colonies which did not replica plate to selective media were in
evidence in the original p903Q27J prep at c.30% (as compared to the plJ903 spore preps which
contained, in test-sized samples, only pock-forming ThioRSpcS spores; likewise for the BamHI(1)
insertion p903Qs 7/7 and 9/5 in terms of ThioRSpcR spores). In ANS only c.25% of the spores
retained ThioR plasmids; the results from BNS were less clear but suggested, in fact, the absence of
plasmid-free spores. This may relate to the fact that the £2SPT insert of p903Q27J lies close to
Bgl\\(2), the insertion into which has previously been associated with the induction of at least some
degree of segregational instability (as noted with figure 2.2).
Segregational instability was also suggested from observations made during attempts to
establish the effect of an additional thio pass (+T) upon CS and CST. Replicas of the pocks formed by
CS+T and CST+T grew very poorly on the spc plates suggesting that aadA+ had been adversely
affected. In marked contrast to CS and CST where the numbers were approximately equal, CS+T and
CST+T spores plated on to non-selective media yielded c.15 times as many colonies as when
equivalent aliquots were plated on thio, spc or thio+spc plates. The additional thio pass had
therefore resulted in the loss of plasmids from more than 90% of the spores plated. The possibility
that deletions had been generated in the segregational stability region could not be explored because
these preps failed to grow in liquid culture (under thio selection).

Plate 6.3a - The Effect of Successive

Subcultivation

Under Thio Selection

Upon the Ant ibi ot i c

Resistance

Status

of P 9 0 3 0 2 7 J

E late 6.50 - Ih,g Effect of Successive

Subcultivation

Under Thio+Spc Selection

Upon the Ant ibi ot i c

Resistance

Status

of P903Q27J

\w*** #;#.«****?

* ** s

*
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6.3.1.3 Changes in the Plasmid Profile of p903Q27J.
As described below, restriction analysis revealed that the changes in the antibiotic resistance status
of p903£227J described above correlated with changes in plasmid profile which were more complex
than the simple removal versus retention of one or other of the two original plasmid components.
X h o I digests (plate 6.4) provide a good initial illustration of this. PvuW, Pvu\\+Xho\ digests are
given subsequently (plate 6.5) to illustrate the individual plasmids present.

P lat e 6-4 - P903Q27J

Subcultivation

Plasmid

Profiles

Digested With

Xho\

Results from the NS passes (not illustrated) were the same as those from the T passes.

lin ea r / lin ea rise d

P IJ 9 0 3

excised
OSPT

Lanes

Content

Lanes

Content

u.d. / Xho\

u.d. / Xho\
2 / 3

AT

12 / 13

CS

4 / 5

BT

14 / 15

AST

6 / 7

CT

16 / 17

BST

8 / 9

AS

18 / 19

CST

10 / 11

BS

u.d. = undigested. Lanes 1 and 20 contain X Hinti\\\ (fragments sized)
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a) Alterations to Attain the ThioR=SpcRStatus in Spc-lnclusive Passes.
A substantial proportion of the Spcs Xho\R component was removed from AS and AST (plate
6.4, lanes 9 and 15), and removed altogether from subsequent passes (lanes 11 and 13, 17 and
19). As well as the residual Xho\n type, AS and AST also contained the original p903Q27J
Xho\sQSPT+ minor component in trace amounts, but this too was lost from subsequent passes.
Attainment of the ThioR=SpcR status in BS and BST, as maintained in CS and CST, was in fact
due to the development of a category 3C profile consisting of an Xho\sQSPT- type major component
(the major component in the AS and AST passes too) and a novel Xho\s QSPT+ type minor component,
neither of which was detectably present in the original p903£227J plasmid profile. These
components were of the structures represented in figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6 - The Novel p903Q27J S and ST Pass Major and Minor
Plasmid Components

D istances from
Pvull s ite 2 6 (previously 4.8kb to X/iol)
S c/I s ite 30 (previously 5.2kb to OSPT
In tern a l Sc/I s ite , 3.9kb to X/10I)
w ere accounted by smears ra th e r than
d is c re te bands

D istances from
Sstl s ite 5 (4.7kb to S s tl)
Pvull s ite 9 (6.4kb to Xho\)
S c/I s ite 6 (6.7kb to OSPT In ternal
Sc/I s ite , 5.6kb to Xhol) w ere as In
the o rig inal p 9 0 3 0 2 7 J m inor
component In the novel m ajo r
and m inor components
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b) Alterations to Attain the ThioR/SpcS Status in Spc-Exclusive Passes.
The ability to excise QSPT as a 2.4kb fragment was lost upon the first thio (plate 6.4, lane
2) or non-selective pass. Despite this and the loss of spc resistance, a degree of Xho\ sensitivity
was retained and indeed maintained in relative concentration throughout (compare the concentration
of the full length linear plJ903 fragment in lanes 2 and 3, 4 and 5, and 6 and 7). This Spcs
X/7olsQSPT- type minor component was of the structure represented in figure 6.7.
The X h o lR type present in the original p903Q27J profile was retained at high relative
abundance throughout. It possessed the same restriction pattern as plJ903, this by all the standard
digests including Bcl\, plus Sph\, EcoRV and Pvu\\+Bgl\\.

Fioure 6.7 -The Novel P903Q27J T and NS Pass Minor Plasmid Component
The loss of EcoRV(36) and Psfl(32) of the pBR327 region was implied but difficult to establish
with certainty because of the intensity of the native fragments produced from the XholR component.

D eletion a t the pBR327

D istances from
a n tic lo ck w is e s ite s
could not be accounted,
smears were e ith e r absent
here or too fa in t to detect

proxim al term inus Involved
the loss of a ll po lylln ker
s ite s , the In ternal H f/idlll
s ite , and the c en tra l fle/l
s ite . Sph\ was retained.
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Plate

6:5 - PvuW. P v u \ \ + Xho \

Digests of the p903Q27J Original and

Subcultivatio n

Lanes

Plasmid

Profiles

Lanes

Content

Content

Pvull / P vul I+ X / 7 0 I

PvuW / Pvu\\+Xho\
2 / 3

p903Q27J original

13/14

BS

4 / 5

AT

15/16

CS

6 / 7

BT

18/19

AST

8 / 9

CT

20 / 21

BST

11 / 12

4S

22 / 23

CST

Lanes 10 + 17 contain X H/'ndlll (3.9.2), 1 + 24 plJ903 digested with Pvull (1.8, 11.3, 12.5kb).

Relevant Points, (interpretation aided by figure 6.8 below)
a) in the original p903Q27J profile

(digestion incomplete), the

native piJ903 fragments

predominate. PvuW+Xho\ fragments derived from the Xho\sQSPJ+ minor component comprise 4.9kb
[Pvull(26) clockwise to QSPT] and 6.3kb; the 2.4kb X/7ol-excised QSPT fragment is present at an
equivalent relative abundance.
b) in AS and AST the 11.3kb Pvull fragment [Pvull(26) to Pvull(9)] from the residual X h o lR type
can just be distinguished, as can the 4.9kb fragment from the original X h o I SQSPT+

minor

component. All S and ST pass profiles exhibit the 12.5kb Pvull fragment of piJ903 with a smeared
band of less than 11.3kb. The addition of Xho\ generated from this the 6.3kb fragment, the QSPT
fragment excised from the novel minor, and the smears suggested to reveal variation in the distance

from Pvull (26) clockwise to the retained QSPT Xhol site of at least the X / 7 0 ISQ SPT- major; this
distance could not be accounted otherwise in the minor component either. Faint smears were
detected in Bcl\ digests; these were resistant to Xho\ and revealed variation in the distance from
Bc/I(30) clockwise to the internal Sc/I site of QSPT. Variation in the distance from Ssfl(21)
clockwise to the retained QSPT Ssf\ site was also indicated.
iii) in the thio passes, native plJ903 fragments predominate. The 6.3kb Pvu\\+Xho\ fragment was
generated from the novel Xho\s minor component without the excision of QSPT. There are no
fragments visible which could account the distance clockwise from Pvull(26) in this plasmid. The
development of a c.8kb Xho\ resistant Pvull fragment can be seen. This was derived from the same
source as a 5.9kb Xho\ resistant Sc/I fragment indicative of the loss of c.3kb between Sc/I(30) and
Sc/I(6), and Xho\ resistant Sphl fragments indicative of the loss of the QSPT Sph\ site from the
novel minor component and the deletion of c.3kb between Sph\(27) and Sph\(4). Additional large
bands in Sstl digests were also consistent with these observations; heterogeneity in the Xhd
resistant plasmids of BT and CT can be seen in plate 6.4. Extended deletion in the novel minor
component, inclusive of its QSPT DNA (Xhol, Ssfl and Sphl sites lost) and at least some DNA from
the segregational stability region (by the loss of Bgl\\(2)), was therefore indicated.

Figure 6.8 - Data Relevant to the Interpretation of Plate 6.5

Jr

^

Minor
original OSPT
Insertion site
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6.3.1.4 Summary and Implications.
The observations described above provide a graphic example of the structural instability
associated with QSPT, as reflected in changes in plasmid profile and antibiotic resistance status. It
should be stated however that since p903Q27J represented a special case (6.3.1), this may not be
representative of how other p903Qs would have behaved under the same circumstances.
The minor component of p903Q27J (figure 5.6) originally possessed neither QSPT nor
pBR327 deletions. The ThioR/SpcS status of the spc-exclusive passes was attained through the
replacement of this SpcR minor component by its deletion derivative(s). Likewise, although this
minor component was retained for one pass, the novel products of its deletional instability which
replaced it were responsible for the ThioR=SpcR status attained in the spc-inclusive passes.
Therefore, rather than being a unique example of a stable plasmid with an insert within the
instability zone (6.3.1), the original minor component of p903Q27J was in fact inherently
unstable.
With further regard to the observations and deductions of section 6.2 above, the generation of
the X/7olsQSPT- type as the major component from the X/7 0 ISQSPT+ was demonstrated under spcinclusive selection. An XfrolsQSPT+ type derivative from which pBR327 DNA had evidently been
deleted was also generated and retained at minor abundance. The deletion of QSPT DNA was therefore
a highly favoured but not essential event to the in vivo deletion of pBR327 sequence under spcinclusive selection. Taking into account the minor component of the T and NS passes, the deletion of
plJ903 DNA from the QSPT insertion site into the pBR327 region therefore occurred in all the
derivatives of the original p903Q27J minor component irrespective of the selection applied,
qualitative and quantitative deletion in QSPT, and the fact that the QSPT insertion site was outside
of the pBR327 region.
The Spcs X/7olR type remained structurally stable in the absence of selection. It was removed
with the same proficiency under thio+spc as spc selection. With regard to the comments at the end
of 6.2.3, the reduction in the relative abundance of ThioR spores by only 25% after the first pass,
and then by 45% to zero after the second pass, may have been indicative of the arisal of the X7?olR
type during the first counter-selective pass.
The generation of smears under spc-inclusive selection was novel. These were likely to
represent the products of progressive deletion events which could have involved variation in the
extents of deletion from both QSPT and pBR327. The maintenance of the same smear pattern in
successive spc-inclusive passes (plate 6.5; lanes 14 and 16, 21 and 23) suggested that the
plasmids which contributed fragments to these smears were structurally stable; if these varied in
the extent of their QSPT terminal deletions then a progression towards a common point limited by
aadA+ was not in evidence. Having said this, the implication from a comparison of the S and ST pass
major component (figure 6.6) with the T and NS pass minor component (figure 6.7) was that the
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selection by spc may have served to limit the extent(s) of the terminal deletions in these smear
components to locations between the end of QSPT closest to pBR327 and the start of essential aadA+
sequence. The loss of aadA+ sequence (deleted to somewhere between its central Bc!\ site and the Sph\
site distal to pBR327) to spc sensitivity upon a single pass in the absence of spc selection indicated
that this was a highly favoured event. Furthermore, the evidence suggested that plasmids arose from
which even this QSPT DNA had been deleted. These observations as a whole support the conclusion
from the S.lividans p903Qs illustrated in section 6.2.2 that multiple and progressive deletion
events were occuring in vivo.
Although inherently unstable under thio selection on solid media, the original p903Q27J
plasmid profile (and indeed the profiles of the S and ST passes) was evidently stable in liquid media.
Repeated isolations from the original p903Q27J spore prep yielded the same X/?olR major and
XfoolsQSPT+ minor components (where established, all other repeated p903Q plasmid preparations
yielded plasmids of the same structure as before). One explanation for this is that the structural
alterations described above occurred during conjugation (T. Kieser, personal communication);
conjugal transfer occurs extensively on solid media but is minimal or non-existent in liquid
culture (Xiao Jie and T. Kieser, personal communication). It may be of relevance to note however
that amplified sequences in the chromosome of Streptomyces achromogenes have also been observed
to be stable in liquid culture as opposed to on solid media (Hornemann et at., 1989).
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6.3.2

The Structural Instability in S .liv id a n s of d903Qs From E .c o li.

6.3.2.1

Strategy.

The structural stability in E.coli, and subsequent instability in S.lividans of the plasmids described
below provided the opportunity to characterise in vivo deletion events in predefined and clonal
constructs, a strategy divorced from the influences of undefined in vitro deletion, ligation product
variety and multiple transformation events, factors which were of possible contribution to
structural alterations and mixed plasmid profiles when ligation mixes were used for the protoplast
transformation (as had been the case for the plasmids described in 6.2.2, and for p903Q27J).

6.3.2.2

The Structural Stability of p903Qs in E.coli.

A multitude of BamHI(1) QSPT insertion derivatives had been generated in E.coli JM107
during the QSPT to plJ903

ligation testing (3.8.3).

Plasmids from fifty AmpRSpcRStrR

transformants had been isolated and analysed, originally to establish whether there was any bias in
the orientation of QSPT inserts (both orientations were represented without obvious bias). Despite
the proximity of their QSPT inserts to the pBR327 region, not one of these constructs exhibited
either QSPT terminal or pBR327 sequence deletions in E.coli. This applied despite the fact that amp
alone was used for selection on the transformation plates (3.8.3). The construction of the Sau3AI
site insertion p903Qs E/5 and E/11 has been described in 5.5; these too were stable in E.coli
JM107 despite the proximity of their QSPT inserts to the pBR327 region (figure 5.7).
Multi-copy QSPT insertions were recovered in BamHI(1) and Ssfl(21) when QSPT was not
dephosphorylated. These always occurred in tandem despite the expected resolution of such inserts
(2.4kb direct repeats) in the recA proficient JM107. p903QE/5 also possessed two QSPT inserts
in tandem.

With the intention of using them as double-strand sequencing templates, p903Qs 7/7 and
9/5 (figure 4.7) had been transformed into S.lividans, subjected to two successive thio+spc passes
and isolated. p903Q7/2, a B am Hl(1) insertion construct equivalent to p903Q7/7 but with a
second QSPT insert in tandem, had also been transformed into S.lividans for a different purpose and
processed in the same way. p903QE/5 and E/11 had been transformed into S.lividans and processed
with those described in 5.5, as had the QSPT excision derivatives p903QE/11X and p903Q7/2X.

6.3.2.3 Analysis of Plasmids Isolated From S.lividans.
All these plasmids formed normal pocks in TK64 lawns. p903QE/11X and p903Q7/2X were
of ThioR/Spcs status as expected, the rest of ThioR=SpcR. p903QE/11X and p903Q7/2X were of MFstatus; their plasmids were of the structure predicted after QSPT had been excised with Xho\
(plates A2/3, appendix 2), retaining their pBR327 sequence. The remaining plasmids were found
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to have undergone structural rearrangements which resulted in the MF+ profiles described below
(their analysis was by all the standard digests including Sc/I and Bcl\+Xho\, plus Sph\, Sph\+Xho\,
Kpn\, Kpn\+Bgl\\, Bgl\\+Pvu\\t Dra\, SamHI, EcoRV and EcoRV+Xftol; the abundance of unmapped
Bgl\ and Pvu\ sites within plJ903 prevented deductions as to the loss or retention of these sites
from QSPT).

a) Minpr.CompongntsThe unaltered starting plasmid formed the X/?olsQSPT+ minor component of the p903Q7/7,
9/5 and E/11 profiles. This indicated that they could replicate in S.lividans.
The minor component of p903Q7/2 and one of the two minors of p903QE/5 retained only one
of the two QSPT inserts which were originally present at their insertion sites; they were
otherwise unaltered from E.coli. The second minor component in p903QE/5 constituted a putative1
X/?olR type which most indicatively produced native Xho\ resistant 6.7kb EcoRV (figure 2.4, site 36
clockwise to 8) and 9.9kb Psfl (site 32 clockwise to 16) fragments across the original QSPT
insertion site.

b) Maior Components.
Each of the five MF+ profiles contained an X/?ols QSPT* major component of the same basic
structure as that of the p903Q27J S and ST passes (figure 6.6; with due account here for the
different QSPT insert orientations and insertion sites). As before, the end of QSPT closest to
pBR327 was deleted; shown here to be independent of the orientation of QSPT with regard to the T7
and SP6 promoters. The Oral site of QSPT (figure 4.1) closest to the pBR327 region was shown to
be included within these terminal deletions; by their concentration relative to QSPT excised by Xho\
and Sst\, the 2kb Hin6\\\ and Dra\ fragments were only produced from the minors above.
Having said this, only the BamHI(1) insertion constructs exhibited the smears observed for
p903Q27J (6.3.1.3). The Sau3A\ site insertion constructs were novel in that distances across
their pBR327 region were represented not by smears, but by a number of discrete fragments over
an approximately equivalent size range. The comments below initially concern the Ba/77HI(1)
insertion constructs; plate 6.6 and the accompanying notes illustrate the plasmids present in these
profiles. Deductions made from p903Q7/2 and 7/7 concerning the nature of the in vivo deletion
events in smear formation are then furthered by deductions made from the discrete fragments of
p903QE/5 and E/11.

1 since, as with all these profiles, the minors of p903QE/5 retained their pBR327 sequence while
the major(s) had lost bla (A > Psfl(32)), profile transformation into E.coli with selection by amp
may well have enabled the analysis of the putative X/7olR type in isolation.
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P la ts. 6,6 - Example

Digests

of P903Q7/7

[example digests of p903Q7/2 are included in plates 6.8]

Lanes

Content

1, 2, 3

X Hind\\\ (fragments sized), p903Q7/7 EcoRV, EcoRV+Xfrol

4, 5, 6, 7

X Hin6\\\, plJ903 PvuW (1.8, 11.3, 12.5kb), p903Q7/7 Xho\, Xho\ + Pvu\\

8, 10

p903Q7/7 Sc/I (fragments sized)

9, 11

p903Q7/7 Bcl\+Xho\ (fragments sized)

Relevant Points, (interpretation aided by figure 6.9 below)
The EcoRV digests illustrate the loss of the pBR327 EcoRV(36) site from the major
component and its retention in the minor to produce a fragment of 9.1 kb [single 2.4kb QSPT insert
within the 6.7kb EcoRV(36) to EcoRV(8) fragment]. Xho\ excised a 6.5kb fragment from both
components [EcoRV(8) anticlockwise to QSPT], with QSPT excision from the minor to correct
relative concentration.
As had been observed for the novel p903Q27J S and ST pass plasmids, distances clockwise
from P v u ll(26), Ec/I(30) and Ssfl(21) to the retained QSPT sites could only be accounted in the
p903Q7/2, 7/7 and 9/5 X h o i SQSPT- components by smears. These were also exhibited for
distances clockwise from S p h l(27) (below) and Kp n^ W) . The Pvu\\+Xho\ digest of p903Q7/7
above illustrates the retention of the 6.7kb fragment produced in E.coli [Pvu\\(9) anticlockwise to
QSPT in Bam H I(1)], and the replacement in S. li vid a ns of the 4.5kb fragment [ Pv ul l ( 26)
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clockwise to QSPT] by the smear (the enhanced smear intensity at 4.5kb was at least in part due to
the fragment from the unaltered minor component). The derivation of these smears across the
pBR327 region was further supported by their elevation in size in Pvu\\+Bgl\\ digests (plate 6.8b;
see also figure 6.11).

Figure 6.9 - Data Relevant to the Interpretation of Plate 6.6

PBR327

deletion
> Pstl
(32)

varlabi,

rcoRV (36)

5.9kb to OSPT Xho\
7.2kb to OSPT Bcl\

rcoftv (8)
l.06kb

The Bel I digests illustrate the 7.2kb fragment (clearer in lane 10) produced from both
components [cut by Xho\ into its 5.9kb and 1.25kb constituents], and the 4.7kb fragment which
accounted the distance from Bc/I(30) clockwise to the Sc/I site of QSPT in the minor [cut by Xho\
into faint 3.6kb [Bc/I(30) to BamHI(1)] and 1.12kb fragments. As was the case with p903Q27J,
the smears present in these Bc/I and Bcl\+Xho\ digests were very faint.

The suggestion was made in section 6.3.1.4 that variation in the extent of QSPT terminal
deletions may have contributed to the smears formed by the p903Q27J S and ST pass components.
Evidence for such variation came from the observation that the Xho\sQSPT- type of p903Q7/2 and
7/7 appeared to be made up of subcomponents distinguishable on the basis of their retention or loss
of the Sph\ site of QSPT (distal to the pBR327 region in p903Q9/5). This is best explained from
the Sph\ and Sph\+Xho\ digests themselves, as illustrated for p903Q7/7 in plate 6.7 below and for
p903Q7/2 in plate 6.8b.
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Plate 6.7 - S o h \ and S o h \+ X h o \

Digests of P903Q7/7

Digests of three independent p903Q7/7 plasmid preps are shown1. Native (as piJ903) SphI
fragments are sized.

Lanes

Content

1

X HintilU (fragments sized)

2, 4, 6

p903Q7/7 $ph\

3, 5, 7

p903Q7/7 Sph\+Xho\

As clarified in figure 6.10 below, certain subcomponents of the Xho\s QSPT- type appeared to
have lost their QSPT Sph\ site and were therefore terminally deleted to somewhere between Sph\
(AQSPT > 0.4kb) and Sc/I (AQSPT < 1.12kb). The ThioR=SpcR status implied that these deletions
were exclusive of essential aadA+ sequence in at ieast the majority of these plasmids1.
Other subcomponents of the X/7olsQSPT- type appeared to retain their QSPT Sph\ site and
were therefore terminally deleted to somewhere between Dral (AQSPT > 0.1 kb) and Sph\ (AQSPT
< 0.4kb). Although difficult to distinguish from the general background, vague smearing additional
to the c.7-9kb smear can be seen in the Sph\ lanes. This may have accounted distances across the
pBR327 region (from Sph\{27) to QSPT Sph\) of some of these subcomponents. Others, probably
the majority, were still likely to be unaccounted in this distance.

1the three pairs of digests of plate 6.7 were in fact of plasmids isolated from thio, spc, and thio+spc
cultures. The complex plasmid profile of p903Q7/7 was not therefore noticibly affected by the
selection applied during culture growth, the implication being a lack of any significant
representation of Spcs plasmids from which essential aadA+ sequence had been deleted. In relation to
the comments at the end of 6.3.1.4, three thio, three spc and three thio+spc cultures all yielded the
same plasmid profiles.
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Figure. 6.10 - An Explanation of Plate 6.7

s ite retained In some plasmids
but deleted In others

Sph\ (2 7)

M ajor

Minor
6.7kb
6.9kb to OSPT
4.9kb to OSPT

Sph\ (22)
Sph\ (4 )

5.1 kb

Sph\ ( 18)

Sph\ ( 17)

fragments Indicative of
the retention of the
OSPT Sph\ s ite In majors
smear suggested to be
from Sph\(2 7 ) to Sph\(4)

6.7kb fragment w ith 6.9kb*
Sph\(4) to OSPT Sph\

6.7kb

5.1 kb

5.1 kb

4.8kb

4.8kb w ith 4.9kb Sph\(4) to OSPT Xhoi

4.3kb (3.9+0.4) of minor
component: Sph\(27) to
OSPT Sph\

—— — —
— — 3.9kb of minor component S ph\(27) to OSPT XhoI
---------------

smear suggested to be
from Sph\(27) to OSPT X7»ol

2.0kb* Internal OSPT Sph\ to Xho\
- more abundant than could be accounted from the
minor component alone, In su ffic ie n tly abundant to
account fo r a ll the major components
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As mentioned previously, p903QE/5 and E/11 produced a number of discrete fragments (at
least seven and five respectively) rather than smears. Those generated by Pvu\\+Xho\ are
illustrated in plate 6.8a with the more continuous smears of p903Q7/2. Plate 6.8a illustrates the
general theme that these smears and ladders were the product of the structural instability of those
piJ903 derivatives in which QSPT had been inserted close to the pBR327 region; the other
p903QEs included are those described in 5.5.

Plate 6.8a - PvuW and P v u \\+ X h o \

Digests of p903QEs and P903Q7/2

sm ears and
lad d e rs

Lanes

Content

Lanes

Content

PvuW / Pvu\\+Xho\

PvuW / Pvu\\+Xho\
1/ 2

E/4A

11 / 1 2

E/1 1

3 /4

E /5

1 5 /1 6

E /1 2

7/ 8

E /6

1 7 /1 8

p 9 0 3 Q 7 /2

9 / 10

E /7

Lanes 6 + 14 contain

X Hin6W\ (sized), 5 + 13 piJ903 digested with PvuW (1.8, 11.3, 12.5kb).

The discrete nature of these ladder fragments enabled more definitive digest to digest comparisons to
be made than was possible with the smears. If, in analogy with the smears, the discrete fragments
above were indicative of variation between Xho\s QSPT- type subcomponents in the distance from
PvuW(26) across the pBR327 region to the retained QSPT Xho\ site, one would expect them to be
represented in other digests in accordance with the predictions with figure 6.11 below.
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Figure 6.11 - Data Relevant to the Prediction of p903QE/5 and p903QE/11
Ladder Fragment Sizes

BamH\

( 1)

Sph\ (4 )

Relative to their size in Pvu\\+Xho\ digests;
a) elevation by 0.4kb in Pvu\\+Bgl\\ digests [Pvull(26) to Bgl\\(2); wholely inclusive of QSPT].
b) reduction by 2.25kb1 in both Sc/I and BcH+Xho\ digests [Bc/I(30) to the QSPT Sc/I site].
c) if the QSPT terminal deletion included its Sph\ site then elevation by 4.3kb in Sph\ digests
[Sph\(27) to Sph\(4)] and reduction by 0.6kb in Sph\+Xho\ [Sph\{27) to QSPT Xho\\.
d) if the QSPT terminal deletion was short of its Sph\ site then reduction by 2.6kbi in both Sph\
and Sph\+Xho\ digests [Sph\{27) to QSPT Sph\], the latter also producing the 2.0kb QSPT
fragment.

A variety of digests have been collected as plate 6.8b to illustrate the realisation of these
predictions, as explained in the subsequent text.

Suggested to be responsible for the vagueness of the Bel I and Bcl\+Xho\, and Sph\ (but not
S p h \+ X h o \) smears noted previously. For S p h \, their derivation from a distinguishable
subpopulation presented a further reason for their vagueness.
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Plate 6.8b - Realisation of the p903QE/5 and E/11

Fragment Size Predictions

Lanes

Content

Lanes

Content

1

X H /ndlll (sized)

7

X Hind\\\

2

E/5 Pvu\\ + Bgl\\

8, 9

E/5 Sc/I, Bcl\+Xho\

3

E/11 Pvu\\ + Bgl\\

10, 11

E/11 Bcl\, Bcl\+Xho\

4

X H /ndlll

12, 13

7/2 Sc/I, Sc/l+X/?ol

5

plJ903 Pvu\\ + Bg!\\

1 4 ,1 5 1

E/5 Sph\, Sph\+Xho\

6

7/7 P v u ll + B g /ll

16, 17

E/11 SpAil. SpAil+X/iol

18, 192

7/2 Sp/?l, Sph\+Xho\

20

X Hind\\\ (sized)

lan Xho\ resistant 8.9kb SphI fragment [Sph\(27) clockwise to Sp/?l(4); the largest and faint band
in lane 15] was consistent with the presence of a minor plasmid of the Xho\R type.
2although its smears were less continuous (and its minor component of even lower relative
abundance), p903Q7/2 gave effectively the same results regarding subcomponents as p903Q7/7
(plate 6.7, figure 6.10).

The elevation of the p903Q7/7 smear and the p903QE/5 and E/11 ladders in the Pvu\\+Bgl\\
digests (PvuW digestion is poor here) was not inconsistent with the predicted 0.4kb. Accordance of
the Bel I, Bcl\+X ho\, Sph\ and Sph\+X ho\ digests with the predictions is summarised below
(relevant fragments are arrowed in plate 6.8b; other faint ladder fragments can aiso be seen).
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a) Correlation of the five P903QE/11 fragments bv relative abundance and size (kb).
As far as could be established, all of the p903QE/11 ladder fragments were derived from plasmids
from which the QSPT Sph\ (but not Sc/I) site had been deleted. Indeed, one may deduce from the lack
of any obvious representation of a 6.9kb (see figure 6.10) Sph\ fragment (lane 16, plate 6.8b)
that any plasmids which retained QSPT Sph\ were at best very poorly represented in p903QE/11.

Pvu\\+Xho\

=

Sc/I and Bcl\+Xho\

=

Sph\+Xho\

=

Sp/7M

4 .5

2 .3

3.92

8 .8

4 .0

1.8

3 .4

8 .3

1.6

3 .2

8.1

1.0 (hidden)

2.6

7 .5

0 .8

2 .4

7 .3

3.8

(faintest)

3 .2
3.0

(brightest)

1although there were no obvious inconsistencies, the large Sph\ bands were difficult to distinguish
and have therefore given as of predicted rather than measured size (also the case for E/5 below).
2also derived from the X/7olsQSPT+ minor component.

b) Correlation of the seven P903QE/5 fragments by relative abundance and size (kbl.
Where deducible, retention of the QSPT internal Sc/I site was confirmed. The three smallest
Pvu\\+Xho\ fragments were derived from plasmids from which the QSPT Sph\ site had been deleted.
This was also the case for the plasmid from which the 4.5kb Pvu\\+Xho\ fragment had been derived;
a fragment which also appeared to have been derived from a further plasmid in which the QSPT
Sph\ site had been retained. QSPT terminal deletions were also exclusive of the Sph\ site in those
plasmids which produced the 4.3kb and 4.7kb (brightest) Pvu\\+Xho\ fragments. The presence of
these components retaining the Sph\ site of QSPT was in agreement with the production of the 6.9kb
Sph\ fragment (lane 14, plate 6.8b).

Bcl\ and Bcl\+Xho\

Sph\+Xho\

Sph\

2 .5

2.1

2.1

4 .5

2 .3

3 .9 V 1 .9

8 .8 /1 .9

4 .3

2.1 (hidden)

1.7

1 .7

3 .9

1.7

?

?

3 .6

1.4

3 .0

7 .9

3 .4

1.2 (too faint to see)

2.8

7 .7

3 .2

1.0 (hidden)

2.6

7 .5

Pvu\\+Xho\
4.7

=

(brightest)

1also derived from the X / 7 0 ISQSPT+ minor component.
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6 .3 .2 .4

S u m m a ry and Im plications.

Initially clonal Xho\s QSPT+ type plasmids containing QSPT inserts at the clockwise end of the
pBR327 region underwent similar structural alterations in S.lividans. They produced a category 3C
profile of the residual parental plasmid, with tandem QSPT inserts resolved, and its dominating
X/?olsQSPT- type instability derivatives. X/7olsQSPT+ types with pBR327 deletions were not
detected in these profiles; QSPT was excised at an equivalent relative abundance to (other)
fragments unique to the parental plasmids. That this deletional instability occurred through an
interaction between the QSPT inserts and the resident pBR327 sequence was supported by the
structural stability of constructs from which QSPT had been deleted in vitro to leave just its
polylinker sites at these otherwise unstable sites. Deletional instability was independent of the
orientation of QSPT inserts with respect to the T7 and SP6 promoters.
The smears and ladders respectively exhibited by the SamHI(1) and Sau3A\ site insertion
constructs were derived from subcomponents of the major X/?olsQSPT- type. These subcomponents
were likely to have been the products, stabilised (6.3.1.4) or otherwise, of progressive deletion
events. Variation in the deletions of QSPT DNA (previously accounted by the application of AminAmax) was likely to have contributed to smear and ladder formation; the larger p903QE/5 ladder
fragments were derived from plasmids which retained the Sph\ site of QSPT, the smaller fragments
from those from which it had been deleted. With regard to the deletion of plJ903 DNA, since the
p903Q7/2 and 7/7 Sph\+Xho\ smears and all the p903QE/11 ladder fragments were derived from
plasmids from which QSPT Sph\ had been deleted, and where therefore the permissible variation in
their terminal deletions could be suggested as only c.0.3kb (QSPT Sph\ site to aadA+ sequence),
variation in the deletion of pBR327 DNA anticlockwise of Psfl(32) must have contributed to the
smears and ladders of the size range observed. Size constraints indicated that at least some DNA of
the anticlockwise end of the pBR327 region was retained in at least the majority of the p903QE/5
components, and in all the p903QE/11 components.
Whatever the relative contributions made by the deletions from pBR327 and QSPT, the
generation of smears and ladders indicated that the deletion-generating interactions which occurred
between them did not depend upon extensive sequence homology.
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6.4

Discussion

of

P903Q

Structural

In stab ility.

As an initial generalisation, apart from the fact that these events occurred in a low copy
number plasmid as a significant point in itself, the structural instability of the p903£2s exhibited
fundamental similarities with the characteristics outlined in 6.1; their stability in E.coli and an
association between the occurrence and events of deletional instability in S.lividans with a
heterologous insert (&SPT) presenting the most evident points. As a means by which to introduce
the possible mechanisms of deletion, specific points of comparison are made with Lee et al.

(1986)

and Pigac et al. (1988) below. The duplication events described in 5.4.3.2 are considered
subsequently. Further explanations for the presence of the Xho\n type are given at the very end.

6.4.1

Deletional Instability.
Investigations into the deletional instability in S.lividans of plJ101derivatives pZG1 (Pigac

et a l.,\988; Tsai and Chen, 1987) and pWCL1 (Lee et al., 1986) revealed common themes. The
essential deduction in each case was that temporally progressive deletions occurred via a number of
discrete intermediates to yield structurally-stabilised end-products from which the heterologous
fragment had been predominately or completely removed. In the case of pWCL1, some form of
interaction specifically between pUC12 and the resident mel sequence into which it had been
inserted was implicated, the smallest member of its discrete deletion derivative series having
attained stability through the loss of the entire pUC12 insert and all of the flanking mel sequences;
the prior removal of pUC12 from pWCL1 also stabilised the plasmid. The deletions from pZG1 were
predominately confined to within the

DNA of the heterologous insert itself, the smallest and

stabilised derivatives having lost most, although rarely all of the pBR322

insert.

One may propose that the deletion events in the p903Qs were on the whole consistent with the
general theme of a progressive deletion of the heterologous DNA. The generation of the deletions
through an interaction between the QSPT inserts and the resident pBR327 sequence was essentially
analogous to the situation in pWCL1. A fundamental difference did however exist in that no means
was provided in either pWCL1 or pZG1 for the selection of the heterologous insert in S.lividans.
Events upon the subcultivation of p903Q27J in the absence rather than presence of spc selection
thereby more closely resembled those in pWCL1. It is also worth noting in relation to the category
3C mixes described in 6.2 and 6.3.2, and to the spc-inclusive pass profiles of p903Q27J, that
parental pWCL1 and pZG1 were initially present in the plasmid profiles of transformants, but both
inherently underwent deletions upon their subcultivation.
On the basis of derivative variety, Pigac et al. (1988) suggested that the pZG1 deletions were
generated through illegitimate rather than homologous recombination events. The same conclusion
was drawn by Lee etal. (1986), there being no extensive sequence homologies in the region of the
deletions. Since this was also the conclusion from the observations of p903£2 instability described
above, the discussion below concerns the mechanisms of illegitimate recombination. These have
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necessarily been drawn from investigations undertaken in E.coli, where such recA-independent
spontaneous deletion events typically occur at very much lower frequencies (often by a factor of
106 plus), and in Bacillus, where the deletion of heterologous fragments from plasmids has been
shown to occur at high frequency in the absence of extensive sequence homology.

a) Replication Errors.
Models have been proposed which explain spontaneous deletion events through errors in
plasmid replication. The basic theme is that intra and interstrand associations in ssDNA at the
replication fork result in a faliure to copy part of the template. The frequently invoked slippedmispairing model as described by Albertini et al. (1982) is illustrated in figure 6.12; this was
proposed on the basis that the end-points of spontaneous deletions have been found to occur
frequently in short directly repeated sequences (typically 4 to <20bp).
Inverted repeats have also been associated with deletion end-points in E.coli (Glickman and
Ripley, 1984; Schaaper et al., 1986) and B.subtilis (Hahn and Dubnau, 1985; Peeters et al.,
1988). These repeats may mediate the formation of hairpin secondary structures in the ssDNA at
the replication fork, the enzymatic excision (see b below) or misreading of which would result in
the deletion of the DNA between them. As illustrated in figure 6.12, inverted repeats may also act cc
operatively with direct repeats. The stimulatory effect of inverted repeats upon the spontaneous
deletion of sequence between direct repeats has been demonstrated in both B.subtilis (Peeters et al.,
1988) and E.coli (DasGupta et al., 1987; Weston-Hafer and Berg, 1989a; 1989b; 1991); in the
latter case through the analysis of reversions resulting from the spontaneous deletion of
palindromic sequences inserted between selected examples of the many short direct repeats known
to be associated with spontaneous deletions from the bla sequence of pBR322.

b) Break-Join Mechanisms.(summarised from Glickman and Ripley, 1984; DasGupta et al., 1987)
Secondary structures may constitute substrates for conformation specific nucleases
responsible for the removal of aberrant DNA structures as a part of the host's repair system. Such
secondary structures may be extruded from negatively-supercoiled double-stranded DNA, and
thereby can arise independently of plasmid replication. Several investigations have associated
spontaneous deletion events with sites or sequences known to constitute targets for specific cut-andjoin enzymes. Peijnenburg et al. (1988) characterised 46 different spontaneous deletions (0.12 to
5.3kb) in a Bacillus subtilis plasmid. The deletion end-points commonly occurred at AAA or TTT
sequences located within the potential intrastrand stem-loop secondary structures of a
transcriptional and translational regulatory region. Conformation specific cleavage was proposed,
there being evidence to suggest that AAA and TTT constitute preferred cleavage sites for DNA
topoisomerases.
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Figure 6 . 1 2 - The Slipped-Mispairinq Model of Spontaneous Deletion
Adapted from Albertini et al. (1982). A and B represent direct repeats, A' and B' their respective
complements.
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The essential question at this point is whether these illegitimate recombination mechanisms
could explain the deletion events in the p903Qs in S.lividans. Although one cannot assume that
deletional instability would only have occurred with ftSPT as the heterologous fragment, it is
attractive to suggest an association with the particular structure of QSPT itself given the presence
of both inverted and direct repeats (figure 6.13).
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Figure 6.13 - Components of QSPT With Potential for Secondary Structure Formation
The 32bp polylinkers (PL) and more particularly the 124bp subterminal T4 sequences constitute
known inverted repeats. The stems of the T4 transcriptional terminators constitute known short
inverted repeats within, and direct repeats between, each 124bp T4 sequence. The 155bp terminal
inverted repeats (slightly longer T4 sequences running into symmetrical polylinkers) of the £2
interposon have been demonstrated to mediate hairpin formation, with aadA+ as the loop, in ssDNA
in vitro (Prentki and Krisch, 1984).

H/ndlll
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Bcl\
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The presence of numerous short direct repeats within bla (which is also present in pZG1, pWCL1,
pVE3 and pWOR109, 6.1) has been mentioned above. Regions within pBR327 likely to form
secondary structures in vivo include ori (as illustrated in Winnacker, 1987) and the region
around the divergent bla and tet promoters (figure 2.4).

The evidence (e.g. the insertion site dependency of terminal deletion) suggests that any
sequence associations wholey within QSPT were not responsible for generating the A77olsQSPTtype; nor were such terminal deletion events reported for Q interposon insertion derivatives of
pSAM2 in S.lividans (Smokvina et al., 1991). Although an interesting point, an association with the
fact that the T4 inverted repeats are AT rich (68%) and contain many AAA and TTT sequences
(figure 4.5) is therefore unlikely. At least in theory however, wholely intra-QSPT events could
have provided a means to the complete deletion of QSPT and thereby the X/?olR type. The formation of
a secondary structure which included all of QSPT was perhaps more likely if it had been inserted
between direct repeats, themselves sufficiently close such that the resulting co-operative target
deletions were not detected by restriction mapping. This would not in fact be dissimilar in size
terms to the reversion systems described by Weston-Hafer and Berg (1989a; 1989b), nor in
qualitative terms to precise (transposase and recA-independent) transposon excision (e.g. of Tn5,
Egner and Berg, 1981; Collins et al., 1982; Peeters et al., 1988, in B.subtilis on a shuttle
plasmid).
One may speculate that the Xho\sQ.SPT- type resulted from illegitimate associations between
short direct and/or inverted repeats within QSPT and the pBR327 region. The loss of sequence from
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the pBR327-proximal terminus of QSPT with a concurrent deletion from the pBR327 region could
have represented the loss of one of the direct repeats and the interspacing DNA (figure 6.12). The
reduction in the separation of further repeats within pBR327 and QSPT may then have promoted
further deletions in the same direction. Direct repeats within aadA+ would effectively have been
excluded from such interactions under spc selection but not in its absence. The category 3C mix was
consistent with the copy choice aspect of slipped-mispairing, recombination events occuring in one
strand of the duplex (figure 6.12) to produce daughters with and without QSPT and pBR327
deletions. Other observations were more difficult to explain however, comprising most evidently
the deletion of only one terminus from QSPT inserts located within pBR327, and the deletion(s) of
pBR327 DNA from the QSPT insertion site without an accompanying deletion from QSPT.
On a wider level, the efficiency with which the host itself ’catalyses’ the same illegitimate
events may provide an explanation for the structural instability of these and analogous constructs
in Streptomyces (and Bacillus) as opposed to E.coli. One could suggest, for example, that the
inefficient binding of Streptomyces single-stranded binding protein could promote slippedmispairing to the specific deletion of heterologous sequences. An alternative explanation may be
found in the behaviour of the shuttle plasmids themselves. A group of related plasmids (ssDNA
plasmids; reviewed by Gruss and Ehrlich, 1989) from certain Gram-positive genera including
Bacillus and Staphylococcus (most Bacillus cloning vectors are based upon Staphylococcus aureus
plasmids) appear to replicate by a mechanism (RCR) analogous to that of filamentous phages (e.g.
M13 and f1). The plasmid length single-stranded circular intermediates of RCR, being removed
from the limitations imposed by the unwinding distance at a replication fork, have been suggested to
be particularly vunerable to slipped-mispairing (Ehrlich

et al., 1986; the consequences of

infidelities in RCR are described in detail by Gruss and Ehrlich, 1989). As mentioned in chapter 1
(1.2.4.1), plJ101 has been suggested to replicate by a RCR mechanism, with the initiation of
second-strand synthesis occuring at sti (Deng et al., 1988). Sti- derivatives, including plJ350
(r.e. pWCL1) and its derivative plJ702 (r.e. pZG1) were observed to accumulate much more
ssDNA than Sti+ plasmids. The accumulation of ssDNA in S.lividans containing pWOR120, a plasmid
closely related to pWOR109 (6.1), was also observed. Pigac et al. (1988) detected ssDNA in
S.lividans containing pZG1 and its in vivo deletion derivatives, while neither pBR322 nor pZG1
containing strains of E.coli contained detectable ssDNA, proposing on this basis that the hostdependent differences in the structural stability of these plJ101 derivatives could have a basis in
RCR. This proposal was supported by the observation that the precise excision of the Tn7 0
derivative m-Tn70 was greatly stimulated (up to 106 times) in E.coli under M13 as opposed to
pBR322-directed replication (Brunier et al., 1988).
Having said the above, plJ903 does not appear to produce single-stranded forms (Xiao Jie and
T. Kieser, personal communication). This is consistent with the fact that all of the ssDNA plasmids
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identified thus far with the inclusion of plJ101, are relatively small, of high copy number and lack
a p ar locus (Gruss and Ehrlich, 1989). If anything, it seems more likely that RCR is responsible
for the fact that high copy number plasmids are more prone to structural instability than low copy
number plasmids. One may however suggest in general terms that inserts could promote structural
instability by the disruption of normal replication processes, particularly when these incorporate
replication origins or replication initiation (regions proximal to the origin of pBR322 have been
shown to act in vitro as sites for second-strand synthesis from phage f1 templates, Zipursky and
Marians, 1981) or termination analogues (discussed in Gruss and Ehrlich, 1988; 1989).

MB. structural alterations in the Streptomyces chromosome may also occur by the illegitimate
recombination mechanisms described above. Imperfect palindromes and short direct repeats were
associated with the termini of certain extensive deletions from the S.glaucescens chromosome
(Birch et al., 1989; 1991). Others exhibited similarity with events previously attributed to DNA
gyrases and may therefore have occurred by break-join mechanisms (Birch et al., 1991).

6.4.2 Target Sequence Duplication.
Several examples of sequence duplications in Streptomyces plasmids are given in Hopwood et
al. (1986a) and Hutter and Eckhardt (1988). As the largest example, Bibb and Hopwood (1981)
reported the duplication of a c.9kb region of SCP2* to 1 to 3 additional tandem copies upon transfer
from S.coelicolor to S.parvuius. The region duplicated included EcoRI(1) (figure 2.1) and ran
clockwise through the segregational stability region but not as far as Fsfl(18); this does not in fact
preclude a certain degree of overlap with the regions duplicated in the p903fts of figure 5.5.
Hopwood et al. (1986a) suggested that unequal crossing-over could have generated the additional
copies once the first duplication event had occurred, and that this could conceivably have been aided
by the presence of SCP1, with which SCP2* shares a region of sequence homology, in S.parvuius.
Interestingly,

Kinashi

(1989)

determined that the integration

of SCP2* into SCP1 was

accompanied by both its amplification to tandem copies and, through junction sequencing, the
deletion of the stability region of SCP2* (the 3.99kb between 0.75kb clockwise of Bgl\\(8) and
0.4kb anticlockwise of Bc/I(12) was deleted).
Nakano et al. (1984) proposed that recombination between direct repeats of only 5bp was
responsible for a 900bp tandem duplication which differentiated S.lavendulae plasmid pSL2 from
the otherwise identical pSL1 (3.9kb, high copy number). This 5bp sequence delineated the
duplication sequence in pSL1; in pSL2 it was also present between the tandem duplicates. It would
indeed appear that short direct repeats provide an opportunity for illegitimate additions as well as
deletions to occur between them. Edlund and Normark (1981) associated a 9.8kb duplication of
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E.coli chromosomal DNA with 12bp repeats, although promotion by the RecA protein was suggested
here. The three examples of spontaneous tandem duplication (largest c.0.5kb) isolated by Schaaper
etal. (1986) in E.coli were not flanked by repeated sequences. The regions duplicated exhibited the
potential for extensive secondary structure, but it was uncertain how this may have contributed to
the addition reaction.
The means by which the tandem target sequence duplications (0.5-5.5kb) arose in the
p903Qs of figure 5.5 is difficult to deduce. The presence of QSPT between the region duplicated and
its tandem duplicate strongly suggests that the latter were generated post-insertion, and thereby
through some manner of interaction between QSPT and plJ903 DNA in vivo. At least some tsr
sequence was included within all the duplications; 7 of the 9 duplication start points (A) were
within tsr itself. One could propose that QSPT induced and stabilised the upstream realignment of
the replication mechanism to result in rereading of the length A — ^

B (figure 5.4). It would

have been interesting in this respect to look for similarities in the base sequences at the
anticlockwise termini of the tandem duplicates (by double-strand sequencing from the relevant
promoter of QSPT). The principal reservation upon such over-replication through misalignment is
that it would have been dependent upon the exposure of quite extensive lengths of ssDNA (whereas
the larger target deletions possessed by p903Qs may well have been formed via a number of small
but progressive deletion events). Brunier et al. (1988) suggested that short non-contiguous
regions of ssDNA could be involved in such events, illegitimate duplication occuring through the
displacement of the replication machinery to an upstream stretch, and likewise deletion to a
downstream stretch. A possible association between deletional instability and plasmid transfer has
been noted above (6.3.1.4). The normal pock p903Qs of figure 5.5 possessed tandem target
duplications while the similarly located and non-pock forming (but also target-deleted) p903Qs
E/4A and E/12 did not. The SCP2* sequence duplication observed by Bibb and Hopwood (1981)
occurred upon its transfer to another species (but which contained SCP1). Conceivably, the
exposure of ssDNA could occur during DNA processing prior to plasmid transfer. Furthermore, if
transferred in single-stranded form, deletion and duplication events could occur during the
replication of the newly transferred plasmid in the recipient. Having said this, it seems likely
(their structure is not entirely clear from Larson and Hershberger, 1986) that the unstable
derivatives of pHJL8 (6.1) were transfer deficient.

Homologous recombination between the repeated regions of these plasmids presents a possible
mechanism for the generation of the inherently associated Xho\n type. Such irreversible
recombination events between interspaced extensive direct repeats are known to be efficient in
S.lividans (Chen etal., 1987). Also, Smokvina etal. (1991) proposed that recombination between
30bp repeats flanking a pBR329 insert in a shuttle derivative of pSAM2 was the likely cause of its
deletion in S.lividans. Nakano et al. (1984) observed that repeated subculture of pSL2 lead to pure
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pSL1 strains. It would have been interesting in this context to determine the effect of successive
subcultivation under spc-inclusive and exclusive selection upon these duplications, and indeed of
QSPT excision from between them. As a related point, Chen et al. (1987) observed that interspaced
extensive direct repeats were predominately stable (in 9 out of 10 cases) in recombination
proficient E.coli C600 strains, this in analogy with the recovery of tandem QSPT inserts from
E.coli JM107 but their resolution in S.lividans (6.3.2.3).

6.4.3 Further Suggestions as to How the Xho\ Resistant Type Mav Have Been Generated.
Two suggestions have been made above as to the source of the Xho\R type: QSPT excision
through illegitimate recombination, and as the resolution product of homologous recombination
between extensive flanking direct repeats. Both would have irreversably and perhaps consistently
generated SpcS X/?olR type segregants from SpcR plasmids under spc-inclusive selection. Further
possibilities are briefly covered below.
Considering that an uninvestigated minor component of the p903QE/5 profile (6.3.2.3)
provided the only direct evidence for the arisal of the Xho\R type from SpcR plasmids in vivo, one
cannot totally disregard the possibility of its presence by cotransformation. If this occurred it was
as a direct consequence of dephosphorylating QSPT rather than plJ903 as linear DNA with
dephophorylated ends does not transform Streptomyces (Hopwood etal., 1986a).
The plJ903 plasmid preparation was isolated from recA56 E.coli ED8767 and was therefore
likely to contain stable oligomeric forms. The insertion of QSPT into such as linearised dimers
present amongst the products of the strictly limited Sau3A\ digests would have created SpcR
heterodimers, a means to the retention of a complete and uninterrupted copy of plJ903 under spc
selection, and indeed to the complementation of a recessive mutation in the interrupted copy.
Resolution into its XfrolR and XfrolsQSPT+ type components was unlikely to occur efficiently (Bibb
etal., 1977). The inadvertant use of dimeric target plasmids has indeed been demonstrated to result
in the recovery of transposon-free parental plasmids in recombination-proficient E.coli strains
(Liu and Berg, 1990). This could also explain, through the structural fragility and poor
recircularisation of c.50kb linear fragments, the inability to generate many Sau3A\ insertion
recombinants in E.coli. As a complete digest product, plJ903 linearised at BamHI(1) would not
have been subject to these problems. The simple use of a recombination-proficient E.coli strain
would not have avoided the presence of oligomers; as a very large insertion derivative of pBR327,
plJ903 would in fact be predicted to exist predominantly as dimers here (Berg et al., 1989).
Since QSPT rather than plJ903 was dephosphorylated, the ligation products may have
included plJ903 monomers interlinked with QSPT. The products of their resolution would have
been dependent upon where the two plJ903 molecules were linearised relative to each other; the
ligation of two similarly cut molecules (r.e. preferential cutting) would have presented an oligomer
insertion analogue.
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QSPT possessed by design many features desirable in an insertional mutagen (2.2.3). The
outwardly directed T7 and SP6 promoters provided particular advantages over other insertional
mutagens. It was shown that these sequences could indeed be used as start points for the in vitro
transcription (4.3) and sequencing by double-strand methods (4.2) of DNA flanking the insertion
site. Although the transcription experiments only demonstrated that the promoters had retained
their functional integrity upon the construction of QSPT, they provide a basis for further studies
which may fulfil their potential applications (2.2.3). The ability to locate the site of QSPT
insertion at the level of the base sequence was investigated more rigorously. Most relevantly, it was
demonstrated that the regions of SCP2* DNA (biased GC%) which flanked the randomly inserted
QSPT of a pock-deficient derivative of plJ903 (c.28kb and of unit copy number), the template DNA
for which was isolated a by a small-scale procedure from S.lividans, could be sequenced (5.7). This
demonstrated the principle of precise QSPT location under practically relevant conditions, the
importance of such precise genotypic analysis (r.e. the target deletion which was detected), and the
ability to determine directly, sequence information at the mutation site of plasmids exhibiting
phenotypic mutations of interest; a comparison of the sequence data generated from p903QE/4A
(figure 5.9) with that of the transfer and pock genes of plJ101 (Kendall and Cohen, 1987) did not
yield any obvious homologies. Practical suggestions have been given (5.7) which should improve
the clarity of the sequence ladders to a level which is more presentable.
It remains to establish whether the T4 sequences of QSPT terminate transcription in
Streptomyces. This has relevance to both the termination of endogenous mRNA synthesis as a
component of effective mutagenesis, and to transcriptional read-out from aadA+ in order to assess
whether the activation of local target genes could occur. The former may be investigated by cloning
QSPT into a promoter probe derivative of a Streptomyces plasmid, the latter by cloning QSPT
between the promoter and structural components of a reporter gene. Irrespective of this deficiency,
both QSPT and the Q interposon (as demonstrated by Smokvina et al., 1991) are evidently effective
mutagens in S.lividans.
In contrast to the advantageous features of QSPT described above, certain of the QSPT
insertion derivatives of plJ903, an otherwise stable SCP2* derivative, were subject to deletions in
S.lividans. Although in retrospect these events would appear easily recognisable, such was not the
case at the time; this was in part due to the fact that one could not simply distinguish an unstable
from a stable plasmid profile on the basis of an alteration in its antibiotic resistance status. Indeed,
it was only after comparing the restriction patterns of quite a number of plasmid profiles that the
nature of events became clear through the recognition of common themes. The deletions of plJ903
DNA from these unstable p903Qs were thereby found to be predominately irrelevant to the gene
mapping study. The deletion events in these and similar derivatives from E.coli were however of
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interest because they occurred in a low copy number plasmid but shared similarities with those
described previously for plJ101 derivatives (6.4.1). Although plJ903 does not appear to produce
ssDNA forms (Xiao Jie and T. Kieser, personal communication), the unstable p903Qs may behave
differently and should be investigated for ssDNA formation. Their structural stability should also be
assessed in JT46, the S.lividans strain in which the plJ101 derivative pWCL1 (Lee et al.t 1986)
was much more stable in comparison to TK64 (Tsai and Chen, 1987). With regard to this, a
similar cassette which was deleted at high frequency from certain insertion sites did not benefit
from propagation in JT46 (T. Kieser, personal communication).
The deletion events observed in this investigation were only characterised within the confines
of restriction analysis. Although further information may be provided by probing for the retention
of pBR327 and QSPT sequence, one must determine the base sequences at the deletion end-points in
order to make more specific deductions as to the nature of the deletion generating interaction. The
smear or ladder fragments generated by such as Pvu\\+Xho\ (plates 6.5 and 6.8a) could be shotgun
cloned to isolate the appropriate region of the individual deletion derivatives of a single plasmid.
Oligomers which prime within the inserts (designed from the known aadA determinant (4.1.6) and
pBR327 sequences) or 'exonuclease-walking' would however be required to reach the
QSPT:pBR327 sequence junctions themselves.

QSPT was applied to the insertional mutagenesis of plJ903 in an attempt to advance upon the
degree to which the transfer/pock genes of SCP2* had been delineated using deletion derivatives
(figure 2.3 and appendix 3). Certain QSPT inserts (figure 5.3) abolished pock formation in
S.lividans, while others reduced the size of the pocks and thereby the ability of plJ903 to spread
(further investigations (5.3.3.3) indicated that the p903Q200 plasmid illustrated in figure 5.2
was not a unique example of an enhanced spread mutant but that it coexisted with a second and
unrelated plasmid which was responsible for the formation of the large pocks). This latter ('small
pock') phenotype has not been observed previously for SCP2* derivatives (in S.lividans), and adds
to the list of Streptomyces plasmids known to contain functions which specifically effect (or affect)
their spread (1.2.7.6). These functions were dispersed in plJ903; although a few of the QSPT
inserts which effected a small pock status were located within or very close to the designated
transfer/pock region, many lay outside, interspersed with the QSPT insertion sites of plasmids
which formed normal pocks (figure 5.8). The published deletion data (figure A3b) indicate that
many of these inserts, specifically those external to the PsflA fragment (2.1.2), identified
functions which were not required for normal pock formation. A combination of the fact that the
small pock phenotype is novel to this investigation, and the possibility which arose from the
investigations of plJ101 that functions other than spd may affect pock size (1.2.7.9), may explain
inconsistencies between the insertion data of this investigation and the deletion data which defined
the transfer/pock region.
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More substantial deductions cannot be made because the p903Qs were only specifically tested
for the screening phenotype of pock formation. Although rigorous in itself, this must now be
complemented by transfer frequency data. This should enable deductions to be made as to whether
the inserts which effected the small pock phenotype identified spd functions or the plJ101 analogous loci of a kil/kor system. If such a system does exist in S C P 2\ a search for kor functions
in areas of QSPT absence (e.g. between Ssfl(42) and Sph\{43) of SCP2*) may also be productive.
These further studies could also clarify the status of the non-pock forming p903Qs. That those
tested during the initial use of TK79 as the recipient formed pocks (5.3.4), indicates that they had
at least retained the potential to transfer efficiently in TK64. The possibility arises that the very
small replicas recovered from these p903Qs in TK64 reflected plasmid transfer without spread,
while the behaviour of p903QE/4A and p903QE/12 (5.5.3) reflected an inability to recover
replicas from transfer-deficient derivatives rather than any recipient-dependent lethal effect. In
relation to this, Bibb e ta l. (1981) isolated non-pock forming derivatives of SLP1 which were
capable of interspecific transfer and which gave tiny replicas on selective media.
Although attempted, it has yet to be demonstrated that the excision of QSPT from a pock
mutant could restore the normal pock phenotype. This would be particularly valuable for the small
pock mutants whose QSPT inserts lay outside of the transfer/pock region. It would also be desirable
to extend the as yet limited use of the T7 and SP6 promoter sequences in the characterisation of the
p903Q pock mutants. Initial experiments should concentrate upon the Ssfl(5) group (figure 5.3)
as the base sequence of the DNA around this site is known (Kinashi, 1989); the clustering of these
QSPT inserts may in any case allow each of their insertion sites to be determined within sequence
information generated from each other.
Although tedious, the structural analysis of many of the p903Q plasmids unaffected in pock
formation provided, most importantly, useful comparative data for the pock mutants. This extended
to certain of the structural alterations in plJ903 which were revealed, specifically many of those
which were interpreted as the tandem duplication of target sequence (figure 5.5). Irrespective of
their pock phenotype, the p903Qs as a whole constitute a library of structurally characterised
SCP2* derivatives from which informed choices may be made to look at properties such as fertility
and segregational stability which are not so amenable as pock formation as screening phenotypes.
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Summary of the p903Q Screening Data

The pock and antibiotic resistance phenotypes of p903Qs 3A, 3B, 3C, 6A, 7D, 9B, 15B, 17D, 19B,
20A, 20D, 20E, 24A, 26D, 32D, 32K and 32M were established by both the spore plating and
transformation techniques. p903&200 is given as a normal pock former (5.3.3.3).
Regarding plasmid profile and structure in S.lividans; 1, 2, 3A, 3B and 3C refer to the categories
described in 5.4.2; td = tandem target duplication; tdi = target duplication or insertion; m =
presence of more than one component of the same Xho\ denoted plasmid type; uy = uncharacterised
because of poor plasmid yield; ur = Xho\s£lSPT+ component uncharacterised because of very low
relative abundance; uc = characterisation incomplete owing to the complexity of the digest results.
Notes concerning these uncharacterised and partially characterised p903£2s follow the list below.

p903Q

Pock
PhenotvDe

Antibiotic Resistance
Status

Plasm id
Status

pi J903

standard

ThioR / Spcs

-

2 .4

3A

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

3B

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .2

3C

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

3D

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

4A

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

4B

normal

ThioR = SpcR

3C m

6 .4

4C

normal

ThioR = SpcR

3C

6 .4

5A

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

6A

normal

ThioR = SpcR

3C

6 .4

6B

normal

ThioR = SpcR

2

6.2a

7A

normal

ThioR = SpcR

uy

7B

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

70

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1m

6 .5

7D

normal

ThioR = SpcR

3A tdi

5 .6

9A

normal

ThioR / Spcs

3A tdi

5 .6

9B

normal

ThfoR > SpcR

3A ur

10A

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

10C

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .2

10D

normal

ThioR = SpcR

uy

10E

normal

ThioR / Spcs

3A

5 .6

10F

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .2

F ia u re
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10G

normal

ThioR >= SpcR

uy

10H

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .2

101

normal

ThioR = SpcR

2m

6.2b

10J

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

11A

normal

ThioR > SpcR

3A ur

12A

normal

ThioR = SpcR

3A tdi

5.6

12B

normal

Thfc>R > SpcR

3B

6 .3

12C

normal

ThioR > SpcR

uy

12D

normal

ThtoR >= SpcR

2m

6.2b

14B

normal

ThioR > SpcR

3 A tdi

5 .6

15A

normal

ThioR / SpcS

3A ur

15B

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .2

15C

normal

ThbR > SpcR

3A tdi

5 .6

15D

normal

ThioR = SpcR

2

6.2a

17A

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

17B

small

Thk>R = SpcR

1

5 .3

17C

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1m

6.5

17D

normal

ThioR = SpcR

2

6.2a

17E

normal

ThloR = SpcR

1

5 .2

17F

normal

Thk>R > SpcR

3A td

5 .5

18A

normal

ThioR / Spcs

3Atd

5 .5

19A

normal

ThioR / Spcs

3A td

5 .5

19B

normal

ThioR = SpcR

2m

6.2b

20A

normal

ThioR = SpcR

3C

6 .4

20B

normal

ThloR = SpcR

2

6.2a

20C

normal

ThloR = SpcR

3B

6.3

20D

normal

ThioR = SpcR

2m

6.2b

20E

normal

ThioR >= SpcR

3A td

5 .5

20F

normal

ThioR / Spcs

3A uctd

20G

normal

ThioR > SpcR

3A td

5 .5

20H

normal

ThioR = SpcR

2

6.2a

20I

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .2

20 J

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

20K

normal

Th’ioR > SpcR

uy

20L

normal

ThioR = SpcR

2

6.2a

20M

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

20N

normal

ThioR = SpcR

2

6.2a
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5 .2

200

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1

20 P

normal

ThioR >= SpcR

3A uytd

20Q

normal

ThioR >= SpcR

3 A fc/

5 .5

24A

normal

ThioR = SpcR

ZAtdi

5 .6

26A

no

ThioR = SpcR

uy

26B

no

ThioR = SpcR

uy

26C

no

ThioR = SpcR

1

26D

normal

ThioR / Spcs

Xf7olR only

26E

no

ThloR / Spcs

1

27A

normal

ThioR = SpcR

uy

27B

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1/77

27C

normal

ThloR > SpcR

uy

27D

normal

ThloR / Spcs

ZAur

27E

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .2

27F

normal

ThioR > SpcR

ZAtd

5 .5

27G

normal

ThioR = SpcR

uy

27H

normal/small

ThloR = SpcR

2

6.2a

27I

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

27J

normal

ThioR > SpcR

3A

5 .6

27K

small

ThloR = SpcR

1

5 .3

27L

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

27M

normal

ThloR > SpcR

uy

27N

normal

ThioR = SpcR

ZAtd

270

normal

ThioR = SpcR

ZAuytd

27P

normal

ThioR = SpcR

2

6.2a

27Q

normal/small

ThioR = SpcR

2

6.2a

27R

normal

ThioR = SpcR

uy

27S

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

27T

normal

ThioR = SpcR

2/77

6.2b

32A

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .2

32B

normal

ThioR = SpcR

2

6.2a

32C

no

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

32D

small

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

32 E

no

ThioR = SpcR

uy

32F

normal

ThioR >= SpcR

ZC

6 .4

32G

no

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .3

32H

normal

ThloR >= SpcR

3A

5 .6

5 .3

5 .3

6 .5

5 .5
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32I

normal

ThioR >= SpcR

3B

32 J

normal

ThioR > SpcR

3A uctd

32K

normal

ThioR = SpcR

3B

6 .3

3 2L

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .2

3 2M

normal

ThioR > SpcR

3A ur

32N

normal

ThioR / SpcS

3A td

320

normal

ThioR > SpcR

uy

32 P

normal/small

ThioR = SpcR

3C

6 .4

32Q

normal

ThioR = SpcR

3A

5 .6

7/7, 9/5
7/2

normal

ThioR = SpcR

3C m

4.7 (E.coli)

E/4A

no

1

5 .7

E /5

normal

ThioR = SpcR

3C m+Xho\n

5.7 (E.coli)

E /6

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1

5 .7

E /7

normal

ThioR = SpcR

1m

5 .7

E /11

normal

ThioR = SpcR

3C m

5.7 (E.coli)

E /1 2

no

iThioR = SpcR

1

5 .7

E/4AX

no

iThioR =SpcR

12

E /1 1X

normal

ThioR / SpcS

12

E /12X

no

iThioR = SpcR

12

7/2X

normal

ThioR / Spcs

12

iThioR = SpcR

6 .3

5 .5

ifrom the replica plating of colonies; no replicas were recovered from pocks.
2retained QSPT only in terms of the sequence residual from its excision by Xho\.

1)

p 903Q s

Known to Contain Taroet Duplications.

At least four additional normal pock category 3A p903Qs contained Xho\$QSPT+ components with
tandem target sequence duplications. Although these were not sufficiently characterised for
illustration, their QSPT inserts and duplications affected the same general region of plJ903 as in
the characterised plasmids of figure 5.5.
i) p903Q27O and 20P (both contained the Xho\R component at minor abundance) suffered from a
low plasmid yield. The 1.8kb P vull(9) to Pvull(13) region of plJ903 (figure 2.4) was wholely
included within the duplication in p903Q20P.
ii) digests of p903Q32J (minor X h o\R) and 20F (major X h o \R) were too complex to interpret
fully. One component of p903Q32J appeared to contain an QSPT insert close to Sph\{M ) with
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standard form (figure 5.4) duplication of the region between this and 0.1 kb clockwise of X b a l(3).
One component of p903Q20F appeared to contain an QSPT insert 2.3kb clockwise of Ssfl(21) with
standard form duplication of the region between this and 0.1 kb anticlockwise of C/al(7).

2) Other p903Qs Not Illustrated.
Although digests established that normal pock p903Qs 9B (plate A2/1b), 11 A, 15A, 27D
(plate A2/2) and 32M belonged to category 3A, their X/7ols QSPT+ component was at such a low
relative abundance that it could not be characterised any further. p903Q26D (normal pock and
ThioR/Spcs ) was a unique example in which only the X7joIr type could be detected.
A substantial culture inoculum was an essential requirement for a good plasmid yield. As a
general trend, the plasmid preparations of poorer yield and quality (digestability and chromosomal
contamination) came from those p903Qs at the lower end of the range of (ThioR) spore prep
concentrations. These were in turn a reflection of poorer sporulation upon, and delayed harvesting
from the third subcultivation plates (5.2.2). In some cases, a poor plasmid yield and/or quality as
consistent with this trend were overcome by repetition with an increased culture inoculum and
method B (3.10.1b). However, the normal pock p903Qs 7A, 10D, 10G, 12C, 20K, 27A, 27C, 27G,
27M, 27R, and 3 2 0 , and the non-pock forming p903Qs 26A, 26B and 32E remained structurally
uncharacterised as insufficient DNA was recoverable for adequate restriction analysis. Although all
these p903Qs were in the latter half of the harvesting schedule, not all had a markedly low spore
prep concentration compared to other p903Qs harvested at the same time. Some, including p903Qs
26A and 26B, always grew poorly in liquid culture. Others, including p903Q32E, produced a
typical yield (wet weight) of cells from the liquid cultures but considerably less plasmid.
Particular effort was made to recover usable amounts of plasmid from the three no pock
mutants. The replating of these and other spore preps of similarly low concentration only yielded
lawns which sporulated even more poorly than before. In retrospect, it would have been wiser to
have transformed E.coli with the plasmid DNA already isolated. This would have negated the
influence of any adversely affected SCP2* functions. The plasmids isolated from E.coli could then
have been restriction mapped and transformed back into S.lividans, and inferences made according
to whether the plasmid yields were normal or again poor. An alternative approach would have been
to avoid the limited sensitivity of EtBr staining by end-labelling, with y 32P, the restriction
fragments of the existing plasmid preparations.
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Appendix 2

Additional

Plates

1) Plates A2/1 - Digests of Example Mutant and Normal Pock Forming p903Qs

a) Plate A2/1a - p903Qs 3D and 4A of the S s t \ ( 5 ) Group

[plus p903Qs 4B, 6B, 7C, 20H]

The 7.5kb BglW fragment of piJ903 is represented in lanes 33 and 34, the 18.3kb in lanes 28, 29.
kb
23 I —
9 .4 2 —
6 .5 6 ------

4 .3 6 —

2 .3 2 —
2 .0 3 —

2 7 28

29

30

3 1

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

kb
23 I —
9 .4 2 —
6 .5 6 —

4 .3 6 —

2 .3 2 —
2 .0 3 —

lanes

Content

18, 22}
19

X Hind\W

12, 13
16, 17

Content
X Hin6\\\ (sized)
p903Q3D PvuW, Pvu\\+Xho\
p903Q4B PvuW, PvuU+Xho\
piJ903 PvuW (1.8, 11.3, 12.5kb)
p903Q6B PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
p903Q20H PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
p903Q4A PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
p903Q7C PvuW, Pvu\\+Xho\

lanes

Content

lanes

Content

27,
28.
30,
33.

(sized)
p903Q3D BglW, BglW+Xho\
p903Q4B BglW, BglW+Xho\
D903Q6B Bo/ll. Bal\\+Xho\

35, 36
37, 38
39. 40

p903Q20H BglW, BglW+Xho\
p903Q4A BglW, BglW+Xho\
O903Q7C Bo/ll. Bal\\+Xho\

lanes

1,
2,
4,
6,
8,
10,

7, 14
3
5
15
9
11

32
29
31
34

20
21

22
24
25
26

p903Q3D Ssfl
p903Q4B Ssfl
p903Q6B Sst\
p lJ 9 0 3 S s fl(7 .0 ,1 8 .8 k b )
p903Q20H Ssfl
p903Q4A Ssfl
p903Q7C Ssfl

X Hin6W\
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b) Plate

A2/1 b - p903Q32D of the SstU5)

Group.

p903fl3C

of Transfer/Pock

[plus p903Qs 9B, 15D, 19B, 20D, 27T]

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

3 1

32

33

34

35

36

kb

—

6.56

—

4.36

—

38

39

40

1^1 jUJ

23.1 —
9.42

37

- I pii
2.32
2.03

lanes

Content

lanes

1, 6, 13
2, 3
4, 5
7, 8
9, 10
11, 12

X H /ndlll (sized)
p903^9B PvuW, Pvu\\+Xho\
p903£23C PvuW, Pvu\\+Xho\
p903£219B PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
P903Q20D PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
P903Q32D PvuW, PvuW+Xho\

lanes

C o n ien i

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

p903Q9B Ssfl
p903Q3C Ssfl
p903£219B Ssfl
X Hin6\\\
piJ903 Ssfl (7.0, 18.8kb)
p903Q20D Ssfl
p903£232D Ssfl
p903Q27T Ssfl

22,
24,
25,
26,
28,
30,
34,
36,
39
40

23
33
32, 38
27
29
31
35
37

Content
P903Q3C BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\
piJ903 BglW (7.5, 18.3kb)
X Hin6\W (sized)
P903Q19B BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\
p903£220D BglW, BglW+Xho\
p903^32D BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\
P903H27T BglW, BglW+Xho\
p903Q15D BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\
p903Q32D Pst\+Xho\
X Hin6\W

[the 12.5, 11.3 and 1.8kb plJ903
PvuW fragments form the major bands
in lanes 2 and 3]
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c) Plate

A2/1c - p903Q20M of the Sst\(5)

Group. p903Q17B of the Stability

Region

[plus p903C219A]

1

lanes

1,
3,
4
5,
7,

2
9
6
8

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

<Content

p903Q20M PvuW, Pvu\\+Xho\
X H/ndlll (sized)
piJ903 PvuW (1.8, 11.3, 12.5kb)
p903Q17B PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
p903Q19A PvuW, PvuW+Xho\

10

II

12

13

14

15

16 17

lanes

Content

10, 11
12
13, 14
15
16, 17

P903Q20M BglW, BglW+Xho\
X H /ndlll
p903£217B BglW, BglW+Xho\
piJ903 BglW (7.5, 18.3kb)
P903Q19A BglW, BglW+Xho\
Content
piJ903 S sfl (7.0, 18.8kb)
X H/ndlll
p903C220N (not 20M) Ssfl
p903ft17B Ssfl
p903Q19A Ssfl

lanes

Content

lanes

18, 19
20
21
22, 23
24, 25

P903Q20M Psfl, Pst\+Xho\
X H/'ndlll (sized)
plJ903 Pst\ (9.9, 15.9kb)
p903Q17B Psfl, Pst\+Xho\
p903Q19A Psfl, Pst\+Xho\

26
27
28
29
30
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d) Plate A2/1d - P903Q20J of o d lC
[plus p903Qs 9A, 18A, 20B]

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

kb
23.1

-------

9 . 4 2 ------6 . 5 6 -------

4 . 3 6 -------

lanes

1.
3,
5
6
7,
9,

2
4

8
10

2.32

-------

2.03

------

Content

P903Q20J BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\
p903Q20B BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\
piJ903 BglW (7.5, 18.3kb)
X H /ndlll (sized)
p903Q9A BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\
p903Q18A BglW, BglU+Xho\

Content
p903£220J Psfl, Pst\+Xho\
p903£220B Psfl, Pst\+Xho\
piJ903 P sfl (9.9, 15.9kb)
X H /ndlll
p903Q9A Psfl, Pst\+Xho\
p903Q18A Psfl, Pst\+Xho\

lanes
1 1 , 12

13, 14
15
16
17, 18
19, 20

lanes

Content

lanes

Content

21,
22,
24,
26
28,
30,

X H /ndlll (sized)
P903Q20J PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
p903£220B PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
piJ903 PvuW (1.8, 11.3, 12.5kb)
p903£29A PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
p903Q18A PvuW, PvuW+Xho\

32
33
34
35
36
37

P903Q20J Ssfl
p903Q20B Ssfl
p903£29A Ssfl
X H /ndlll
pi J 9 0 3 S s fl(7 .0 ,1 8 .8 k b )
p903Q18A Ssfl

27
23
25
29
31
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e) Plate A2/1e - P903Q3A and 27L of odlA. P903Q27K of the Stability Region
[plus p903Qs 6A, 7D, 101, 15B, 27B, 27K, 27N, 32A]

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

HI

kb

23.1 —
9 .4 2 ----6 .5 6 —

4 .3 6 -----

2.3 2
2 .0 3

21

2 .3 2

—

2 .0 3

—

22

23

2 4 25

26

27

28

lanes
1, 2
3, 4
5
6
7, 8
9, 10

Content
p903;Q15B BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\
p903Q7D BglW, BglW+Xho\
piJ903 BglW (7.5, 18.3kb)
X H/ndlll (sized)
P903Q6A BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\
P903Q3A BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\

lanes
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Content
P903Q27L Ssfl
p903ft27K Ssfl
p903Q27N Ssfl
p903Q10l Ssfl
P903Q27B Ssfl
p903Q32A Ssfl
X H/ndlll (sized)

29 30

3!

32

33

lanes
11, 12
13, 14
15
16
17, 18
19, 20
Lanes
28, 29
30
31
32, 33
34, 35
36, 37
38, 39

3 4 35

36

37

38

39

Content
p903Q15B Psfl, Pst\+Xho\
p903£27D Psfl, Pst\+Xho\
piJ903 Psfl (9.9, 15.9kb)
X H/ndlll
p903Q6A Psfl, Pst\+Xho\
p903Q3A Psfl, Pst\+Xho\
Content
p903£227L PvuW, Pvu\\+Xho\
piJ903 PvuW (1.8, 11.3, 12.5kb)
X H/ndlll
P903C227K PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
P903Q27L Psfl, Pst\+Xho\
piJ903 Psfl (9.9, 15.9kb), X H/ndlll
p903Q27K Psfl, Pst\+Xho\
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2) Plate A2/2 - Category 3A Tandem Duplication D903Q17F

(figure 5.5)

[plus p903£2s 10F, 10H, 20I, 27D]
The Xho\ digests illustrate the presence of the Xf?olR type in the p903Q17F and 27D profiles and its
absence from those of p903Q10F, 10H and 20I. The BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\ digests of p903Q10F are
included for comparative purposes; they illustrate that the 1.8kb Pvull(9)-Pvull(13) fragment of
plJ903 was wholey included within the target duplication of the p903O17F Xhc\sQ.SPT+ component
(figure A2).

Xho\
re s is ta n t
lin e a rise d
PU 903

OSPT

lanes
1
2
3
4
5
6

Content
undigested plJ903
P903Q10H Xho\
p903Q20l Xho\
P903Q27D Xho\
p903Q10F Xho\
p903Q17F Xho\

lanes
7, 8
9, 10
11
12, 13
14, 15
16, 17
18, 19
20, 21
22, 23

Content
p903Q17F BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\
piJ903 BglW (7.5, 18.3kb), X H /ndlll
P903Q17F Ssfl
piJ903 Ssfl (7.0, 18.8kb), X H/ndlll
p903Q10F PvuW, Pvu\\+Xho\
p903Q17F PvuW, Pvu\\+Xho\
piJ903 PvuW (1.8, 11.3, 12.5kb), X H /ndlll
p903Q17F Psfl, Psfl+Xhol
piJ903 Psfl (9.9, 15.9kb), X H/ndlll (sized)
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Figure A2 - Interpretation of the p903Q17F Digests of Plate A2/2

Fragment sizes In kb

WS duplication

PvuW
(13)
Sstl
(21)

PV'UI 1 (15)
Pstl (16)

1

C BglW
(11)

PvuW
(9)

1

1

(13)
BglW
(2)

OSPT

- - L J -

b2

eg/ii
00/11 + Xho\

OSPT

6.9

Sstl

4.7

OSPT

*Xho\
partfals

Pstl
(32)
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3) Plates A2/3 - p903QE/X Derivatives as Isolated From S.lividans

Plate A2/3 a -£ & tL

Lanes

Content

1

p903QE/4AX Ssfl

3

p903QE/11X Ssfl

4

p903QE/12X Ssfl

6

p903Q7/2X Ssfl

2, 5

X H/ndlll (sized)

Relevant Points

The digests are complete and indicative of the retention of at least one of the polylinker Ssfl sites at
the original QSPT insertion site (figure 5.7). These digests of p903QE/4AX and p903QE/12X
differed from those of p903QE/4A and p903QE/12 only in that the 2.4kb excised QSPT fragment
was absent. Similarly, p903QE/11X and p903Q7/2X lacked the 2.4kb QSPT fragment excised
from the minor components (6.3.2.3) of p903QE/11 and p903Q7/2.
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Plate

A2/3b - X h o I. H/ndlll. B a lII. B o /II+ X /tol. and P s tI or P vull +Xftol

kb
■23.1
■9 .4 2
.6 .5 6
-4 .3 6

■2 .3 2
■2.03

Lanes

2, 3
4, 5
6, 7
9, 10
11, 12
13, 14
15
16

Content
E/4AX Xho\, H/ndlll
E/4AX PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
E/4AX BglW, Bgl\\+Xho\
E/11X Xho\, H/ndlll
E/11X PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
E/11X Psfl, Pst\+Xho\
piJ903 BglW (7.5, 18.3kb)
piJ903 PvuII (1.8, 11.3,
and 12.5kb)

Lanes
17
18, 19
20, 21
22, 23
25, 26
27, 28
29, 30
1, 8, 24, 31

Content

piJ903 Psfl (9.9, 15.9kb)
E/12X Xho\, HindW
E/12X PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
E/12X BglW, BglU+Xho\
p903Q7/2X Xho\, H/ndlll
p903Q7/2X PvuW, PvuW+Xho\
p903Q7/2X Psfl, Pst\+Xho\
X H/ndlll (sized)

Relevant Points
The loss of the £0/11(11), Pvu 11(13) and Pvu 11(14) sites of piJ903 from p903QE/12X is
illustrated. The change in the migration of the native 11.3kb Pvt/ll fragment (sites 26 clockwise to
9) of p903QE/4AX in the Pvu\\+Xho\ lane is an artifact of this gel; a corresponding change is not
represented in any other digest fragments (nor in any case is this associated with the location of the
residual QSPT sequence). For p903QE/11X and p903Q7/2X, both the 11.3kb PvuW fragment cut
by Xho\ into 4.5 and 6.7kb fragments, and the 9.9kb Psfl (sites 32 to 16) fragment cut by Xho\
into 8.8 and 1.1 kb fragments, illustrate that no alterations occurred across the pBR327 region of
these plasmids in S.lividans. The H/ndlll and Psfl digests are poor (3.8.6). Although none of the Xho\
digests of this gel (no QSPT excision was detected) are entirely complete in themselves, the
combination digests illustrate well the reformation of an Xho\ site at the original QSPT insertion
site in agreement with the Ssfl digests of plate A2/3a above.
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Summary of SCP2* Derivatives Relevant to the Assignation of the Transfer/Pock
Region and to the Pock-Affecting QSPT Locations of this Investigation

Notes Concerning Figures A3a and A3b.
The normal transfer of pSCP derivatives was established in S.coelicolor (reference 8), ail other
phenotypic data below in S.lividans (in TK64 in reference 1). Restriction sites are numbered as in
figure 2.1. A = deletion (inside map); s.r. = sole retention (outside map); mamm = antibiotic
resistance or pBR322 derived insertion (illustrated at arbitrary end of their associated deletions).

References1. Lydiate et al. (1985)

5. Lydiate (1984), as cited in 4.

2. Hopwood et al. (1985a)

6. Larson and Hershberger (1984)

3. Hershberger et al. (1983)

7. Larson and Hershberger (1986)

4. Hopwood et al. (1986a)

8. Bibb et al. (1980)

Supplementary Notes, (with reference to figure 2.1 and the SCP2* derivatives illustrated below)
a) The Designation of tra .
As stated in 2.1.2, Larson and Hershberger (1986) denoted the region from Kpn\(40) clockwise to
Sa/GI as tra, a region required for self-transmission. This was on the basis that pHLJ202 was
considered self-transmissible while pHJL196 was not. Since the transfer frequency of pHJL202
was in fact less than those of plJ916 and plJ917, it is considered to be transfer deficient here. One
may also comment that the difference between pHJL202 and pHJL192, which transferred at an
almost normal frequency, was the region Kpn\(40) anticlockwise to H/ndlll(24) and not tra.

b) Contradition Between Pock Phenotypes Determined in S.lividans and S.ariseofuscus.
Hershberger et al. (1983) and Larson and Hershberger (1984) observed that in S.griseofuscus
C581, the 6.4kb Sa/GI SCP2* fragment carried by pHJL180 was sufficient for normal pock
formation. The deletion from one end of this fragment to EcoRI(1), as in pHJL196, induced a 'mini'
pock status. These mini pocks were exhibited by all derivatives containing only this 5.9kb
EcoRI(1) to Sa/GI fragment from SCP2*, and significantly also by pHJL192. Insertion into the
EcoRI(1) site of native SCP2* also resulted in the formation of mini pocks. EcoRI(1) was therefore
denoted as Poc M, a site involved in the determination of pock size. These observations were
contradicted in S.lividans by Lydiate (1984), Lydiate et al. (1985) and Larson and Hershberger
(1986) as described below. Lydiate (1984) also determined (as cited in Lydiate et al., 1985) that
insertion into EcoRI(1) did not affect pock formation in S.lividans.
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Figure A3a - Transfer and Pock Deficient Derivatives of SCP2*
[plJ916, and consequently also plJ923 of figure A3b, may or may not have contained the region
between BamH\{2) and BamH\{3)].
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Rfiterences

Derivative

References

p IJ 916

1

pHJL196

3, 6, 7

p !J 9 1 7

1

pHJL197

1, 3, 6

p lJ 9 4 3

2, 4

pHJL201

7

pHJLi 80

3, 5

pHJL202

7

Pock formation was not tested in reference 7. One may however suggest that pHJL201 and pHJL202
are unlikely to form pocks in S.lividans on the basis of their transfer deficient status, and the pock
deficient status of pHJL197 as determined in reference 1.
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Figure A3b - Relevant Transfer and Pock Proficient Derivatives of SCP2*

Derivative

Reference

A (clockwise)

pHJL192

3, 61

EcoRI(1) to H//7dlll(24)

pSCP101

8

Psfl(4) to Psfl(37)

pSCP102

8

BamH\{2) to BamHI(35)

pSCP103

8

Psfl(18) to Psfl(37)

1pock formation was not tested but transfer proficient.

All of the derivatives illustrated below are from reference 1.

IS sll-

Sph 1 ^

9
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In relation to the above derivatives, the transfer and pock formation of pSCP103 were not affected
upon insertion into Bc/I(12) or Bc/I(14) as the sole alterations, nor upon the deletion of BamH\{2
or 3) to BamH\(7) as the sole alteration.
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